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Only Want Canal

Election Sidelights

Revenue, Egyptian

Broadcasting election returns ’election. That meant that City
direct from The Sentinelnewsroom Clerk Clarence Grevengoed had to
was a happy innovation Tuesday make a trip to Grand Haven after
he had checked in all local supevening.
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Tht Newt Has

Voting got off to a slow start
Tuesday,but picked up shortly after 5 p.m. when for the first time
lines began to form. One election
worker described it thus: “Things
were so slow all day and we were

Holhod Since 1872

EIGHT fAGES

•

Outdraws
Margin

Of Almost 2-to-l

City election workers were profuse in their praise of new election supplies this year which included compact new cases, special
pencil boxes and other equipment
which included ballpoint pens for
listing names of voters.
The new metal boxes replaced
old, old “telescope” boxes complete with straps which one inspector said belonged in a museum. He had contended with the
same broken strap for as many
years as he could remember.
Only casualty of the evening was
Larry Wade who skinned a knuckle
on a sharp edge.

.
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Two

Tourney

Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeek
emerged victoriousin his fight for
the Republican nomination for
sheriff in Tuesday’s primary election by defeating his lone opponent, Gayton W. Forry, Sr., by a
majority of almost 2 to L The unofficial vote in the county’s43 pre-

Vanderbeek6,212 votes
and Forry 3,608.
cincts gave

•nie county proposal for raising
one mill on equalized valuation for
four years to build new buildings
squeakedthrough by the unofficial
margin of 41 votes. It was this
vote which see-sawed throughout
the evening as votes were tabulated for the county's 43 precincts.
The total vote listed 4,131 yes and
4,090 nos. A companion proposal
to shift some $61,000in available
funds to the sinking fund passed
4,756 to 3,393.

In the only other contest on the
county ballot, Detroit Mayor
Albert E. Cobo defeated Donald
S. Leonard by much the same 2
to 1 ratio which existed over the
state. Ottawa's total vote listed

WINS TOURNAMENT -

Making a Jump of 79 feet, Charles
(Chuck) Bradford, Jr., of Macatawa and Chicago, won the Illinois
State Water Ski championshipheld at Paw Paw Lake, Coloma,
last weekend.A total of 1,220 points in jumping, alalom and trick
riding determined the winner. He took a first in jumping, second
in tricks and a third in slaloni. Bradford will enter the Midwest
Regional Tournament next weekend at Walled Lake and the
National Water Ski tournamentin La Porte, Ind., Aug. 24, 25 and
26. Bradford is a student at. Dartmouth and spends summers at
Macatawa Park. David Thompson of Kalamazoo was the chief
Judge.
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Tuesday

Expert Checking

Ted Fik

'

MICE TEH CENTS

Foe by a

SHOWS

capacity on county roads and other
improvements,Henrik E. Staheth,
engineer-manager of the road commission has announced.
All state trunklinesin the county
are permitted to carry weight up
to 6,000 pounds for one tandem
axle on a truck, Stafse-thsaid,
but the primary and local roads
permit normal loads only.
Most county roads are so constructed that they could be improved to allow heavier loads to
be carried,without having to completely rebuild the roads, but Stafseth said that there are about 50
miles of primary roads in the county that should be blacktopped before any considerationis given to
improvementspermitting the heavier loads.

—

Sheriff

There's nothing like a good pot
hoping to hit 200 by the end of the of coffee in a newsroom to keep
day. Then the people surged in th’ spirits going fine on election
after 5 and when we were dbne we night. This was balanced beautihad 325 voters!”
fully by a luscious cake baked by
Ardeane
Geerlings,wife of Senator
as it has always been assumed,
Most everybodyagrees that vot- Clyde H. Geerlings.
it is Egypt’s responsibility
to deing machines are a big improvefend the canal. Abdou said that
ment over the mountainsand bar- Notice the election chart in toPremier Nasser would respect that
rels of ballots, but there’s still con- day’s issue? That convenient little
obligation.
siderable public education needed. chart is being clipped by more
UP
DAD
—
Jack
Antles,
13, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Speaking of Communism,Abdou
Of the total vote cast in Holland and more persons interested in
(Red) Antles of 173 West 28th St., last Saturday practiced some
said there is no danger of Egypt
of 3,172, some 300 to 400 votes politics and political trends. Poliof
the
fishing
hints
his
father,
a
well-known
area
fisherman
told
turning Communist. He said that
are missing in totals of the top tics is getting to be more and
him,
and
brought
home
a
mighty
nice
mess
of
large
mouth
black
Communist/ propagandareaches
positions. Best gues* is that some more of a science,and a complete
bass. Jack used a 3j ounce flyrod South Bend “Frogoreno.” The
only 25 percent of the people, and
people think they are voting a report of a county vote is a vallargest
fish
measured
191
inches
long
and
weighed
three
pounds.
that the teachings of Islam, the
straight ticket when they pull down uable asset.
14 ounces. The other 'four measured 17 inches,15 3/4 inches,15‘i
Egyptian religion, opposes Comthe Republicanor Democratic leinches
and
13
inches
respectively.
Antles
was
fishing
in
Ottawa
munistic principals.
ver at the bottom of the machine,
County.
Ottawa county takes pride in
United States policy in the Middle
and fail to pull down the other that it is one of the few counties
East, he added, is based on the
levers. The straightticket as such in Michigan to be fully mechanpolicies and actions of the Soviet
is voted only in final elections. ized for elections
, and what a
Three Persons Injured
Union, and is divided into two eleWait
for November for that.
blessing that is when you begin to
ments, the external and internal.
In Two-Car Collision
fill in charts. Allegan has a good
At the external level, he pointed
The first ward with John start with 13 out of 34 precincts
out the 14 bases the Western allies
Three persons were injuredTues- Kempker as competent top man on having voting machines. These inhave constructed for the defense Left hi
day afternoon in a two-car collision the electionboard was first to reclude Allegan city, P 1 a i n w e 1,
of the area.
at the intersectionof Graafschap
port the vote to City Clerk Otsego and Gunplainand Fillmore
The internal element is more
and Castle Park Rds.
townships.
Clarence Grevengoed
Holland has one hope remaining
humanitarian, he said, designed to
Rebecca Putnam, 31, Croui night sometime after 8:30 p.m.
in
the
under
11
class
and
one
in
help the peoples of the Middle East
Coeur, Mo., received fractures to
First precinct of ward five was
County Clerk Anna Van Horssen
to help themselves.
the under 15 class as play m the several ribs and lacerations.Her
He describedthe Egyptian at- Southwest Michigan Closed Boys condition at Holland Hospital is the first to turn in complete re- had all praise for the election
ports and supplies to the city workers throughout the county.
titude toward the influences of
’good.”
clerk’s office at 9:25 p.m.
She jaid complete unofficialreCommunist and the West as mere- tennis tournamentneared compleOccupantsof the other car, Mrs.
turns were all in by 11 p.m., a
tion.
ly a desire for peace and for the
Joan Vanden Bosch, 20, route 1,
Returns were just a little later near record for the county. All she
raising of the Egyptian standard
Tom Deur of Holland was slatedj Zeeland, and her son, Larry Dale,
than usual Tuesday night, mainly could say was “thanks to everyof living.
to meet No. 2 seeded Kurt Spauld- eight months, were treated for cuts
because new laws require that all one.”
and
bruises
and
released.
ing of Kalamazoo this afternoon
absentee ballots be transferred to
State Police said Mrs. Putnam
Commission Will Request for the under 11 singles title.
voting machines AFTER the polls
During the busy few hours after
was thrown from her' car by the
Deur sprung an upset this morn- impact. No ticket was issued pend- have closed. Previously, election the polls closed, a resident called
$200,000 to Fix Roads
inspectorswere allowed to do such and wanted to know about the
ing when he upset top seeded Ken ing further investigation.
w^rk during off periods of the day. Antique Show at Grand Haven. It
The Ottawa County Road ComHarbin of Holland, 6-4, 1-6, 7-5.
Another twist requires that all was quite a refrain from the
mission will request appropriations
reports and supplies be turned in “How’s the sheriff's race coming”
of 5200,000 from the County Board Spaulding defeated Randy Nykamp
to the county clerk’s office in and “How’s the Cobo - Leonard
. of Supervisors in October to meet of Holland, 7-5, 6-3 in the other
Grand Haven at the close of the race" routine.
demands for greater load carrying semi-final match.

Holland Has

Ben 4

CoflstrvctirtBooster foe

listeners got the plies.

latest reports faster than ever before, and they shared in the hustlebustle of electionactivities in one
of the busiest nights of the year
for any newspaper.
Besides that, it cut down on direct calls to The Sentinel and left
telephonelines open for persons
calling in the vote. There have
been occasions when reporters
were stymied in getting through.
All in all, such service on election night is likely to be repeated.

“It’s not butter we want, It’s
brea(L” an Egyptian journalist told
a Rotary Qlub luncheon at the
Castle Thursday.
Saad El-Dine Abdou, in this country on grants from the University
of Michigan, the American Society
of Newspaper Editors and the
Michigan Press Association, is
spending three months on the news
staff of The Holland Evening Sentinel. He is a graduate student at
the University of Michigan.
Abdou told the group that Egypt
seized the Suez Canal only after
the United States had withdrawn
its offer of financialaid, and wished only to secure the revenue the
canal can bring.
The canal was not considered
important by the British when it
was evacuated, he said, and now,
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of Holland defeated Bob
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Two
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motorists were
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Two Drivers Injured
In

m

Man

Injured

Succumbs

77

Tuesday afternoon when their cars
at
collided on a bridge between 104th
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Dick
and U2th Aves. on Quincy Ave.
Alvin Glupker,29, route 4, re- Bolthouie, 77, of 826 Madison St.,
died Wednesday in Municipal Hospceived head lacerations.Daniel
ital. He had been in ill health
Champion, 19, Grand Rapids, re- for a year, was taken seriously
Gerald Vanderbeek
ceived cuts and bruises.Both were HI three days ago and was adtreated at Holland Hospital and mitted to the hospital Tuesday 6,054 for Cobo and 3,288 for
discharged.
night. He was bom in Ferrysburg Leonard.
All in all, Tueaday’a vote
Ottawa County d e p ut 1 e s said and lived in Grand Haven all hl|
Glupker’s car bounced off after life with tfc# txeeptlon of a few higher titan what many a seasoned
politician In the county expected,
the collision, slid 30 feet sideways years in Cooperiville.
down the road and smashed Into a
He retired in 1954 after being and when the final tally was in,
tree.
employed by Story and Gark Piano more than 11,000 had gone to the
I Both cars were total losses, dep- Co. for 40 years. His first wife, polls In the county, put throughout
uties said.
the former Jennie Lulofs, died in the day, the vote was slow and
1941. He married Mrs. Jennie Fett the upsurge came after 5 p.m.
Nov. 4, 1942. He was a member when for the first time lines
Arthur E. Rayer Die*
formed at many precincts.
of First Reformed Church.
U. S. Rep. Gerald R. Ford led
Surviving
ara
the
wife;
two
In Grand Haven at 68
daughters, Mrs. Susie Rouwhorst the ticket in both the county and
of Grand Haven township and Mrs. the city, 'a favored spot he has
(Special)
held in many elections. He poUed
Arthur E. Rayer, 68, of 22 Frank- Harvey Handlogten of Coopers ville;
a son, Mynard of Grand Haven 2,134 votes in Holland city and
lin St., died in Municipal Hospital
township; three sisters, Mrs. Caleb 8,222 in the county.
this morning following a long ill- Ver Duin of Grand Haven, Mrs.
As expected, Gov. G. Mennen
ness. He was seriously ill for the Henry Vander Zwaag of Kalama- Williams led the Democratic tickpast eight weeks. He was born zoo and Mrs. Henry Stegengaof et in both county and city, poUing
Aug. 25, 1887 in Ann Arlwr where Grand Rapids; three brothers, 1,459 in the county and 280 in
he married Rosa A. Green on Paul of Spring Lake, Floris of De- Holland city. There was no oppoMarch 21, 1916. They came to troit and Henry of Ferrysburg; 15 sition of any kind on the county
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Teall of Holland, 6-3, 3-6, 7-5 and
Two Are Arraigned
will play Dick Colby of Kalam. zoo
Justice
In Municipal Court
this afternoon for a final singles
The
State Department of Agriberth in the under 15 class. Fik
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
culture is sending experts all over
is seeded No. 4.
Municipal
Court today suspended
Colby, seeded No. 1 defeated the state to inspect elm trees in
Arnlyn Lanting of Holland t his urban areas for signs of Dutch elm a $15 fine and $5.10 costs levied
morning,6-2; 6-0. In the other un- disease.
against Mrs. Gloria Washburn, 22,
GRAND
(Special)
der 15 semi-final matches, Lee
Lyman McLouth. is checking Pontiac, who was charged with Frederick J. Workman, 58, popular
Vander Stelt of Muskegon, seeded elm trees in five counties, Ionia,
simple larceny. Instead the court Spring Lake justiceof the peace,
No. 2 stopped Ron Yonker of Hol- Montcalm, Kent, Ottawa, and
put Mrs. Washburn on probation died unexpectedly at his home 117
land, 8-6, 6-0 and Brad Hidgmah,
Muskegon. He is now visiting Holseeded No 3 defeated Ron Bytwerk land and will be in Muskegon next for six months.
North Lake Ave., about 6 p.m.
of Muskegon, 6-0, 6-0.
week
The defendant, an expectant Wednesday.
Bob Teall, Holland's last hope in
McLouth surveyed the city
He was a former contractor and
the under 13 play was defeated yesterday to select the areas he in- mother who lives with her four
children in a 1951 car at the oval retired in 1953 due to ill health.
this morning by No. 1 seeded Bob
tends to check. Five areas in the
Since then he had devoted his full Grand Haven about four years ago grandchildren; five great grand- Democraticticket ’
Gill of Kalamazoo by scores of 6-2,
city will be checked today. Elm while her husband is working on a
The canvassing board started
time to being justice of the peace from Detroit.He was a bartender children, and a stepson, Paul Fett
6-2. Teall was seeded No. 3.
disease,however, cannot be fully construction job in Grand Haven,
work today at 11 a.m. in the court
and would have completed his at the Elks Lodge in Grand Haven of Plneville, La.
Muskegon’s
Butch
Hopma.
seedIt was also pointed out that some
identified except by taking species allegedly took a 39-cent box of
The body was taken to Van Zant- house, and Giairman Peter Damsixth four-year term as justice in and retired about a year ago due
ed No. 2 def. Brian Spaulding of
county bridges need replacing and
from suspected trees, pending candy and a 25-cent chalk board June of 1957.
to ill health. He was a member of wick Funeral Home where services stra of Holland said the work
Kalamazoo,
6-1, 6-0 in the other
that some of the primary roads
plate from a Grand Haven store
other scientific examination.
He was born In Spring Lake the Elks Ixxlge No. 34, Detroit. will be held Friday at 2 p.m. with would proceed slowly and deliberneed widening. For these reasons semi. Spaulding was seeded No.
Elm
disease can be detected by Wednesday.
Besides the wife he is survived the Rev. Harland Steele officiat- ately, particularlyon the canvass
June 30, 1898, son of Mr. and Mrs.
4. *
Stafseth said that the road comWalter Iwaniec, 40, route 1, Almaking a culturewhich is examinFrederickWorkman and married by a sister, Mrs. B.R. Watson of ing. Burial will be in Spring Lake of the vote on the county proposDoubles
will be completed this
mission will ask for a continuing
ed closely under the microscope to lendale,was arraigned in Munici- Eva Ouendag, June 24, 1926, in Ann Arbor and a brother, Walter cemetery.
als. Other member* of the county
program of improvement rather afternoonand Friday morning,
indicate definitelywhether there pal Court today on a rape charge, Grand Rapids. He attended Ferris of California.
canvassing
are Kent
(see
earlier
story
on
sports
page)
than a one-year plan.
There will be a service at the
is any evidence of disease. Ex- and Prosecutor James W. Bussard Instituteand was a graduate of
Hastings of Coopersville and Hilperts, however, would suspect any requested an examination which Muskegon Business College. He was Kammeraad Funeral Home Friday
mer Dickman of Zeeland. The work
Cornelias Postma Dies
tree carrying yellow or brown was set Aug. 20 at 2 p.m. Bond of an active member of the Spring at 8 p.m. and on Saturday morn- Fall
is expected to be completed in
Martin Strand, 70,
leaves in this time of the year, or $1,000 was not furnished.The Lake Reformed Church if which ing the body will be taken to Ann
two or three days.
At Zeeland Hospital
Dies in Grand Haven
Total vote In Holland city was
trees having brown discoloration alleged offense invoking a 17- he was a former superintendent Arbor for graveside services in
Forest Hill Cemetery' at 1 p.m.
34.72, compared with a primary
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ZEELAND (Special)— Cornelius and streaking under the bark of year-old . girl occurred about and treasurerof the Sunday School
Fatal for
vote of some 2,500 in 1954 and
Martin Strand, 70, of 18 Crescent Postma, 55, of 28 West Washington branches or spots in the back of March 29 in Tallmadge township. and also had served as deacon
Sheriff’s
officers
made
the
arrest
about 3,300 in 1952. The breakdown
the
barks.
and elder in the church. He also
Hill, Highland Park, Grand Haven, Ave., died at Zeeland Community
Boat Finishes 3rd
Dutch elm disease hinders the
ZEELAND (Special)—Joann Kay in Holland’snine precinctsfollows:
died Wednesday afternoon in Muni- Hospital this morning after a twowas a member of the North Ottawa
Broekhuis, 2,.a-year-old daughter of first ward, 305; second ward, 446;
Rod and Gun Club and a mem- In Sears Eliminations
cipal Hospital where he was ad- week illness. He became serious- circulatory system, cutting water Former Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Broekhuis of third ward, 401; fourth ward, first
mitted Tuesday afternoon .follow- ly ill Wednesday evening following and food supply from branches. It
ber of the Justices of the Peace
St. JOSEPH (Special)—Jim Field
is a fungus disease.
Oakland (route 3, Zeeland) died precinct,294; fourth ward, second
Named to School Post
ing a heart attack. He was born a stroke.
Association.
skippered his Macatawa Bay Yacht
According to McLouth, Holland
at Zeeland Hospital about 4 p.m. precinct, 401; fifth ward, first
Dec. 25, 1885 in Grand Rapids and • He was employed at the Herman
Besides the wife he is survived
Robert by his mother, Mrs. Kate Work- Gub entry into third place in the Tuesday, two hours after she was precinct, 320; fifth ward, second
had been a summer resident at Miller FurnitureCo. for several never had infection in previous GOBLES * (Special)
Highland Park since 1929. His years in the machine room. He years because the city is doing a VandenBerg former superinten- man of Spring Lake; four sisters, Sears Cup preliminary eliminations injured in an accident on her par- precinct, 325; sixth ward, first
In the under 18 class Thursday at ents' farm.
precinct,275; sixth ward, second
present residence was in Garden was a member of First Reformed thing which no other city does. dent of schools in Baroda, has Mrs. Walter (Myna) Minuth, Mrs.
St. Joseph. Macatawa had 8V4
been
appointed
as
Gobles
superCity near Detroit.
Joann Kay fell from a truck driv- precinct,405.
Trees are always sprayed before
Tracy Vanden Berg and Mrs. Jack
Church.
intendent,Glenn T. Miller, secre- (Ruth) Beihl, all of Grand Haven points.
The county proposal for new
He was in partnership with a
en by her mother as the family
Surviving Is the wife, Janet; one disease starts.
The third place finish will send was combining oats on the farm. buildingsinvolves raising one mill
brother in the Stran-Door Co. son, Nelson Mulder of Holland; McLouth will send samples tary of the Gobles board of edu- and Mrs. Elizabeth Fisher of
Field, and his crew of Bill Harms The truck allegedly hit a bump, on equalizedvaluationfor four
since 1930 and retired about 15 three grandchildren; the mother, from five areas in the city to the cation, announced today.
Spring Lake.
years ago. He was a member of Mrs. Sarah Postma of McCord; laboratory at MichiganState UniVandenBerg replaces Victor The body will be at Barbier and John Beeman, to Milwaukee jostling the child from the truck. years. This amount plus the 361,Aug. 7 and 8 to compete for the Her head struck the ground, but 000 transferredto the sinking fund
the Methodist Church in Dearborn
four sisters,Mrs. John Styf of versity although he said only one Pearson, whose contract was can- Funeral Home in Spring Lake unLake Michigantitle and a qualifyand the F and A.M. No. 172 and
Mrs. Cornelius tree on 29th St., is a suspect. A celled by the board last month. til shortly after noon Saturday ing spot in the annual Scars Cup the truck did not pass over her in a companion proposal will proLower 12 Club of Dearborn.
body.
vide some $705,000 over the period.
The
new
superintendent
took
ofwhen
it
will
be
taken
to
the
church
Bcuwens of Alto; Mrs. Willard yellow tag is placed on the trees
He married Leona C. Feldner in
fice Tuesday and has contracted for services at 2 p.m. The Rev. races to be held in Canada later
The child is survived by the Plans call for a $140,000addition
Koekkoek of Jenison; Mrs. Ben inspected.
in August.
Grand Rapids June 21, 1911, who
to remain through 1958.
parents; two sisters, Judy Mae and to the court house in Grand Haven,
John Benes will officiate. Burial
We/kman of Caledonia; five brothSt. Joseph won the preliminary Karen Beth, and the grandparents, a $90,000 branch office in Holland,
survives him as do two daughters,
A
1939
graduate
of Hope College, will be in Spring Lake Cemetery.
ers, Edward of Sturgis, Dan of
with 13!6 points and Muskegon was Mr. and Mrs. Frank De Boer of a (75,000 detention home for the
Mrs. Charles J. Soderquistof OkeGirl Without License
VandenBerg received his master’s
mas, Wis., and Mrs. Charles E. Freeport, Ben, Martin and John all
second with 13U points. Pentwater Dorr and Mr. and Mrs. Frank county, and a new $400,000 jail.
degree
at
the
University
of
Michof McCord; one brother< in - law, Charged After Accident
Children’sAuction Nets
O’Brien of Dayton, Ohio; one son,
was the other club participating Broekhuis of Zeeland.
Voters will face another proposal
igan
in
1951
and
has
done
addiFred Fuss of Lowell.
and had 6 points.
Dr. Martin C. Strand of Dearborn,
in the November election to clarify
tional
work
toward
his
doctorate
Kathy
Ring,
15,
of
1112
Center
Time of funeral services will be
$6.23 (or Penny Fund
a sister and a brother and 11 granda limitation question. Some school
announced later. The body is at Dr., St. Louis, Mo., has been charg- at Michigan and Harvard.
children.
Three Vehicles Damaged
officials have questioned the conVandenBerg was Baroda super- A real live auction complete with Fahocha Class Meets
ed by Ottawa county deputies with
Yntema
Funeral
Home.
The body was removed from the
stitutional 15-mill limitation,and
driving without an operator’s li- intendent five years after teaching auctioneer with cane and mallet
In
Accident
on
M-2I
Kammeraad Funeral Home to the
the November proposalinvolves
cense after the car she was oper- there for three years and being netted $6.23 for the children’spen- At Ottawa Beach
Howe-Peterson Funeral Home in Riding Club Plans
raising the limitation.
ating hit a parked car in front principal for four. He served 4$4 ny fund of the Holland 1 Library
Three vehicles were damaged at
Dearborn where services and burThe Fahocha Sunday School 10:45
Tuesday’svoters also voted on
of Jesiek’s Shipyardslast night. years with the Army as a medical Tuesday morning and afternoon.
a.m. Aug. 8 in a collision on
AU-Westem Show
ial will be held.
Class
of
First
Methodist
church
James Grossman, 12, son of Mr.
The car, owned by Reemer Boer- administrator.
M-21 three miles east of Zeeland. county delegates for both Repuband Mrs. H. Grossman, 258 West held its monthly meeting Monday Harvey Jay Gruppen, 28, route lican and Democratic parties. Final
The Holland Western Riding Club sma of 566 LawndaleCt., was dam24th
St. was the auctioneer.Mary evening at a picnic at Ottawa 2, Zeeland, received a ticket for results were not immediately availSait
met Monday evening at the home aged to the extent of (300, in- Building Proposal
Ellen Mrok, 13, was senior mana- Beach. Mrs. Leonard Dick gave failure to have his truck under able today.
. GRAND HAVEN (Special)- In of Linda Wiersma on South Shore vestigatingofficer L«n Ver Schure
ger and her sister, Helen Mrok, devotions, her theme being “Folsaid.
a suit filed in Ottawa Circuit Dr.
Margin Down to 35
six, was junior manager. They are lowing the Light.”
Court today William Black of West
Miss
Ring
was
driving
toward
Ottawa County deputiessaid Funeral on Saturday
Mary Knoll, vice-presidentof the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Thedaughtersof Mr. and Mrs. John Mrs. Alfred Kane was in charge Russell Meeuwsen, 30, Ada, had
Olive is seeking damages of (15, •
dub, conducted the business meet- Holland on South Shore Dr. when
, 000 from Melvin and MargaretVan ing. Plans were made to hold an a cigarette fell on her arm, caus- Ottawa County canvassingboard Mrok, Jr., 266 West 24th St, where of the program. Games were play- slowed down to allow a car ahead For Hopkins Resident
ed with the prize going to Mrs.
Heukelum of Blendon township for all-western horse show Sat., Sept ing her to lose control. She hit which has been canvassingTues- the auction was held. '
of him to make a left hand turn.
Another
auction
will
be
held
Donald Bell. Mrs. Lloyd Van Gruppen swerved out to avoid
HOPKINS (Special) - Funeral
day’s
primary
vote*
announced
toinjuries received May 24 when his
8 in Graafschap across from the a car belonging to William J. PenThursday
at
2
p.m.
at
the
same
Lente,
a
former
member,
was
a
services for Mrs. Mary Reissing,
day that the building proposal
car struck a utility pole on Port
field of Grand Rapids.
striking
the
rear
of
Meeuwsen’s
Knoll hatchery. Committee for ar82, of Hopkins and Allegan, will be
passed by 35 votes, six short of place. The children are accepting guest for the evening.
Sheldon Road. Black claims the
vehicle and hit an oncoming car.
rangements were appointed as folMrs. Robert Dick was chairman The car was driven by John held at 2 p.m. Saturday In the
the unofficial count Tuesday night donations of articles suitable for
accident occurred when Mrs. Van
oi the refreshment v committee, Szilagyi, 73, Detroit, and was Community Church in Hopkins.
The official vote listed for pro- adults and children.
Heukelum backed out of a drive- lows: Dean Miller, A1 Kietzma, Bike Hits Car
along with the Mesdames Howard judged a total loss. The other two Burial will be in Lakeview Cemeway into the path of Black’s car Mary Knoll, Keith Post, Bruce GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaU-Nine- posal No. 1 follows: yes, 4,131;
Van der Kooi,~RoseMarie Brink year-oldCornel Claveau, son of Mr. no, 4,096. The vote on proposal No.
Mrs. Paul (Ethel) LpBotz will be Gooden, R. L. Romans, Gordon
causing him to swerve.
vehicles received minor damage. tery. The body of Mrs. Reissing,
and Edith Knoll.
and Mrs. William Claveau, of 1511 2 remains the same with 4,756 speaker at the Ladies Breakfast Bowie and Dean Miller.
who died Tuesday, is at the Switek
After the business meeting re- Pennoyer Ave., was treated in In favor and 3,393 against
at the Youth for Christ Clubhouse The program ended with singing.
Funeral Home in Hopkins.
Damage Set at $250
freshmentswere served by die MunicipalHospital for shock and
Two Can Damaged
The proposal (falls for rajsing Saturday at 6:30 a.m. Mrs. LaBotz
A former teacher In Monterey
Ottawa County deputies estimat- hostess. The next scheduled busi- head abrasions after his bike hit one mill for four years on equal- and her husband have just comGray Ladies who filled assign- Two cars were damaged Wed- Township, Mrs. Reissing had lived
• ed
damage at (250 to two cars ness meeting will be the last Mon- a car driven by Mrs. Osie Hurry, ized valuation for four buildings,pleted their 15th year as mission- ments at MichiganVeterans Facil- nesday night in a collision at 16th in Hopkins for 30 year*.
which collided at 6:30 a.m. today day in August at the home of Mr. near the Claveau home Wednesday an addition to the court house, a aries to the schools and prisons of ities at Grand Rapids last Satur- St ^pd ButternutRd. involved
Surviving are two sons, Howard
at 28th St. and Baldwin Ave. In- and Mrs. Dick De Witt Anyone afternoon.Police said the boy was branch office in Holland, a new the South. They spend each August day were the Mesdames Gladys were cars driven by Arthur Niviof Holland and Ted of
volved were cars driven by An- interestedin western riding is in- thrown to the pavement striking detentionhome and a new jail. The as a vacation in Grand Rapids Aldrich and Bina Nead. Those' in son, 40, of 448 Butternut Pr., and three grandchildren;
drew Van Dyk, 16, of 4180 Bald- vited to attend. For further infor- his head in the impact. $be car companion proposition calls for and report to Interested friends Grand Rapids Wednesday were the Elmer Morren, 17,
South Mrs. Maude Hoyer of
.win Ave. and Charlk Van Der mation call any member of the was traveling at a slow rate at transferring some (61,000 to die who support their ministry.All wo- Mesdames Belr.Ketchum, Sue SanDivision Ave., Zeeland. Gty police ids and one brother,
club.
speed and the driver was not held. linking fund.
rn are invited to the breakfast. dy, Bina Nean and Melva Crowle. estimated'damage at
t
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VFW Wins 19th
Game; Mobilgas.

'pounded out 12 hits
for 18 runs Thursday night to easily chalk up win No. 19 In 20 starts
In City Softball League play at Van

jumped on Bareman

singles and an error.
Hdw Glupker led- the witfners
with three hits while Jim Slagh.

hits.

Summer

in Old

Waukazoo Cottage

Because her father caught a
huge muslde in Lake Macatawa in

Mrs. H.

Ganges

Dwight of Pasadena, Calif., is spending her 55th
The annual reunion of the Adam
summer in a Waukazoo cottage.
Miller family was held at the
Dr. Derrick Vail, a Cincinnati
Allegan County Park Sunday.
eye doctor, rented a boat to go
About 25 were present from Grand
fishing that day, and *foen he
Rapids, Kalamazoo.Lawrence and
caught the giant fish, he decidod
to buy the cottage near what he Others from the nearby vicinity.
About 100 were present at the
called "the best fishing spot in the
all church picnic held Sunday at
whole lake."
The cottage, one of the oldest the Ganges Methodist Church. Due
1902,

S.

Single runs in the second and
third innings proved enough for
Mobilgas to win over the Moose.
However, the Moose threatened
in the seventh with a single run
and had a man on third, but

Mobilgas pitcher John

Van

flowers

were used to create artistic arrangements for individualtable
lettings including linens and table
service for brunch, luncheon, dessert, tea, buffet and dinner,
After a picnic luncheon Mrs. Osa
Mae Barton of East Lansing, an
accredited judge of National Council of State Garden Clubs in flower

the score favored
Zeeland, 4-2 In a game played at
Zeeland Athletic Field. The Chix
arrangement and flowed show
have won each game between the
practice,discussed each member’s
two clubs this season.
arrangement and table setting.
The victory ties the Chix with
Mrs. Barton emphasizedthe difSouth Haven for the lead in secference between the two types of
ond half play. Both teams now
table settings, one for home purhave 6-1 record*. The loss gtvts
poses and the other for flower
Holland a 2-7 record.
show display purposes.
Jim Kaat, 17-year*oldlefthartder,
Members arranging various
went all the way for the Chix and
tables in c 1 u d e d brunch, Mrs.
gave up just four hits.
Edward Van Dyke; luncheon, Mrs.
Holland scored first, bunchinga
Austin Bocks, Mrs. Earl Wright,
Walter Runkel
double by Whltey Wltteveen and a
Mrs. Donald Burrows and Mrs. C.
single by Bob Van Dyke in the
M. Lamoreaux; "Japanese Anysecond inning to take a 1*0 lead.
time,” Mrs. William Schrier; desZeeland came back In the fourth
sert, Mrs. Stanley Curtis; tea,
Inning and scored three runs on
Mrs. F. E. D e W e e s e, Mrs.
singles by Gene Talsma and HowAnthony Bourke; buffet, Mrs.
ie De Jonge and a double by Ron
FrederickW. Stanton, Mrs. E.
in
Damstra. Aiding in the rally was
Van Dyke, Mrs. Lamoreaux and
au error and a wild pitch.
Mrs. Schrier; dinner, Mrs. Austin
ALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan Bocks, Mrs. James Lugers, Mrs.
. Kaat pitched shutout ball for the
next four Innings while his team- county’s 34 precinctshad a rather Herbert Childress, Mrs. Edward
mates picked up their final run average election Tuesday which Herpolshelmer,Mrs. Carl HarIn the sixth frame.
rington.
Ken Wiersma punched a single attracted just under 6,000 voters, Mrs. P. T. Cheff sent a beautidescribed
by
seasoned
politicians
and moved to third on Ted Boeve's
ful floral basket of red roses and
single.Kaat’s single,the third of as slightly below average.
white gladiolito Mrs. Carley for
the inning, brought home WierAllegan Republicans pretty well the occasion.

Lead

Bareman’s scored its two runs
in the fourth inning on three

Mrs. H. S. Dwight Spending 55th

abundance of summer

(Special)— Zeeland’*

Cobo and Runkel

rors.

Jay Hoffman, A1 Glupker. and
Lee Veldman each had two hits
and Jerry Kok, one hit.
Six hits were made by Bareman's with Lou Borgman, Ron
Bekius, Ted Schreur, Lamar, Joe
Berens and Norm Bos getting t/.e

League Action

men.
This time,

starter Rog Lamar for four runs
in the top of the first inning on
two hits, including a double by A1
Glupker.
Ore more VFW run crossed In
the second on a single and error
combination and another scored in
the third on a similar combination.
They turned the game into a
rout with seven runs in the fifth
inning. Five hits, including a triple
by Howie Glupker that brought
home three runs, were made in
the Inning plus three Bareman er-

Home

The recreation' room of Mr*.
Henry Carley’s home became a
workshop Thursday for members
of tha Holland Garden Club. An

win over the Holland Flying Dutch-

Service. 13-2 \o leave the Service
nine with a 13-8 record, good
enough for third place.
tyobilgas handed the Moose a
one-run loss, winning 2-1 in the
other contest.

H. S. Dwight with her granddaughter and
namesake, Rosalind Dwight, are shown next to Mrs. Dwight's 60year-cldcottage at Wauka/oo. Mrs. Dwight is spending her 55th
summer at the cottage on Lake Macatawa.

Held At CaHey

Over Dutch

Chix moved back into a tie for
flrtt place In the Southwestern
Michigan Baseball League Tuesday night with their fifth straight

Tongeren Field.
The Vets trampled Bareman’s

OLD PLACE-Mxs.

Vm

ZEELAND

The VFW

VFW

Garden Club Workshop

In

Edges Moose Nine

The

Chix Score 4-2

SCOLT HONOR — Paul A. Nyland. son of Sgt. and Mrs. Norman
J. Nyland, Bollingen, Germany, was presented a top Boy Scout
Honor Award by his Scoutmasterin his new troop. The Nylands
have been in Bollingen,Germany for the past year. Paul was a
former member of Troop 12. Trinity Reformed Church, Holland.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. John Nyland, 454 West 20th
St.

sma.

Bob Van Dyke was

safe on an
error in the seventh. He took third
on Morrie Witteveen’s single and
scored on a fielder’schoice by
pitcher Dave Schreur.
Schreur went all the way for Holland and allowed seven hits.
Wiersma led the attack with two
safeties and Talsma, .Howie De
Jonge, Damstra, Boeve and Kaat

Allegan

followed the lead all over Mich-

igan by davorlngAlbert E. Cobo
over Donald S. Leonard,2,673 to
1,724, In the niminatlon for gov-

De Nooyer Takes

ernor.

Only other Republicancontests
left Sheriff Walter Runkel victor-

First in

League

over Clayton Brenner of Monterey, 3,769 to 659. In the drain
De Nooyer Chevrolet is alone In
commissionerrace, Dari Jennings first place in the RecreationB
won over Joe Rozcboom, 2,108 to softball league as of Thursday
each had one. hit.
Bob Van Dyke’s two hits paced 1,966. Incumbent Bill Teed did not night following a 4-1 decision over
Holland while Whltey Wltteveen seek reelection.
Graafschap.
and Morrie Wltteveen picked up There were several Democratic Holland Furnace is right behind
races. The hottest contest was for
the other safeties.
following its 3-1 win over Berean
Zeeland plays at Fennville Fri- nomination of U.3. Representative Church. In the other Thursday
day night and Fennville plays at for the fourth districtin which game, Western Foundry lost to
South Haven Saturday night in Arthur M. Young received 799 votes Bethel Church, 18-1.
and Stanley O. Clark, 777. The winother league games this week.
Wednesday night, Western
A couple of ralnouts will be ner of the district will oppose Rep. Foundry defeated Mcplewood
Clare
E.
Hoffman
in
the
Novemplayed next week to wind up
Church, 12-5 in a makeup game.
ber election.
season’s regular play.
The Maplewood Church nine
In
the
state
senator
race,
Major
Zeeland will play in Holland Monwalked over Bohn Aluminum, 19-8
day, Aug. 13. This Is first half W. Seery polled 809 and Tom Sur- on Tuesday, the VFW 'B' trounced
June 4 game which was rained prise, 741. The victor will oppost Erls, 14-7 and Sixth Church defeatout. If Zeeland can win/ this game State Senator Edward HutchinSon. ed Downtown Service, 7-2.
they will be outright first half For state representative, Carl
champs. A defeat means South Winslow defeated R. W. Vander
Haven and Zeeland tie for the Hoff, 858 to 678, and will oppose 135 Attended Reanion
incumbentBen Lohman.
first ropnd title.
Donald Hoyt of Pullman as write- At Pine Creek School
Thursday,Aug. 16, Zeeland and

Inn Guests Entertained

ius

Iwaarden got the side re t i red
without further damage.
Don De Vries scored- the first
run. He was safe on an error, stole
Waukazoo Inn held one of the
second, went to third on a passed
ball and home on a wild pitch.. mast successful and colorful parBride-ElectHonored
Gord Slulterwalked to lead off ties in a long line of parties Frithe third. He moved around to day night. Motif for the evening At Kitchen Shower
third on infield outs and home on
to
coolness
of
the
weather,
dinner
was Hawaii and it was carried out
on Lake Macatawa, was built by
Cora Lee Kaepernik was
a single by De Vries.
Gerri; Post more than 60 years was served in the social rooms of
Ed Stille singled to lead off the both In decorations and menu.' guest of honor at a kitchen showago. It is a three story building, the church. Recreation was plan- Moose seventh. He was pushed to
A simulated gang plank took er Tuesday evening given by her
located on Gold's Point and is ned for the youngstersfollowing second by a Les Doomewe^rd's
guests from the lobby into the sisters,Mrs. James Parker and
the
dinner
hour.
At
3
p.m.
a
procomplete with an ice house, a
single and mefoed over to third
pump house and % boathouse, al- gram of sacred music was enjoyed when Bill Zych was hit by a dining room where the pillars had Mrs. Gene Evans. It was held at
though none of these smaller build- by those present. Solos were sung pitched ball. Stille scored on a become palm trees and fish nets Mrs. Parker’s home at 360 James
ings now is used for its original by the Rev. Robert Garrett and walk to Stub Wiersma, after Jim were hanging from walls and ceil- St.
sacred organ music was played by
ings to make it a true Polynesian
The invited guests were the
purpose.
Doorneweerd had popped out.
The ice house, where Mrs. the Rev. Ray De Vries of Hastings. Then Van Iwaarden bore down atmosphere. Exotic statues brought Mesdames Margaret Kaepernik,
Dwight remembers storing ice The annual reunion of the former and got the next two men to fly to Waukazoo by Mrs. Judge Ever- Carl Visschcr, William Ketchum,
ett from her many trips around Robert Kole and Raymond Veldchopped from the lake in sawdust, pupils and teachers of the Belknap out.
school will be held at the school
is now a garage.
Mobilgas made only two hits the world were used on the fire- heer and the Misses Kay Keane, South Haven will play the July in candidate for sheriff polled 234
About 135 alumni attendedthe
The pumphouse has been con- grounds on Sunday, Aug. 12. A off Matt Numikoski. singles by De places and Hawaiian flowers were Marcia Bouws, Jane Hohmann, 31 rainout at Zeeland. This game votes, but fell far behind his op- Bine Creek School reunion Saturused
in
profusion.
Barbara Romans, Jamie Mason, could decide the winner of the ponent, Alex W. Jacobs, who polled day at the school grounds. Out-ofverted into a tiny "hermitage potluck dinner will be served.
Vries and Ron Bulthuis.
Syl Paulus had these lovely ana- Eileen Fendt. Kay Scully,
About 50 were present at the anwhere Mrs. Dwight’s son, Edward,
The Moose made three hits.
second half and determine if a two 1,149. Jacobs will oppose incum- town members came from Flint,
used to study art while his friends nual Galvin - Hathaway reunion Stille had one and Les Doorne- theriums and birds of paradise Gretchen Boyd, Linda Gordon, out of three game playoff is need- bent Runkel.
Clio. Fremont, Grand Rapids,
flown in from Honolulu especially Martha De Groot, Karen Damson,
Other Democratic races follow:
were engaged in more rocdy kinds held Sunday at the Chief Noon Day weerd had two.
ed.
Portland, Sunfleld, Grand Haven
for
the
party.
Lucian
Paulus.
a
Park,
Gunn
Lake.
Those
present
Treasurer, Vida Gable, 780; Besof fun. Edward, who is now 37, is
Marjorie Zickler and Lindy Streur.
Line
R H
ft H
and
Ypsilanti.
The gifts were arranged in a
the Director of the Milwaukee Art were from Ganges, Allegan, Otse- Moose .........000 0001- 1 3 former Hollander, and brother of
010 000 100-2 4 sie Subject, 718.
Gerrit Van Kampen conducted
Mr.
Paulus.
handled
the
selection
go,
Coloma,
Fowlerville,
Orleans,
Register
of
deeds,
Lena
HowInstitute, one o! the youngest men
wishing well. Games were played
Mobilgas ...... Oil 000 x
2 2
000 301 00x-4 7
the business meeting in which the
in the country to hold such a po- Lansing, Midland. Holland and Batteries:Numikoski and Bos; from the Honoluluend.
and a two-courselunchecn was Batteries: Schreur and Van rigon, 686 Catherine Meshkin, 807. following officers were elected:
As
a
crowning
touch,
each
guest
Long
Island,
N.Y.
Following
the
Surveyor,
Don
Hughes,
812;
Theosition.
served. Identical prizes 1 were Dyke; Kaat and Wiersma
Van Iwaarden and Essenberg.
President. Gerrit Van Kampen;
The boathouse had to be moved co-operative dinner, officers for
K H was presenteda colorful vanda, awarded to Marcia Bouws, Jane Second half league standings dore Engle, 713.
vice president, Ben Wassink; secfive feet closer to the house in the followingyear were elected as VFW ...... ... 411 070 0 - 13 12 delicate orchid so popular on Oahu. Hohmanr Jamie Mason and through Aug. 7.
retary, Mrs. Charles Harriqgton;
Waukazoo
youngsters
dressed
in
1952, when the lake rose higher follows: President, Evan Hatha- Bareman ______ 000 200
2 6
Eileen Fendt.
treasurer, William E. Bdeve; reand threatened to wash it away. way of Orleans; vice president, Batteries: Veldman and Veldman, Hawaiian costumes to vie for the
Miss Kaepernikwill become the
Zeeland
cording secretary. Mrs. A.
prizes.
Jill
and
Ricky
Koehler,
Roy
Nye
of
Ganges;
secretary.
Now It is a cottage in itself,with
Lamar, Berens (6) and Bekius.
bride of Henry VisschcrAug. 16.
South Haven
Pommerening. Plans were made to
children
of
Lt.
and
Mrs.
Frederbunk beds and dressers, where Mrs. Russell Jesiek of Holland;
Admitted to Holland Hospital hold next year’s reunion the third
Holland
ick Koehler of Dayton, Ohio, tied
Mrs. Dwight’s grandson, Mike, treasurer, Mrs. James Wyatt of
Wednesday were Susan Hickman, Saturday in August.
Fennville
for first prize.
Women of the Moose
spends his time. The large old three Rivers. It was voted to meet Dyhema Get-Together
1218 Griggs SW, Grand Rapids;
Jim KnoH led the song service
During the dinner which featurdoors have .been altered so they at the same time and place next Held at Kollen Park
Mrs. Louis Ambellas, 93 West 15th and sang two solos. Music also
Have
Hamburger
Fry
Films
Featured
at
ed
special
fruit
salads,
rice
and
swing conventionallyinstead of year.
St.; Leonard Marcinkus, 320 West was provided by a trumpet trio,
overhead, and the place opens diThe Lake Shore Farm Bureau Chilaren,grandchildren and great otjier Hawaiian delicacies,guests Mrs. Nett Ver Hoof entertained Church Gathering
16th St.; Sandra Kay Reed. 2 South Jim Vande Vusse, Bruce Kuiken
grandchildrenof Mr. and Mrs. Ryk were served by the Inn's waitressDiscussion Group met Friday everectly onto the lake.
River Ave. ; Lois J. Jacobs, route and Harold Wise accompanied by
the
Women
of
the
Moose,
Chapter
Dykema held a get-togetherat Kol- es appropriatelydressed in HawaiThe main cottage was remodeled ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Sound color films shown by Ru» 6; Adrian Potter, 314 Diamond Paul Lucas; a quintet, Mrs. Harold
len Park Thursday evening. A pot- ian costumes. The proverbial 1010, Tulip Time workers at a
. by Dr. Vail shortly after he pur- James Boyce. The topic for disSakkers of Holland featured an out- SE. Grand Rapids.
Boeve, Mrs. George Ver Hoef, Jr.,
hamburger
fry
at
her
home
on
luck supper was followed by a beachcomber was Merwyn Elliott
chased It. The wort was done by cussion was “Who is the Middle
Discharged Wednesday were Mrs. Russel Six, Mrs. Warren
Lakeshore Dr. Tuesday evening. door summer social gathering of
social time.
of Lapeer who was busboy for the
William Rottschaeferof Central man, What Is His Take of the
After the picnic in the backyard, Noordeloos Christian Reformed Mrs. Amos Earl and baby, 20M Pommerening and Mrs. Fred
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. evening. Manager Paulus was cosPark, who commuted across the Consumers Dollar?."
Lakeway; Mrs. Billy Smith and Vander Heuvel, accompanied by
John Banger, Mr. and Mrs. Rich- tumed in a Polynesian play suit the group concluded the evening Church Tuesday evening at the
luke to do the job. The thick walMrs. Frank Kemmerer is quite
baby, Saugatuck; Mrs. William Mrs. W. De Jonge; a trio, Mrs.
church
grounds.
by
playing
cards.
ard Brouwer, Mrs. Grace Dykema in his role of greeter.
nut beams they put in are still ill in the Holland Hospital where
Gospel
hymn
singing
preceded Fortney and baby, 171 West 27th Ralph Blaukamp, Miss Donna
Attending
were
the
Mesdames
and Merle, Mr. and Mrs. John DykMore than 100 diners and some
brand new, as far as their appear- she was taken last week for treatema and family Mr. and Mrs. Bill special guests enjoyed the party. Ver Hoef, Marie Botsis, Blanche showing of "Dearborn Holiday,” St.; Mrs. Harold Taylor, 3416 Riv- Lambers and Miss Evelyn Beyer,
ance goes.
ment and possible surgery.
Bosma and family, Mr. and Mrs. Hawaiian music was played Solomon, Florine Berkey, Louann includingscenes of Greenfield erside Dr.; Mrs. Cecil Brower, 510 a duet by Joyce De Ruiter and,
Mrs. Dwight recalls that there Graydon Chapman Is recovering
Nyland, Gladys Volkors. Jay Village,the first automobile made Van Raalte Ave „ Adrian Potter, a duet by Joyce De Ruitera nd
Gerald Ortman and family, Mr. throughout the meal.
were five othei places on the slowly from a recent heart attack.
Harmsen,
Maxine Den Uyl, Gladys by Henry Ford, cars of today and 314 Diamond SE^ Grand Rapids; Elaine Boeve. Mrs. P. De Hamer
and Mrs. Reynold Banger and
After dinner guests returned
North Side when she first came He is at the Douglas hospital.
cars of the future. A gospel film, Berle Van Dyke, 20 Graves PI.; was scheduled to give readings
Gordon and Bea Johnson.
daughters,Mr. and Mrs. Julius
here. Then, the present lobby of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wightman Banger and Judy, Mr. and Mrs. over Die gang plank to the ball"This Amazing Universe," also James Beverwyk,352 College Ave.; but was unable to attend because
room where they danced to tne
the Waukazoo Inn was the only are spending ths week at Raleigh.
Edward Rotman, 354 South River; of Illness.
was
shown.
Ray Brouwer and Joan, Mr. and music of Tompson's Tunesmiths. Mrs. Kait Entertains
part built.
N. C., where Mr. Wightman is atCake and ice cream were served Fred Ten Cate, 29 East 18th St.
Bert Van Lento, 89 years old, reMrs. Russell Brouwer. Mr. and Mrs. Dorothy Daggert, the Inn's
She said she remembered row- tending a meeting of the American
Admitted
Thursday
were
Mrs. ceived a gift for being the oldest
by
young
people of the church.
Mrs. Bernard Zwlers and family, hostess, and her daughter, Leslie, Cousins at Cottage
ing across the lake to Central Park Instituteof Co-operations at the
Christian Lamberts, route 4; 'Cor- guest. Others winning prizes were
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Brouwer were in charge of arrangements.
where she woulc wait for the mail- North Central State College there.
nelius Israels, 333 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Mannes Laarman. Mrs. Clara
A cousins party was held Tues- Volkers Family Has
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Lester They were assisted by Mrs. Mary
man to come riding up on his Mrs. Abner Miller was guest of Brouwer and Scotty.Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Dick Vliem, 50 West 22nd 'St; Jefferson, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
day
at Woodland .Shores Cottage
Louise Taylor, who is at the desk,
horse. There was no postal ser- honor at a birthay party at her
Lewis Atwood, route 2, South Hav- Avery, Mr. and Mrs. William
Carlton Brouwer and family, Mr. and the entire Waukazoo Inn staff. at Lake Hutchinson*near Fenn- Reunion at Overisel
vice on the North Side then, and home Monday. The occasion was
en; Mrs. Bernice Kolenbrander, Boeve and Dennis Brewer.
ville,
where
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
and Mrs. Edward Berghorst and
Special guests were Mr. and
. apparentlyno stores either, as her 71st birthay. Those present
The annual Volkers family reun- 122 East 37th St; Betty Cook, 597
Glen. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Slenk and Mrs. Egbert Gold, Mr. and Kuit of Zeeland are spending the
she also had to bring back the were her sisters, Mrs. Lillian Lane
ion was held Wednesday at Over- Crescent;Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
the Misses Lena and Reka Dyk- Mrs. Willis Diekema, Mr. and Mrs. summer.
CoopersvilleResident
milk.
Isel
grove with 125 relativespres- P. Bradford, 180 North River Ave.;
an Mrs. Sadie Kellar; Mrs. G. ema.
A potluck dinner was served.
Robert Kirchen and Mrs. Jerry
When it was time to go to Hol- Osterburg of Douglas;Mrs. CharLynn
Marie
Ehr,
route
2,
ZeeSuccumbs at Age of 70
Those attending were Mrs. ent fr a M u s k e g o n, Zeeland,
O'Shea of Holland, Mr. and Mrs.
land, they would get Into the les Plummer of Ganges; Mr. and
Christine Wabeke of South Blen- Hamilton, East Saugatuck and land.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
William
Telling
of
Hinsdale,
111.,
“Rosalind,” named for Mrs. Mrs. L. P. Coe of Lansing. 111. A
DischargedThursday were Mrs.
Holland. A basket supper, was enMr. and Mrs. Robert Benson of don, Mrs. Guy Roys of Allegart, joyed by all and following supper, Louis Ambellas,93 West Nth St.; Mrs. Ernest E. (Nora) Llndberg.
Dwight, and motor to the Harring- featureof the party was a decoratChicago, Major William Grunby of Mrs. Bernard Scholten of Holland*, sports, with prizes awarded to the Susan Hickman, 1218 Griggs SW, 70, died in her home on route 1,
, ton coal dock. The "’Rosalind” ed birthday cake and roses preDe Ray, Fla., Mr. and Mrs. Wes- Mrs. Merton Wabeke and Nancy winners, were played under the Grand Rapids; Mrs. Anna Seif, 29 Coopersville,at noon Tuesday folwas a two - cylinder launch, and sented to the honored guest.
lowing a long illness. She was
ley Aves of Grand Rapids, Mrs. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke of Vries- directionof Alvin Tylnk.
its flag still hangs in the old boatWest Nth St; Mrs. Silas De Graaf,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Parrish of
bom June 27, 1886, in Polkton
land,
Mrs.
Gerrit
Scholten,
Mrs.
Irene Noonan of Cincinnati and
house. Its bell calls the grandchil- Cuyhoga Falls, Ohio, have been
program in the charge 17tt West Nth St.; Mrs. Jeanette townshipwhere she lived all her
Martin Busscher and Mrs. John
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Eaton
of
Phoe
dren to supper from its place on spendingthe past two weeks at
of Lawrence Lohman, a .quartet of Schurman, route 6; Mrs. Kenpeth
life. Her maiden name was Nora
Scholten of Graafschap and Mrs.
nix, Ariz.
the front door, one of the six doors their farm home near the lakeComical Canadians performed,a Van Pelt and baby, route 1, Fenn- Zimmer. She was a member of St.
Dick Langejans of Holland,
iqto the cottage.
reading was given by Mrs. Arthur ville; Mrs. James A. McCallan and Michael’s Catholic church in Denshore. On Sunday, they attended
Inside the cottage are the ac- h. reunion of the Parrish family
Peeks and a film, "That They baby. 246 West 33rd St.; Mrs. nison and the Altar society.
Carol Rozema Guest
cumulated treasures of Mrs. held Sunday at the home of Rhoda
Might Hear" was shown by Vivian Hill and baby, 1661 Perry;
Surviving are the husband;
Of. Honor at Shower
Dwight’s 55 years of resorting. On Parrish Reed in Lansing. Twenty
Edward Wezeman. A prayer was Mrs. James Slagh and baby, 592 three, daughters, Mrs. Fred Schab
the third floor, which is half bed- members of the family were prePleasantAve.; Jacquelyn Prince, of Marne, Mrs. Raymond Jonio
offered by Fred Volkers.
Miss Carol Rozema was guest
room and half attic, there is the sent.
The newly elected officers are 608 Central Ave.; George Ihrman, and Mrs. Wayne Nelliatof Coopof honor Wednesday evening at a
cradle in which her late husband Mrs. Lynns Starring entertained
Orrie Hamsta, president, and 345 West 21st St.; Mrs. George V. ersville; three sons E. Albert and
shower given for her by Mrs. Fred
was rocked as a baby, and an a lev/ friends and neighbors at a
Peter Vander Plaats, secretary- Steketee, 82 East 21st St.
Simon of Coopersvilleand Thomas
Garvelinkat 196 East 16th St.
Hospital births include a daughancient, complicated-lookingwick- coffee hour last week Tuesday.
treasurer.Retired officersare
of Grand Rapids*; a sister, Mrs.
Games
were
played
and
duplier baby buggy.
John Vande Welde, president,and ter, Sally Ann borti Thursday to William Mergener of Coopersville;
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stackcate prizes awarded.A two course
Since Mrs. Dwight and Edward house and two children of MorrisArthur Peeks, secretary-treasurer.Mr. and Mrs. Donald Heersptnk,
four brothers. Simon, Thomas.
lunch was served by the hostess,
route 4; a son, Daniel Jay, bom
are artists,as are many other town, N. J., have been spending
Manuel and Fred Zimmer, all of
assisted by Mrs. Albert Doolittle.
Thursday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gordon
members of the family, therfe are the past two weeks here in the
Coopersville;and 20 grandchilWest Olivf Child Diet
Guests included the Mesdames
Van Dyke, route 5; a daughter
paintings all over depicting scenes home of her oarents,Mr. and Mrs.
dren.
He r m a n Garvelink,Jess Garbom
today
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Verlln
around the cottage, still life, and Walter Steedley.
Daring Heart Surgery
velink, Harvey Garvelink, Olert
Van Den Bosch, 29% West 16th
imaginaryworks, both in oQs and Mr. and Mrs. Harry SUllson and
Garvelink,James Garvelink,
GRAND HAV^N (Special) - St.
First National Bank
• water colors.
Mrs. Mrs. Clara Villivockof South
Henry
Banger, Harold Banger,
Robert Sibley, two-year-old son of
One of Mrs. Dwight’s posses- Haven were Sunday guests in the
Fred RozeVna, Albert Doolittle.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sibley, Police Still Investigating Scores Win Over Smitty’s
; lions is a map of Holland and the
home of the latter’s daughter. Mr.
Miss Marianna Steenbergen
Gerrit Van Kampen, Joe Van
route 2, West Olive, died in St.
First National Bank ended Its
Holland Harbor drawn in 1908 by and Mrs. Henry Jones of St.
Mr. and Mrs. Bastlan Steenber- Kampen, Eibert Van Kampen of
season Monday night with an 8-1
Maj. Charles Keller of the Array Joseph.
Mary’s
Hospital in Grand Rapids Zeeland Grocery Theft
gen of 1805 Wilbert, N.E., Grand Grandville,Casey Rozema of JenVwin over Smitty’s Beverage in B
Tuesday afternoon while underCocps of Engineers. She would like
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green Rapids, announce the engagement son and the Misses Marcia
ZEELAND (Special) -Police are League Legion baseball play at
going surgery for a heart condito find someone interestedin the were Sunday dinner guests in the of their daughter,Marianne, to
Doolittle, Barbara Rozema, Dorla
continuing their investigationof a 19th St. diamond.
»
framed map, as she can’t take It home of Mr. and Mrs. Bessie Illiff Pvt. Wallace H. Bratt, Fort Leon- and Ruth Garvelink. Those unable
The win gives the Bank nine a
The child wu bom in Indiana breakin at Van Eenenaam Groto Pasadena with her, and has no of Hopkins.
ard Wood, Mo., son of Mr. and Mrs. to attend were Mrs. George
cery store Monday night. Missing 5-5 season. Smitty’shas a 1-8 mark
June
29,
1954,
and
the
family
had
place jor it in the cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Stremler Hero Bratt, 34 East'20th St Miss Bruischart and Mrs. Charlie
lived in the West Olive area for were three watermelons,but the and a couple of ralnouts still to
One of the most humorous inci- were guests of honor at a party Steenbergenattended Calvin Col- Garvelink.
thief or thieves broke the glass In play.
two yoara.
dents in the cottage’shistory hap- Wednesday evening at the home lege. Pvt. Bratt was graduated
Mias Rozema will become the
the door leading to the warehouse The winners scored twice In the
Besides
the
parents,
he
is
suryears ago when it of Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Hillman. from Calvin College and received bride of John Garvelinkon Aug.
first inning and then added four
vived by nine brothers, Kenneth, to gain entrance.
Mist Yvonne Corel Tubergen
being wired for the first time, The occasion was in honor of the his Master’s degree from the Un- 24.
The person breaking the glass In the second frame. Two more
Jr., of Rockbury, Herbert, Ralph,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
Tubergen
of
210
it said the workers Stremlers15th wedding anniver- iversity of Michigan.
apparentlycut himself, as blood runs scored in the fifth inning.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray L. Nickola, East 13th St announcethe engage- Allen, Merton, George, - Gary,
out of the house cry- *tiy. A feature of the evening was
itty’s sco
Smitty’s
scored its lone run the
The Veldman family reunion of Metuchen, N.J., foremrly of Hoi ment of their daughter,Yvonne Charles and Leonard, all at home; was found on the door.
been a murder in a decoratedcake made by Mrs.
it inning.
Police Chief A1 Boss s«ld today
Mary
Jean
Sorensen
a
e
Carol,
to
Calvin
Langejans,
son
of
had un- Donald ^Buckberry.A clock was will be held Tuwiay, Aug. 14, at land, are expected here Friday to
was the
pitchhave been arrestthatno
and a
by Dr.
to the honored couple Hughes Park, HuAonville.Supper spend a week with Mr. and Mrs Mr. and Mr<. John Langejans of of Ml
with the
Leonard
t
37th
St
Jack
Tletsema;
463
Harrison
Ave
tjmf
is scheduled at 6 p.m.
present.
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HOUSE PAINTING

SH
SEVEN

YOUNG MEN

and

Haven

left Grand
afternoonfor induction

into

the armed forces in Detroit. In fro.it row,

left

Armory Monday
to

right,

are Ronald Fribble, Glen Tanis

Robert D. Welters. In rear row are David Hitsman, Claude J. Meppelink,Earle Meerman and
William Adema.

of the

South Haven's 'Smoky'

came

caused by a fire at the City Dump,

and Campbell scampered around
the bases behind his two teammates before Witteveenfound the
ball.

Prince got the side retired on
three infield plays and that was
the ball game. •
The Merchants opened the evening with two runs on one hit in
the first Inning. Payson led off
with a walk and after being ad-

French mother is a native
of the Midi, and, upon leaving
Aix-en-Provence, she directed our
route through some of its richest
and most characteristic sections.
It was an unending source of plea-

Mr. and Mrs. Jomes P. Jones
Friday, July 20. in the par- lerina-lengthgown of nylon net
and lace, with white accessories
sonage of Bethel
and a corsage of gardenias.
Church at 8 p.m., Miss Ruth
The bride's only attendant was
6osma became the bride of James Miss Jean Koppenaal as maid of

P. Jones in a single ring ceresure for her to point out the land- mony. The Rev. Henry Rozendal
marks of the Midi of which she read the rites.
is so proud. Certainly it was no
Parents of the couple are Mr.
less rewarding for me as we drove and Mrs. Henry Bosma of 474
through towns which were often a West 21st St., and Mr. and Mrs.
mixture of Roman ruins and Louis LeRoy Jones of route 2, Holland.
XIV villas, which were always
The bride wore a light blue balcharacterized by red tile roofs
and avenues protectedfrom the
hot, dry sunlight by rows of spacious trees which form an arch.
Les Baux, the ruins of a former
Protestant refuge — The Windmill
of Daudet, the incarnation of the

windows and

The

Jaycees worked on this civic project for the past

used.

two Saturdays. Seventeengallons of paint were

(Penna-Sosphoto)

The courtyard of this palace is the
home each summer of the National Popular Theatre of France.
Recognizingthe intimatetie between art and everyday life in the
Midi, and desiring to satisfy the
passion for drama in all classes of

for

Paul (Cap) Pearson, 154 West

It

was No.

37.

14th St., died early Monday at Holland Hospital, where he bad been

and swung from

a

the left side of the plate and hit
the facing of the press deck of the
park.

Mr. Pearson was born in Not*
way to the late Mr. and Mrs. Hans
J. Pearson and came to Holland
with his parents when he was foui
years old. In 1900, he joined the
U.S. Lire Saving Service, which
later became the U.S. Coast Guard.
He served at Coast Guard stations
at Manitou Island, Pentwater,
White Lake, Beaver Island and

This puts him 11 days ahead of
Babe Ruth's pace with exactly 51
games to play.

right.

Mrs. Ruth Walker Murray, Mrs
Alice Koskuba Van Lente, Mrs
Ruth Vander Schel De Weerd
Mrs. Mildred Vander Bie Wallace
Mrs. Lorraine Vrieling Elferdink
Robert Visscher, Dr. C. Elmer
Ridenour, Miss Raffenaud, Mrs.
Anneta Havinga Jacobs, Clarence
Zone, Clyde Luidema, Jarvis Ter
Haar and Junius Kooiker.
Plans for the reunion were made
by a committee includingMiss
Raffenuad, Millard De Weerd and
Andrew Spyk, Jr.

it.

At Lawrence Park

Watching the 5T0”, 180 pounder
swing, it looked to us, as though
his portside swing, is natural and
that its just plain work from tha
other side.
His first homer appeared to be
golfed as he met the ball and
lofted it with "the greatest of
ease.”
While the other saw him taking
a much stronger cut at the ball.
Watching his t,wing. we feel that
hia tremendouspower rests in
his forearms.
His forearms put a lot of guys
upper arms to shame.
As the balls fly up againstthird
decks and break scoreboard lights,
scribeswill report where he stands
in the derby to beat the magic 60.
The three over the weekend in
Detroit, equalled by Al Kaline,
sent a lot of fans home with a
pleased expression.
They'd come to see Mickey hit
and like the same crowd that
came to see Ruth, he didn’t let
them down.

He was

patient since July 8.

85 years old.

He pounded both from the left
side. He walked while batting

“Prof Ervin Hansen, class pa- Kraai Reunion Held

tron and host for the evening, led
the reminiscing and challenged the
class as “parents of the greatest
generation yet.” Mrs.
Donivan,class patroness and hostsociety,this organizationproduces ess, brought greetings from former
six plays each summer and stages Superintendent E. E. Fell and conone every night, selling tickets at tinued to recall incidents and esperhaps one-quarter of the Ameri- capades from the c 1 a s s' s high
can price. It is a festival which, school career, includingsenior play
unlike some others in Europe, has practices, class sessions, footbail
not been spoiled by commercial-and the collectionof lead tooth
ism, and there exists a visible paste tubes to help finance the

Mickey Mantle equalled his 1955
In the marathon
contest in Briggs Stadium Sunday.

home run mark

day.

largest family, grandchildren
miles traveled to reunion, unusual
hobbies, most education, years of
teaching, years in military service, living in most states and naving twins.
Prize winners were Lloyd Miles

Pearson

By Randy Vande Water

We watched the Yankee slugger
slam out No. 35 and No. 36 Satur-

Holland High Class of ’36

Provencal love of storytelling —
Pont du Card, the overpowering

‘Cap’

Boia Blanc.
He retired Oct 1, 1931, and the
family returned to Holland to make
their home at the 14th St address.
He was a member of First Methodist Church, a life member of
Oceana Lodge No. 200, F and AM,
member of Oceana Chapter No.
Mickey Mantle
156, RAM, and Ludlngton Chapter
. . . equal 1985 pace
No. 92, RAM.
But we couldn't help but pick
His wife, Anna, died in 1951.
up the undertoneof the fans.
Surviving are a son, Stanley B.
This same undertonehas crept
Pearson of Monroe: a daughter,
into a lot of sporti columns of
Mrs. Richard N. (Arlene) Potter
late.
of New Brunswick,N.J., and two
It's a sentimental feeling.
granddaughters.
“Ruth was a baseball legend.He
made baseball. Don’t have some
kid come along and break the record.”
Sure Stan Musial said, “Records
are made to be broken.”

Esther Smeenge

But we're leaning with Hank
Greenberg,who hit 58 in 1938.
Big Hank says “I hope some
fellow doesn’t come along and
break the mark. I was trying, sure,
but I'm glad now I never made

Returns

to

Africa

Miss Esther Smeenge, a medical
missionary affiliated with the Wesleyan Methodist Church, left Monday for Sierra Leone, West Africa,
after spending an 18-month furlough in the United States.
She served there for three year*
previously,but she is now returning with an important additiona Jeep, which will be used for both
evangelisticand medical work. A

Lawrence Park in Zeeland was
it.”
the scene of the Kraai reunion
Saturday evening. John Bouman,
president, was in charge of conProvence,where we stayed for
By I-arry Sledentop
Two Teachen Signed
tests and sports.
This letter has been delayed three days. Aix is the nearest thing
A program included group singseveral days because I have been to a 17th or early 18th century
By Zeeland System
ing led by Ken Vander Zwaag;
on a journey with my French town that I have discovered to
duets played, by Roger Vander Mr. and Mrs. Lenard Van Hoven
ZEELAND (Special) - Signing of group of Christianbusinessmen
family, and I felt that the account date. Dominated by several broad,
Zwaag and Jim Weener; humor- of Zeeland have returned home two teachers last week have filled from Holland and Grand Rapids
would be far more interestingif tree-linedavenues, it is nevertheous reading by Miss Dora Kraai after spendinga week with their the Zeeland* school system posi- presented her with the gift about
less composed largely of narrow,
presented in its entirety.
and a sound film entitled“That son, Jay, and family in Harbor tions, Supt. Julius Schipper has two months ago.
Grenoble, as you probably know winding streets with innumerablebond of sympathy between actors Boomerang.
Kid Buck” shown by Rus Sakkers
While on vacation,Miss Smeenge
Springs. Jay has been appointed announced.
by now, is essentially the gateway little squares, each of which boasts and audience. All rehearsals are
Mrs. Donivan and Prof. Hansen of Holland.
James
R. Jones, a 1956 graduate traveled through many sectionsof
a
fountain
with
no
little
history
to the French Alps, and, although
open as workshops to students of were presentedgifts in apprecia- The program closed with prayer superintendentof the Harbor of Tulsa Universitywill teach math- the United States. She has spent
one of the flatest cities in France, behind it. Binding this network drama, and a veritablecolony tion for their leadership.
by Chester Weener.
Springs schools.
ematics and commercial subjects. the past two months with her
its city limits consist of a range together and giving to Abe its materializes every summer at
Letters were read from out-ofDr.
and
Mrs.
Roger
Hampers
His wife taught school in Tulsa family at 364 West 21st St.
of mountains with certain peaks unique charm is the presence Avignon. Sensible of this admir- town class members unable to atA leading manufacturerof dic- and family returned to their home for four years.
The people she serves in Africa
exceeding a height of seven, thou- everywhereof Louis XIV town ho- able spirit and captivated by the tend.
tation equipment recently an- in Colorado Springs, Colo., after
Loren Gray, the new speech, are mostly Mohammedans. They
tels
and
rococo
villas
—
they
are
sand feet. To demonstrate the varPrizes were donated by class nounced that executives can now
magnificentbackdrop, we were
spending several weeks at the government and social studies are a primitive tribe known as tha
iety of geography and life in the rule rather than the exception! fortunate enough to see presenta- members in business and profes- have centralizedequipment for as
home of her folks, Mr. and Mrs. teacher, is a graduateof Central Susu. Miss Smeenge, who is a
It
is
understandable,
then,
why
Aix
France (which, they claim, is one
tions of Beaumarchais’“Le Mar- sions and were presented to those little as 5115 each, about one-third
Harmon Den Herder, and other Michigan College. He plans to re- nurse, received her training at
was
chosen
as
the
site
of
an
anof the reasons why no true Frenchiage de Figaro’’and Shakespeare’s married the most and least years, of the cost three years ago.
relatives.
new debating as a high school Houghton College in Houghton,
man can bear to- be separated nual summer music festival.
"Macbeth."
Mr. and Mrs. Hilmer Dickman activitywith competition in state, N.Y., and Butterworth Hospital in
Aix
is
only
an
hour
from
Marfrom his “patrie”) my family deAn account of my experiences
Grand Rapids.
spent several days last week with district and regional contests.
cided to take me into the Midi, seilles, the second city and first in the Midi would not, however,
Rites
She will sail from New York on
his relativesin SpeneerviLle,New
port
of
France,
and
a
trip
into
150 miles to the southwest, for a
be complete without an explanaAug. 14 on the M.V. Salaga to
Bremen
and Pigna, Ohio.
the
city
is
the
same
as
moving
week. Never, in my experience,
tion of our mode of travel. The
spend another three years in AfriHarry Vande Pels and daughter, Miss Carolyn Keuning
from a placid baroque world into French have absorbedan English
was a week better spent!
ca.
Helen, arrived by plane the past Feted at Two Showers
the
troubled
contemporary
scene.
Traveling from Grenoble into the
word which describes it— camping!
week,
from
Orlando,
Fla.
They
Midi is traveling from northern The apporaches- are marked by Hotels are far too expensivefor
are former residents of Zeeland
Miss Carolyn Keuning, bride- Zeeland Man Succumbs
Europe into southern Europe from posters and writing on the walls in most Europeans,and, unwilling to
and are visiting relatives and elect of Julian Bouwer, was guest
one civilization into another. There oppositionto the war in A 1 g e r i a part with their taste for travel,
friends in this vicinity. Mrs. Jessie of honor at a surprise miscellan- At Community Hospital
middle-class Europeans have
exists an unbelievablydistinct,
which become increasinglynumer- evolved a new style since the war.
Northuis, Cherry Court, entertain- eous shower Thursday evening givtangible line which marks this
ZEELAND (Special)
Anne
ous as the port itself is reached. The prime requisites,apart from
ed with a party ior them last Tues- en by Mrs. George Bouwer at her
division,- one which I b e c a me
De Jonge, 79, of 235 East Cherry
This can be accounted for, I think,
day. Others present were Mrs. home, 2425 Lakewood Farm.
an automobileor motorcycle, are
aware of as we drove through the
because Marseillesis the chief port
Tom Vande Pels and Mrs. Hein Games were played and dupli- Ave., Zeeland, died Monday morna tent (the proportions of which
last of the Alpine passes and enof embarkation for both human
Derks.
cate prizes awarded. A two-course ing at Zeeland Community Hospvary with the size of the family
tered the relativelyflat plains of
and non-human war materials and budget), sleeping bags, and porNeighbors
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wallunch was served by the hostess ital. He had been ill for several
Provence.The colors change— as because the working class is poter
Van
Asselt
and
family
of
assisted by Mrs. Harold Martinie, weeks.
table cooking utensils. In virtually
the deep, often sombre, blues and
liticallydominant in this area. DeMr. De Jonge. who retiredabout
Cherry Court surprised them with Mrs. John Bouwer and Mrs. Ben
greens of the inseparable Alpine spite its commercialcharacter and every town of any size or any
12 years ago, had been employed
Scholten.
area
of
minimum
attraction,
there
a
farewell
party
recently.
Mr.
Van
forest and sky give way to a
the occasional violent aspect of have sprung into being camp sites,
Asselt is emplayed as a lineman
Invited guests were the Mes- at Herman Miller FurnitureCo.
sparkling world of pastels which
its strikes,Marseilles is surpriswhere,
for
perhaps
30
cents
a
perby
the
municipal
electric
departdames
Martin Keuning, Harold and later at Holland Furniture Co/
pays homage to a superb silver- ingly attractive,and I fotind that
son,
a
family
can
pitch
its
tent
ment of Grand Haven and so the Martinie. Harm Lambers, John He was a member of First Christblue sky. It does not take long to its five-milewalk along the shores
and rest overnight. As for food,
family will soon move to that city. Lambers, Stuart Vander Kooi, John ian Reformed Church. Mr. De
understand why Van Gogh,
each morning the mother makes
The Van Asselts were presented De Nooy, John Bouwer, John H. Jonge was born in the Netherlands
Cezanne, and other painters of the
a trip to the town market where
with a farewell gift and a picnic Bouwer, George Egbers, Arend and came here at the age of 36.
ImpressionisticSchool chose Proshe
buys
fresh
vegetables
and
oclunch was served. Those present Naber. Gerrit Schutten,John Schut- Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
vence. and particularlyits sky, as
Jessie Barkel of Zeeland; two
casionally
meat,
which,
together
besides the honored guests were: ten, Ed Wesselink, Ben Scholten,
their subject.
with bread, cheese and wine comMr. and Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven, John Nyboer, William Schlerbeek, grandchildren.Mrs. Eugene DavidThe people change too— for the
posed the average European’s diet
Mr. Jessie Northouse, Mrs. Hattie Ben Ridder, Ben Klompmaker, son of Holland and Arthur Barkel
pensive, sober attitudeof the norThese she prepares over a gas
Kamnieraad,Mr. and Mrs. George, John Meier, John Pieper,Dick Vcr- of Zeeland,and a sister in the
thern European gives way to a
burner in the teqt, and dinner is
Netherlands.
Flokstra and family, Mr. and Mrs. sendaal and the Misses Amola and
vivacity, wit and joy in living
scarcely less an event while campJohn Kleinheksel, Mrs. Anna Marcia Keuning. Alberdine Lamwhich distinguishesthe Latin and
ing than at home! More and more
Zwagerman,Miss Alma Zwager- bers, Glenda and Rosalyn Bouw- Jane Vooman
which seldom fails to seize the
French vacations are spent in this
visitor. This gay, free attitude is
man, Thomas Kraai, Misses Dora er.
manner, and. at the same time,
Miss Keuning also was honored To Stuart Lee Baker
echoed in the chant of the cigale,
and Sena Kraai, Mrs. G. Van Null,
French camps are often half-filled
an insect which thrives in the
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willard Van Friday evening at a surprise showwith visiting Belgians and
Mr. and Mrs.
er by Mrs. George Bouwer at her
Midi and which is an unforgettable
Mr. ond Mrs. Warren Lone Fitts
Koevering and daughter. Linda.
Germans.
Voorman of Midland Park, N.J.,
home.
Miss Norma Jean Brookhouse, were played. Bouquets of white
mark of home to every Provencal.
The
Zeeland
Home
Extension
But enough for the moment
announce the marriage of their
This is all, I suppose, only a way
Guests were the Mesdames Mardaughter o( Mr. and Mrs. Albert and pink gladioli decorated the Group No. 1 held their annual pic• Au revoir,
daughter, Jane, to Stuart Lee
tin Keuning, Harold Martinie.John
of saying {hat the culture is no
rooms.
nic
the
past
week
at
Kollen
Park.
Larry Wiedentop
Brookhouse,18 Maple Ave., ZeeBaker, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
longer that of northern Europe,
Given in marriage by her father, The following women attended: Schrovenwever,George Schroven- Baker of Ottawa Beach.
Holland’s Community
land,
and
Warren
Lane
Fitts,
son
but is rather related to that of
the bride wore a light blue baller- Mrs. B. Veneklasen, Mrs. P. Brill, wever, John H. Diekjacobs, John
Ambassador,1956.
The double ring ceremony took
of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Olin, 238 West ina length gown with matching Mrs. J. Bouwens. Mrs. Tom Kraai, Harger, Fred Oldemulders, Al KortItaly and Spain. For the people of
place Aug. 2 in Angola, Ind., with
Provence are deeply conscious and
32nd St, Holland, woe united in bolero and a corsage of white Mrs. J. Zuidewind,Mrs. D. man, Albert Kortman, Harm Van the Rev. William J. Van VUet
raft
Marriage Licenses
proud of their heritage from anmarriage Saturday, July 28, at roses. The maid of honor was at- Vereeke, Mrs. P. Carlton, Mrs. J. Munster, Gerrit Bonge, Albert Hos- officiating. v
tiquity, from Greece, Carthage
Ottawa County
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank tired in a light pink gown and the Clark, Mrs. Jean Goozen, Mrs. sink, Alfred Hossink, John HosThe bride is a recent graduate
and Rome, and the relativelydry
Gerben Voetberg,22. route 4, Fowler. Hie Rev. George Hilson flower girl wore a light blue bal- Gerald Smith, Mrs. D. De Bruyn, sink, Gerrit Essenburg, Herman of Calvin College, Grand Rapids.
climate has aided their memory
Holland, and Lila Veldheer,18, of Wesleyan Methodist Church per- lerina dress. The maid of honor Mrs. H. Derks, Mrs. Delia Plewes, Heetderks,William Boes, George The groom is an associate partner
by preserving innumerable reroute 2. Holland; Donald E. Wohl- formed the single ring ceremony. wore a red rose corsage and the Mrs. W. Wierenga and Mist Ann Bouws, George Kuiper and the of Baker’s Boat Landing.
mains of Graeco -Roman civilizaMisses Amola and Marcia Keunford, 32, and Gladys Paris, 28,
Attending hie couple were Miss flower girl carried a bouquet of Huizinga.
tion. The native Provencaltongue
ing and Glenda and Rosalyn Bouwboth of Gxncrsville;George E. Joanne Brookhouse,sister of the yellow and white roses. The ring
similarly retains many evidences
Miss Janet Marie Larion
Lutz, 24, route 2, Ravenna, and bride, maid of honor; Floyd Fitts, was carried on a taffeta pillow.
A few drops of white vinegar er.
of its Latin origin, and it can
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Larion Lila M. Zimmer, 19, Coopers ville; uncle of the groom, best man; A reception for about 50 guests added to the rinse water when
scarcely be understood by the or- of 286 South 120th Ave., announce Clifford Herbert Sherrod, Jr., 26, Wanda Brookhouse,sister of the was held in the recreationroom at washing nylon curtains or plastic
AMBULANCE SERVICE
A “pod” of musk from the musk
dinary Frenchman. These people the engagement of their daughter, Midland. Texas, and Joyce A. bride, flower girl and Albert Jr. the Fowler home.
furniture helps reduce their dust- deer of the Orient is worth 85 in
HOLLAND.
truly enjoy the present by living Janet Marie, to Eldon Roy Kram- Merserau, 26, Grand Haven; Don- Brookhouse,brother of the bride, The couple will make their home catching traits. The vinegar rinse
Mongolia; more in other parts of
with and reveling in their past.
er, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester ald Johnson, 24, Grand Haven, and ring bearer.
at 238 West 32nd St The groom is reduces die static charge which China. It is valuable in the manu27 SlTvodet
We traveled firsts to Aix • en- A. Kramer of 152 East 19th St. Sarah Jo Brown, 21, Sprite Lake, Recorded wedding selections employed at the Kroger Store.
causes the dity to collect.
facture of perfume.
•••wv •{*
f- nS;,.

On Trip Through Southern Europe

Edward

Fitt-Brookhouse

\\

honor. She wore a beige suit with
white accessoriesand a corsage of
white carnations.
Attending the groom as best
man was Ray Rosendahl.
The couple are now at home at
248 to West Ninth St. The groom
is employed by Ferro-Cast Corp.

200 Attend Reunion of

R
6
5

Changes

to paint the trim on the

Dies at Hospital

Reformed

Andrew

by

Is

screens which will be done on Saturday.

On

The Holland High School Class
aqueduct built 50 years before the
advent of our era. These are things of 1936 held a successful reunion
Saturday, when 200 graduates,
I shall relate to you personally in
their wives and husbands and
the fall.
teachers gathered at American
Happily, the last point of our
Legion Country Club house.
tour of the Midi was also its cliA buffet supper was served at
max. Avignon, the residence of the
Popes during the Babylonian Cap- 6:30 p.m., followed by an informal
tivity of the thirteenthcentury, is program introduced by Miss
two.
now from a cursory examination Althea Raffenaud and
Holland also had six safeties with
of the map littlemore than a mi- Spyk, Jr. John Huff opened with
Plagenhoefleading with two hits.
nor provincialcity situatedon the prayer. Mayor Robert Visscher
Teusink, ^Van Dyke, Whitey
left bank of the River Rhone. Yet welcomed guests, many of whom
Witteveen,"and Wentzel had the
the first view of the city, particu- came from other states.
other hits.
Principal J. J. Riemersma spoke
larly if it is in the pink twilight of
Line score:
a Provencal sunset, suffices to dis- briefly,paying *tribute to classH pel any such illusion.Still com- mates, particularly to Harold
South Haven , 200 000 040 —
6
pletely surrounded by its medieval, Borchers,now a missionary in
Holland' ..... 005 000 000 0
fairy-likewalls, Avignon is hum- Japan. He also explained planning
Batteries:Kriesten, Wilt (3) and bled before the imposingbastian- of the new curriculum and how the
Hamlin; Prince and Van Dyke.
palace of the Schismatic Popes. new high school is being planned

Ambassador Fascinated

remains

Grandstanding...

Mediterraneanis an educa-

My

South Haven pushed across four vanced to third scored on an erruns in the eighth inning and ror that left Hamlin safe on first.
Wenban singled Hamlin home.
crushed a three-run Holland lead
The Dutchmen came roaring
to take a 6-5 win in Southwestern back in the third inning and made
Michigan Baseball League play at five runs on three hits. Dwayne
Riverview Park Monday night.
Teusink and Norm Witteveen
The win puts South Haven back walked and then Bob Van Dyke
in first place in the league with singled.
a 6-1 record and leaves Holland In
Whitey Witteveen cleared the
bases with a triple. Tony Wentzel
third with a 2-6 mark.
In the South Haven eighth, Me walked and Dick PlagenhoefsinCoughan led off with a walk and gled to score both runs.
But after that the Dutchmen
Palanca followed with the same.
Hamlin s 1 q g 1 e d to score Me couldn’t buy a run.
Kriesten the South Haven startCoughan.
Behind 5-3, then
a er. was replaced by Wally Wilt in
“smoky'* home run that turned the third with two men on.
After the two - run first inning,
the trick.
Bud Campbell pinch hit for Gerry Prince settled down and
Manager Sherm Stone and lofted a pitched shutout ball for the* six
innings, allowing only two innings.
high fly to left field.
B’d then oame the fateful eighth.
Morrie Witteveen. Dutch leftfielder, lost the ball as a heavy
South Haven made six hits off
cloud of smoke covered the outfield Prince with Palanca leading with

BEE

Commerce completed the

(Sentinel photo)

tional experience.

Homer Defeats Dutchmen

—

The Junior Champaint job at
the Prestatie Huis, 88 East 13th St., on Saturday with 20 members wielding paint brushes,
some of whom are shown in the photo. All that
ber of
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A BOX THAT
TOUCHES HOLLAND
In the closinghours of the seswas passed
and sent to the White House authorizingthe Chicago Sanitary District to draw 2,500 cubic feet of
water a second from Lake Michigan. That represents an increase
of 1,000 cubic feet per second, the
amount authorized up until now
being 1,500 cubic feet.
sion of congress a bilf

If the President signs the bill it

mean the beginning of a new
day in lake levels for every city
will

on the shores of the Great Lakes,
including among them Holland.
The President vetoed a similar
bill in 19M, but his objectionsare
supposed to have been met in the
present measure.

On the very day when the bill
was passed by the Senate the PCE
877 carrying 70 Navy reservists
and crew members got stuck on a
sand bar in Lake Macatawa and

German Couple Wed

at Locql

Church Library

Looking Glass
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The Way of FeUowehip
1 John 1
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H
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Toscaqini; An Intimate Portrait

Sunday, ‘August 12
Pool* of Healing
King* 5:9-14;Johr 5:1-9, 9:6, 7
by Darrell Frankea

—by Samuel Chotzinoff. How much
can one know about a genius?
What makes him think and act the
of what does
the most importantpart of him,

way he does? And

To the leader: The healing power

(InternationalBible Lessons of
Christian Teaching,lesson material based on International S. S.
Lessons, Christian Education Dept,
of National Council of Christian
Churches, used by permission.)
The Apostle John wrote three
epistles, one gospel and the book
of Revelation. He was the son of
Zebedee, the brother of James, and
a member of the inner circle of
apostles and much beloved of
Jesus. For a time he was an exile
on the island of Patmos. He spent
the last years of his life in Ephesus. He outlivedall the other apostles and was held in great esteem.
Our lesson stressesthe importance
of fellowshipin the Christian
Church.
I. Christians need each other.
John writes about his relationship
and experience with Christ. The
positive note he reveals is refreshing. Observe the words, "we have
heard” and "we have seen with
our eyes” and "we have looked
upon” and "our hands have handled”— words that speak of personal experience. John not only wrote
of his experience with Christ but
he includes his fellow apostles.
He and all the apostles had heard
Jesus speak and seen him serve
and touched him with their hands.
They had learned to know him as
being both human and divine.

we receive through faith in Christ
and through praytr- to him has
not diminished in two thousand
years. The Bible has many stories

his heart and his intellect, consist?

This knowledge is, for the most
part, only gained in an autobiography. We can learn much about
such a genius as Toscanini through
his work and through biography
but not all. He has never granted,
and presumably never will grant,
a press interview. And , from all
we know about him, it seemr unlikely that we will be able to read
his autobiography. Thus, it is a
happy experience to thumb through
this slim volume and look carefully at this "intimateportrait.”

of the healing power of Qod. This
topic seeks to have us recognize
the source of healing power.
It is quite possible that you are
wondering how you can present
this topic. Listed below are some
scripture passages about healing.
Plan to have Bibles on each chair
so that you can ask different members to read the stories or stand

up and

tell

them.

\

Presenting the Topic
Assign one of the following to
each number, (or put slips of paper in each Bible with a scripture

The author is, a good friend of
the Toscaninis' and has spent a
lot of time with the family. He
relates, a series of incidents at
dinner parties, rehearsals and visits here and abroad; all of which
paint a fairly clear picture of the
temperamental .and paradoxical
man that Toscanini is. Naive as
a child and very shrewd; cruel
-and yet kind; and his most dominant trait, a temperament like a
chameleon,changed by the slightest effect of who and what surrounds him. There is the astonishing comment made to an Italian
heart specialist'"who had pronounced the Maestro's heart in
-

passage on it.) Matthew 8:14-17,
Matthew 8:28-34, Matthew 9:1-8,
Matthew 9:18-26, Matthew 9:2744,
Matthew 15:29-31,Matthew 17:1421, Matthew 20:29-34, John 9:1-41.
Explain to the group that you
want each one to tell the story
they have read. Then give them
about 5 minutes to read and study
these stories. When they have
spent the time in preparation let

People with experienceshave
something to share. John had
something to share. "That which
we have seen and heard declare
we unto you.” The word "declare”
is a positive word. John had something to declare and he declared
it Through Jesus Christ the apostles had learned what it it to have
true fellowshipwith God. The
apostles were eager that others

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Driesengo
(Bulford photo)

each one tell the story.
' After they have told the stories
about the different healings, be
prepared to tell the story of the
healing of Naaman (II Kings 5:
9-14) and the healing of the lame
man at the pool of B e t h e s d a
(John 5:1-9). (You can get help for
the telling of these stories from
the Christian Endeavor World, 1221
East Broad St., Columbus 16, Ohio.
Be sure to point out that these
two people were healed at places
where there were pools of water
and a great deal of faith. Jesus
Christ can heal today too. But is
it necessary for people to go to
“pools of water” to be healed? No.
There are pools of healing all
around us. By that we mean that
there are several places where we
can receive the healing power of

At a double ring ceremony per- as matron of honor. She wore a
formed before an altar of ferns, light blue net ovc.- taffeta gown
white flowers and candelabra, Miss and carried a basket of pale piqk
Henrietta Lubben and Donald Drie- daisies and wore a headpieceof
senga were united in marriage on daisies.
Friday, July 27, in Harderwyk Kenneth Driesenga, brother of
Christian Reformed Church. The the groom, assisted him as best
man. Ushers were Dennis Jonk:r
Rev. Henry Baker officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and George Lubben.
should enjoy this fellowship.Mark and Mrs. William Lubben. route
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
the fact— fellowshipwith God leads
4, and the groom's parents are Lubben chose a tan with aqua
to joy. The more fellowship we Mr. and Mrs. Haney Driesenga dress and white accessories. The
have with God the less we care of Borculo.
groom's mother wore a black dress
about the pleasures of this world.
Mrs. Fred Lubben provided the featuring a large white collar and
A jobless Christianityis not bib- wedding music and David Lubben white accessories.Both wore corChrist.
lical Christianity.
sang “Because” and "The Wed- sages of yellow roses.
For Example
n. Sin always hinders Christian ding Prayer."
A reception for 75 guests was 1. The Bible is one channel of
fellowship. In order to have fellowGiven in marriageby her father, held at CumerfordsRestaurant God’s healing power. TTiroughit
ship with God we must have somethe bride wore a white gown of with Mr. and Mrs. Peter Elenbaas the Holy Spirit can speak words
thing in common with God. The
net and insertsof lace over slip- as master and mistress of cere- of advice, comfort and cheer. In
Bible says that "God is light and
per satin. The fitted bodice, with monies. Wayne Marlink and Peg this sense the Bi^le is a pool of
in Him is no darkness at all.
long lace sleeves, was overlaid Beseans served punch and George
Darkness in Scripture stands for with lace and featured tiny buttons Heidema and Hilda Rietveld were healing.
2. Another Christian can also be
sin and ignorance. People who live
down the back. A crown of pearls in charge of the gift room. Lois an instrument of God’s Spirit. He
in sin cannot have fellowshipwith
Driesenga.
sister
of
the
groom
took
held her fingertip veil and she
can be the angel of peace and
God and walks in darkness lies. carried a white Bible. Her bouquet care of the guest book.
comfort so that going to him is go
The proof of fellowshipwith God was of red roses with streamers
For the wedding trip to Niagara to a pool of healing.
is conformity to God. All who walk
of rose buds. She wore a single Falls the bride wore an egg shell
3. Religious poetry is another
in the light fellowshipwith believstrand of pearls, a gift of the sheath dress With navy accessorsource of healing. Christian poems
ers and with God.
ies and a red rose corsage. After
groom.
have calmed many a troubled
Christians commit sin and sin
Attending the couple were Mrs. their return they will make their
heart and soul. They have been
creates barriers and hinders felSam Basner, sister of the bride, home at route 1, Zeeland.
the pools of healing for countless
lowship. How can sin be removed
1

Ida Vries photo)

Miss Hermine Kolk and Hindrik gown and carried a basket of peJan Meier, both of Germany, were tals. John Spykman was best man
and Harvey Kortman and John
united in marriage in a double
Kortman seated the guests.
ring senice performed Friday, Wedding music was played by
July 20, in Central Avenue Christ- Mrs. Robert Bareman and Art

ian Reformed Church. Before

a

Hoogh sang “The Pledge”

De
and

setting of palms, bouquets of flow- "The Lord’s Prayer."

beautiful condition—in fact, quite
untouched.‘Why shouldn't it be’
the Maestro said 'It has never
been used.’ ” The preparation of
a dinner party after a concert is
a riot of confusion,fear and tension. For the host never knows
if the guest of honor will be in a
fit mood to even appear. And If
he does, all persons are keyed to
the Maestro's pitch of tension or
relaxation.

ers and candelabra, the Rev. WilAssistingat a reception were Mr.
Chotzinoffis in love with his
liam Haverkampread the rites at and Mrs. John Harger who were subject. There could 6e no hope
7:30.
master and mistress of ceremonies. for an objectively detailed bio' Parents of the couple are Mr. Miss Gesine Kortman and Miss graphy from him as he is comand Mrs. Hermann Kolk and Mr. Geraldine Kortman who arranged pletely under the spell that he
and Mrs. Egbert Meier of Ger- the gifts, Mr. and Mrs. Nick Eller- himself describes."The spell that
many.
broek who 'served punch and the Toscanini cast on everyone around
The bride was attiredin a white Misses Joan Van Slooten, Stella him.
. was powerful and unflagsatin gown trimmed with lace. She Steenwyk, Barbara Brinks, Bertha ging. Whether grave or gay, vengecarried a Bible With white roses Steenwyk, Janet Bakker and Mary ful or beneficent, he magnetized
and white carnatiops.
Ann Kortman, who were waitress- alike players,page boys, servants,
Her attendant,Miss Gladys es.
executives, friends ind. . family.
Schrotenboer, wore a floor length
The couple resides at 13 Va East They trembled at his frown and
gown of pale lavendar and carried 21st St. For the honeymoon the basked in his smile ____
be
yellow roses. Lucy Kortman as bride wore a rose dress with white allowed to remove his sopping
flower girl wore a pale yellow accessories.
garments was like assisting at a
.

.

.

To

rite. . .

His judgments were

ac-

cepted like articles of faith." And
helpless for eight hours. If
so on. One can understand such a
the diversion of the additional 1000
man's power and the love and escubic feet of Lake Michigan water
teem in which he was held.
will lower the lake level as much
But somehow the book falls flat.
as opponents of the measure chargThis reviewer felt as though she
ed during the debate, how many
had been given a small taste of
vessels will get stuck? For of
By Karel Mari Kleinheksel
on toward the highlands.
course the level of Lake Michigan
believers.
EDINBURGH, Scotland, Aug. 1 I can truthfullysay I’ve never some forbidden fruit and had been
and fellowshiprestored? John tells
allowed no real satisfaction.The
governs the level of Lake Maca4.
Christian
singing
also
helps
—And
the rain came down! Some- seen any lake as beautifulas Loch
subject who sat for this portrait
tawa and of every other harbor us how— "the blood of Jesus Christ
us. It can revive a broken spirit. times in buckets, sometimesin Lomond. Even on a gloomy day,
his Son cleanseth us from ah sin.”
is so deep, so complicated, and
along the shore
It
can
stimulate*
our
weakness
and
dribbles,
(at
least
there
has
been
it
is
breathtakingly
lovely.
It
is
a
The propaganda for the water It is through the atoning death of
so much of another world that any
our
laziness.
It
is
the
pool
to which some variety) but it’s been bad long, narrow lake and the mounChrist that we obtain forgiveness.
diversionbegan more than a genwe can come to have our spirits weather for touring ever since we tains crowd right in on it from worthwhileattempt to describe
However, before we are forgiven
eration ago. The city of Chicago
him would take many more pages
awakened.
landed in Liverpool, England on both sides. Little waterfallsbounce
In
has long wanted the additional wat- we must repent Sin is universal
and a decidedly differentview. I
5. Literature in the form of nov- 1 July 27.
down from the peaks, turn into
er to solve its sewage problem; and there is a universal remedy
want to see Toscanini painted by
streams
and
skitter
into
the
lake.
els
or
short
stories
can
also
since
that
date
we
have
managed
for sin— Jesus Christ.
it has always been a battle bea Rembrandtof words, not a
i
^
.
ir
I ZEELAND (Special!
Justice the mouthpiece of God's voice.
Donald Veele & wf. to
_ _
u
..
People are inclined to excuse
to see a bit of the seashore and Our road followed along the plea- Winslow Homer.
tween one city and all the comsin. Some blame heredity, others C. DeRoo & wf. Lot 153 Chippewa Hllmcr c- D‘ckman had a lighter Millions have been stirred to ac- lake district of England, and also sant western shore for its entire
munities along the lakes for which
However, it is a good evening's
[than usual week as only 14 per- tion by reading the testimonies of the lochs and highlands of Scot- length and then took us to Glen
environmentand some even deny Resort, Twp.
the maintenance of the water level
entertainment.There are some exthe existence of sin. The only way
land, ending up in the beautiful Dochart, our northernmost point cellent picturesof Toscanini at the
Stanley F. Batson et al to John sons appeared in his court on traf- others.
is important.
6. A kindly word at the proper city of Edinburgh.
in Scotland.
to secure pardon is to make con- Hoeksema Pt. NEVi SEV4 22-5-15 fic violations.
At last Chicago seems to have
beginning of the book and one can
time is also a pool of healing. UnHeading south again on a*rather
fession of our sins and then turn Twp. Holland.
I had always imaginedLiverpool
won. There has been singularly
enjoy the greatest musical genius
Those paying fines and costs in- doubtedly,we all know of someone
mountainous
road,
we
passed
sevaway from sin. John tells us that Arthur Reenders & wf. to Kenas a dirty port city, with nothing
little of a fight, and perhaps most
of our time however lightly he is
cluded
to whom we can turn for words of to offer the tourist. We were plea- eral other lochs and entered the
God is faithful and just to grant neth Van Haitsmi & wf. Pt. Lot
people were unaware that the bin
treated.—J.P.O,
Ronald
Wayne
Brandt.
24,
Decomfort
and
cheer
when
the
going
Trossachs,
or
lake
and
mountain
forgiveness.
The
vaiue
of
a
promsantly
surprised,
however,
as
we
30 Reenders Add. No. 2, City of
was up for consideration.
It seems
gets
rough.
region.
There
is
located
Loch
ise depends upon the character of Grand
drove through several large parks
I troit. careless driving,518.30; John
likely that the high lake levels of
George Wolfert et al to Lawrence R. Smart, 26. Evanston,111., run- 7. A helpful sercon is another right in the city on our way south Katrine, the scene of Sir Walter Shower Compliments
the past few years, causing dam- the person who makes the promise.
Scott’s "Lady of the Lake”, and
source of healing. It is the sur- to the town of Chester.
age to the shoreline,caused the God is dependable — he will for- D. Clark A wf. Lot 15 Cottonwood I ning rc(j fiasher. S10; Lawrence
also the headquarters of Rob Roy, Louise Vande Riet
geon's knife to cut out many a
give if we confess and in addition Heights Sub. Twp. Georgetown. ! D r. , ,n
The
trip
to
Chester
was
not
on
average citizen to let down his
diseased
and
inflamed
part
of
our
he
will renew us and fill our hearts
our itinerary,but we heard so the famous bandit of two centur- Miss Louise Vande Riet, brideGerrit E. Bredeweg & wt. to R Cra>' 40- Ch,ca80' speed"’g’
guard. But that was an abnormal
with peace.
sinful nature.
Martha
Miles
Pt.
Lot
4
Blk
Alsl°i
Ro-v
Swanson.
23
.Wheeling,
much about this little town from ies past. This loch was Scott’s elect of George Louwsma, Jr., was
condition, a conditionthat is rapidThese and many more are the fellow travelerson the ship that we favorite, and said to be one of the guest of honor at a surprise misCity of
U1- speeding. $10; Ralph Van Dal1.
Fellowship
among
Christians
ly losing its force, and the people
Pools of Healing" for our world decided io visit there for a day, as most beautiful (on a less grand cellaneous shower Thursday eveis important.
John
wf to en, Cicero, 111., speeding. 510.
of several states are likely t<x find
William Earl Henderson, 17, today.
it is only 30 miles southeast of scale than Loch Lomond) In Scot- ning given by Mrs. George
2.
The
apostles
were
sure
of
Schippers
Furniture
Pt.
NEU
SE«i
soon that higher lake levels are
Louwsma, at her home, 245 East
Hudsonville, careless driving, 519land.
Jesus
Liverpool.
22-5-15Twp. ---Holland.
\ desirableto keep their water comOur route to Edinburgh took us 17th St.
3. People with sound convictions Jacob E s s e n b u r g & wf. to 30; Roger B. Meeusen, 28, route
Going
into
Chester
is
like
going
merce going. If the fears of opare heard.
back into 14th or 15th century through Stirling, one of the blood- Gifts were arranged under a
Bernard J. Fynewevtr & wf. Lot 1. Zeeland, no mud flaps on truck,
ponents of the bill come true,
57.30; Nelson Jay Brower, 34,
4.
Sin
hinder*
fellowship.
England. The old city wall still iest towns in Scotland. It was said decoratedsprinkling can. Games
15
Rose
Park
Sub.
Twp.
Holland.
scores of ports vrill have to spend
Hudsonville, no mud flaps or li5.
It
is
commendable
to
take
stands,
and is used as a promen- of Stirling in the old days that he were played and duplicate prizes
Martin J. Courtade
wf. to
millions of dollars to maintain the
ade by visitors and residentsalike. who held the town held Scotland. awarded. A two-course lunch was
Edward P. Lothschultz & wf. Pt. cense plate on truck. 514.30; Harwater depths they need for their the Christian attitude to sin.
old G. Kragt. 54, route 3, Holland,
6. Confession is good for the soul. Eli NW* 14-8-13 Twp. Wright.
Houses and business establish- It is a gateway to the north, set served by the hostess assisted by
shipping.
ments are built in tudoa style. between two mountains. Crowning Mrs. Peter Prins, Judy Van Rhee
Grand Haven State Bank to speeding, 59 30.
Fortuantely the bill will have an
James A. Hopp. 43, 274 Lincoln
Streets
are narrow and winding one of the mountains is Stirling and Rosemary Van Dam.
Stephen
M.
Vozar
wf.
Lot
11
len
ai.
vozar
&
wi.
U)t
..
0
n
end if it does the harm it is exHolland Hitch edged Elzinga-VolAuxiliary Entermns
Castle, and on ttle other, a memor- - Guests were the Mesdames G.
and
the
River Dee
pected to do; as passed, it runs
Eeggatts Add. G r . »
kers, 5-4 in nine innings Thursday
through the city, making lovely ial to William Wallace, who- freed J. Vande Riet, Peter Prins, Eldon
Haven.
for a teat period of three years. At Veterans* Facility
driving,529.30;Mrs. Mary Kaleta, night in A league Legion baseball
Scotland. The caatle, high on its Walters, Adrian Dreyer, Gordon
"views" for the tourist.
Adrian Nagelkirk to Ada Van
But you can depend on it that
28, Jcnison, failure to stop when at RiverviewPark.
But there is nothing old fa- craig, dominates the town and Dams, Ray Van Dam, M a r v i n
The Willard G. Leenhouts Unit Dyke Pt- SWtt SEK 18-5-14 City leaving private drive, 55.30; Helen
Chicago will put up a titanic fight
Diepenhorstsingled to open the shioned about the shops or their looks impenetrablewith its thick Newhouse, Bud Newhouse, Stanley
even if after three years the extra 6, American Legion Auxiliary,en- 0* Zeeland,
B. Kunzi, 19, Hudsonville,stop ninth, took second on a wild pitch, wares. Chester has a unique dou- grey walls and ‘high battlements Louwsma, James Wabeke, Kenneth
water diversionis shown to be all tertained200 veterans at the Mich- Adrian Nagelkirk to Ada Van light. 59.30; Kenneth Raak. 210
advanced to third on a sacrifice
Sluiter, Stanley Sluiter, Gerrit
bad for the other cities. At the igan Veterans Facility in Grand Dyke L*011 22 Vanden Berg's Add. North River Ave.t speeding, 516.30. fly and came home when « Van ble row of stores, street level and and parapets. We explored it quite
Timmer, James Brewer. A. R. Van
thoroughly
and
were
pleased
to
second
story,
with
covered
arcades
very least the experimentbears Rapids last‘ T"esday.Games wer City of Zeeland.
Haitsma, Elzlnga-Volkers first to protect the shoppers. And in find two little gardens tucked Dyke, M. H. WaU, Willard De
Henrietta Witvliet et al to Zeeclose watching. And Holland should played and prizes awarded. Gifts
baseman, threw wild on an infield these stores one could spend hours away inside the folds of grey stone. Jonge, Milton Kamps Percel De
.. .Pt. ____
be one of the watchers.
were presented to veterans having land Public Schools
Lot 9 Blk Bridal Shower Given
^
Perhaps the Scots motto was Weerd, Harold Boss. S h e r w i n
—just looking.
3 Village of Zeeland.
birthdays within the week.
Elzinga - Voikers scored four
For Marie A. Driscoll
Louwsma and the Misses Barbara
Centering the city is a huge ca- "Beauty even in battle!"
A wheelchair also was presented William C. De Roo A wf. to
times in the first inning and that thedral, built in the 1200's.It is
Van Dam, Rosemary Van Dam.
to the facility for hospital use by Lavene Meerse Pt. Lot 40, 41
Mrs. E. W. Nienhuis of Ottawa was it. The winners pushed home
Judy Van Rhee and the honored
damp and gloomy, as most of the
the local unit. Refreshmentswere Vanden Bosch's Sub. City of Beach was hostess at a bridal
three in the second and tied the old cathedrals tend to be, but a Miss Hohl Honored
guest.
HoUand.
served and cigaretteswere passed.
shower last Thursday evening in score with a single* run in the
great landmark in England and in At Bridge-Luncheon
John Veenhoven A wf. to Marvin honor of her niece. Miss Marie A.
Local me/nbers assisting were
sixth.
English church history.
Mrs. Alden Stoner, Mrs. Henry Obbink A wf. Lot 26 Country Club Driscoll, former Holland resident
Luncheon Compliments
Stoel was the winning pitcher
After leaving Chester we drove
A luncheon and bridge was givBrower, Mrs. William Hoek, Mrs. Estates, Twp. Holland.
who now resides in Grand Haven. and Komejan was the loser.
nortb again to Morecambe, on the en Tuesday in honor of Miss Laurie Miss Myra Saunders
Stanaway, Mrs, Bertal Jacob Boven et al to Fanny Sal
Miss Driscoll, bride-elect of Paul
A total of 36 applications for Herbert
Bay of Morcambe on England’*
Slagh. Mrs. Tom S. Coleman,Mrs. et al Lot 39 Westwood Sub. Twp. Gronevelt, is making plans for a
Ann Hohl, September bride - elect
building permits were received
Mrs. Charles V. Miller of 413
western coast. If one ever wanted
Park.
Sept. 13 wedding.
during the month of July, accord- Emily Beattie, Mrs. Bert Jacobs,
to find a counterpart for Atlantic at the home of Mrs. F. E. De Big Bay Dr. entertainedat a
Nicholas Stielstra A wf. to LesMrs.
John
Riemersma,
Mrs.
Before the honored guest opened
ing to a report submitted this week
City, 4n England, this town would Weese, East 16th SL Hostesses three-course luncheonTuesday at
wf. Lot 36 he.- gifts, games were played with
by the Building Inspector'soffice. Ernest Bedell and Mrs. Clarence lie F. Wiersma
be it! Everyone was on a holiday were Mrs. De Weese, Mrs. T. P. her home in honor of Miss Myra
Hopkins.
Stielstra’s Sub. Twp. Park.
prizes being awarded to Mrs. Peter
Nine heating and six sign perand it seems that "the thing” to Noble and Mrs. Verne Hohl, Jr., Saunders, bride-elect of Daniel L.
mits also were issued during the Mrs. Alden Stoner, Mrs. Henry Floyd A. Loew A wf. to J o h n Keur, Mrs. Judson Brower and
De Graaf.
do is walk up and down the seaBrower and Mrs. Clarence Hopkins Rookus Jr. A wf. Lots 143, 144, Miss Mardella Schamper. Lunch
month.
of Grand Rapids.
A profusion of garden flowers
side. We joined the crowd for one
145, 146, 151, 152 Lake Park Sub. was served by the hostess.
have
returned
after
attending
the
Fees collectedamounted to 5246
decorated
the living room and tea
Mrs.
Jud
Hohl
was
the
winner
night,
and
it
certainly
was
an
exwhile the total proposed building departmentconvention of the Twp. Park.
Guests included the Mesdames
tables, with gifts being arranged
perience
!
in
bridge.
A
guest
prize
was
preGerlof
Holwerda
to
Simon
J.
American
Legion
Auxiliary
Aug.
2
amounted to 5283,020.00.
Lloyd Driscoll,Harqld Driscoll,
under a quaint blue ruffled umThen north again toward the sented to the guest of honor.
The breakdown is as follows through 5. Mrs. Stoner and Mrs. HilaridesA wf. Lot 31 Port Sr., Harold Driscoll, Jr., Don
„
English lake district. The road led
7 permits for new houses and Brower served as delegates from Sheldon Beach Plat, Twp. Port Schutt, Harry J. Schamper, Calvin
Guests included Mrs. Jud Hohl,
Games were played with prize*
along
the
shores
of
Lake
WinderSheldon.
the
local
auxiliary
unit
and
Mrs.
garage construction,583,900; three
Brink, Francis Palmer, George
mere through really beautiful Mrs. Verne C. Hohl, Miss Barbara being awarded to Mrs. John
permits for new garages, 52,150; Hopkins, a member of the Depart- Albert E. Carrfer to Elizabeth Palmer and Nellie Driscoll,all of
countryside. It was in this area GiUuer of Elkton and Miss Iris Hertel, Mrs. A. W. Saunders and
21 permits for residential remodel ment Americanism Committee, E. Cherven Pt. Lot 64 Midway Holland, Mrs. Peter Keur of Fruitthe bride-elect.
that
we "discovered”the moun- Vanden Bos.
Sub.
Twp.
Park.
ings, 510,225;one permit for res- served as secretary of the commitport; the Mesdames John
Guests includedthe Mesdames
tains of England. A mile climb,
Alice Klingenbergto
idential repairing, 575; one per- tee at the convention. Mrs. i>ed
Gronevelt, Richard Gronevelt, Don
A. J. Cook, John De Weert, John
over one of the narrowest and
mit for ar addition to a commer- Gilman of Peotskey was elected Keen Lot 6 Arthur G. Knoll’s Sub. Gronevelt, Marvin Vander Noot,
Miss Vander Ploeg and
Bouwman, Donald Van Hoeven,
most twisting roads- we’ve ever
ciD property, 526,000;one permit department president and Mrs. Twp. Park.
Robert J.
Jack
Clarence De Graaf,,
seen
took
us
to
Lake
UUs:
Hattie Huizen to I r w i n J.
Fiance
to
Be
Honored
for commercialremodeling, 550 and Mae Burr of Adrian was elected
Hobeke, Casey Driscoll and the
Dirkse, A. W. Saunders, Lester
water.
The
barren
craigs,
shrouded
Huizen
A
wf.
Lot
11
Baker-Huizen
one permit for constructionfor an department chaplain. Mrs. A. D.
Misses Ruth Beukema and lola
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Carson Klaasen,Henry Ter Haar. Otto
in
mist
reminded
us
very
much
addition to St. Francis de Sales Cox of Battle Creek was elected Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
Emery, all of Grand Haven, Miss
Hattie Huizen to Syrene Boss A
of some part* of Switzerland. of Johnson City, Tenn., will be Van Dyke, all of Holland; John
School, 5160,620.
to serve as second zone vice
Mardella Schamper of Holland and
wf.
Lot
5
BakeMIuizen
Sub.
Twp.
Even the sheep that are raised in hotti at a rehearsal dinner Fri- Hertel, Lawrence De Cook and
president of which the local unit
Mrs. Judson Brower of Zeeland.
Georgetown.
that part of England looked sus- day evening honoring their son, Marinus Den Herder, of
is a member.
Unable to attend were Mrs. Irvin
Vote Improvements
L. Michael Carson" and his fian- Rapids.
piciously Swiss!
Cornelius J. Fisher to George Stekctce of Holland and Miss
Voter* in Laketown township.
Lokers A wf. Lot 3 We-Que-Naw- Mary
Scotland was our goal, and the cee. Miss Ruth Elaine Vander
of Grand
Allegan county, passed a special Marriage Licenses
Try removing wrinkles -from
Bing Park,. Twp. Park.
first large city we visited was Ploeg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Haven.
vote for blacktopping and improvMiss Judith Map/ Oudersluys
Ottawa County
Glasgow. It is quite an industrial Theodore L. Vander Ploeg, East woolens by giving them a spin in
William Huizenga A wf. to Ivan
ing township roads, 144 to 48, in
the automaticdryer. Place the
Henry Visscher,19, and Cora J. D e J o n g e
wf. Lot 73
The Re*, and Mrs. Richard C. city, with the shipyards supplying 29th St. '
Tuesday'# primary election.
Lee Kaepemik, 18. both of Hol- Huizenga’* Sub. No. 2, Twp. Injured in Accident
Oudersluysannounce the engage- jobs for many of the residents. The dinner will be held in the wrinkled garments in the dryer
land; John Garvelink, 20. Holland,
*
Belva Hulst, one-yearolddaugh- ment and approaching marriage There is a beautifulcathedral CentennialRoom of the Wanh with two large turkish towels
grease, excessive moisture and Carol Joan Rozema, 18, route
ter of Mr. and $Irs. Bernard Hulst. of their daughter, Judith Mary, to there, and a house that has atood Friend Tavern with members of which have been spun damp dry in
•re great enemies of 2, Holland; Tony Huizinga, 22, and
While the owl cannot move its rout® 6, is in good condition today Jack Howard Brink, son of Mr. since pre-reformationtimes, where the families and wedding party as the automatic washer or run
a leather article France* Vredevoogd,22, both of eye* in their sockets, it does have at Holland Hospital with a frac- and Mrs. Gerrit Brink of N. Holly- it is said Mary, Queen of Scots guests.
through a wringer. After 5 to 10
will help made It Hud*onville; Harris Banger, 18, a great area of vision because it lured right leg she received in
wood Ave„ Grand Rapids. Plan* once stayed while visiting Glas- The couple will marry Saturday minutes at low heat, remove the
. out M.S.U. home and Marilyn Jacobs, 16, both of
can rotate its head in a krg® tractor accident Tuesday. Further are being made for a Sept 15 gow. But no city is too impres- evening at Western Theological woolens from the dryer and dry on
a hanger. >
Holland
sive in (he rain and we soon moved Seminary.
wedding.
arc of about 273 degrees.
details are lacking.

was

Despite Weather, Scotland Offers

Tourists Many Old, Beautiful Sights

Ottawa County Only 14 Fined
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OKicer Looks Over

14 Persons

Holland Guards

In Municipal

Prepare Dnit

A

Camp

For Sununer

Fmed

Col. Huyser of the U. S. Corps
of Engineerswas in Holland Saturday to look over the harbor and
discuss the improvements that are
pending.
He -discussed theharbtr improvementswith Chamber of Commerce officials and with City
Manager Herb Holt, ^
Huyser said soundings will be
completed soon and bida will be
sought for the harbor Improvement
work. Congress has appropriated
5285,000for the work.

Court

total of 14 drivers paid fines

and costs; one was referred to traf-

and three pleaded Innocent before Municipal Judge
Cornelius Vander Meulen In the
last few days.
Sidney Vande Vusse, route 1,
pleaded guilty to Improper driving
and was referred to traffic school.
pajing fine and costs were:
Frank C Bocnstra, 62 East Central Ave., Zeeland, improper driving, 525; Donald Pogue, route 3,
Marshal], right (A way accident,

fic school

Hollands National Guard Co. D
will be at nearly fuirstrengthwhen
the 46th Michigan Division begins
two weeks of summer training at
Camp GraylingAug. 11.
Capt. Russell

‘

Kempker said

the

company has 148 enlisted men and
six officers which will join other
units from 50 communities num. bering approximately
10,000 men.
Pfc. George Schippers and Pvt
Ray Klingenbergwill leave Aug.
8 to attend a pre-camp mess school.

23

men and

take buses.

ArcheryNews.

.

.

were* John Achterhof, Jr., route 6.
speeding;Ernest D. Walton, 190
North River.Ave., disobeying traffic signal and failing to stop in
assured clear distance, and Alvin
Wolbert, route 2, Hamilton, care-

.

Bill Brown paced the Aug. 1 Holland Archery Club shoot with a
382 total while Jim Geland, with

367.

was

second.

less driving.

Other scorers include : Glenn
Brower, 356; Gene Hiddinga, 309;
Lee Yprk, 253; Jerry Kline, 248;
Marve Wabeke, 226; Norma Naber, 210; Bob Schoon, 194; Ed Jousma, 182; Joe De Vries, 181; Warren St. John, 177; Glad Jousma
173; Webb Dalman, 159; Mel
Jousma, 140; Andy Naber, 138
Les Lemson, 131; Warren Drooger,
127 and Frank Van Duren, 108.
. Reka Brown, 98; Sally Schoon,
97; Harvey Clements, 89; Burt
Call, 87 and Joey Wabeke, 70.
A language that is whistled, not
spoken, flourishes in the Canary
Islands, says the NationalGeographic Society. On hilly Gomera,
people must communicate across
long distances,and whistling carries

better than shouting. By a
lower tones,

series of higher1and

pauses, intonations and stresses, a
whistler can convey most of the
information necessary for day-today existence.

on

Two persons were Injured Sat
urday at 7:35 p.m. when a car
in which they were riding rolled
over on the New Richmond Rd.

near US-31, south of Holland.
Nancy 'French,20, Joliet, ID.,
received a broken right arm and
head lacerations.She was taken
to Douglas Hospitaland then transferred to Holland Hospital
Donald W. Wilson. 24, Detroit,
suffered multiple lacerationso( the
back. The driver of the car, Walter C. S.cherbagh.20, Detroit,was
issued a ticket for driving too fast
for conditions.
Authoritiessaid their convertible
was eastboundon the New Richmond Rd. when it went off. the
Wyn Vandenberg and John Wis- road into a ditch and rolled over.
inski copped the championshipNearby residents called Holland
flight of the Best-Ball Tourney at police who dispatched an ambuthe American Legion golf course ance.
last week. The winners had a 65
When the ambulance arrived the
on the first 18 and a 62 on the car and Injured were gone. Passsecond 18 for a 36-hole total of ing motorists had helped right the
127.
car and the injured were reloaded
Runners-up Lee Kleis and Vem ,and driven to Douglas Hospital
where the ambulance finally caught
Poest had a 7044-134.
Four places were counted in the up with them.
State Police and Allegan County
first flight because of more entries. and the 66-77—143 fired by deputies investigated.
Don Lubbers and John Ver Hulst
was good enough for first place
A pair of MS’s by Ted Sasamoto Ottawa Beach Crowds

RACE FOR MIDWEST TITLE

—

Dick Holmes
of Montrose Harbor took first place in the
International110 sailing regatta for the
Midwest championship during the weekend at
Macatawa Bay Yacht Club. Holmes' entry,
Velita, took first place m the Sunday race and
fourth in both Saturday events. My 0 My,
skipperedby John Keagle of Gull Lake was
second and Pete Sears, of Macatawa Bay Yacht
Club, sailing Revenge II, took third. A total of
29 Lawleys participated. In Saturday'sfirst
race, Sears was first, Mike West of Wilmette ^

in Westerly was second, Keagle, third and
Holmes, fourth. Saturday afternoon,Keagle
finished first, Jack Mahar, of Bay City in
Ghost was second while West and Holmes were
third and fourth. Sunday, Holmes took first with
John Beeman of MBYC in Neptune's Needle
second. Bill Shearer in Vorlage was third and
Bob Fraser of Gull Lake in Chorophyllwas
fourth. Lake Macatawa on Saturday was rough
and on Sunday it was "like glass" making
sailing difficult both days. Here three 110's
battle it out in the Saturdayafternoon race.

and Ted Kouw and by LaVem De Near One-Million lj£ark

Vries and Charles Knooihulzen resulted in a tie for second place.

Attendanceat Holland State
Sasamoto and Kouw had a 75-73 Park passed the 900,000 mark this
while De Vries and Knooihulzen week and with some warm weather
put together rounds of 70 and 78 this week could move up over the
for their total.
million mark soon.
Only a stroke behind in fourth So far a total of 908.468 have enplace were Tom Klaasen and Bob tered the park with 65,859 visiting
Klaasen with a 76-73—149.
last week.

(Sentinel photo)

Holland

Overway'i No-Hitter Beat*

Keemno

Seniors

July Series Sailing

Woman

Saturday and Sunday crowds
were almost identicalin number.
On Saturday 13,524 visited and 13,419 were at the park Sunday. Fri-

Injured

Saugatuck Mishap
SAUGATUCK (Special) -

In

Allegan and Ottawa counties
Trophy Winners Listed
Jaycees, 6-lt in C League
Mrs day’s attendance totaled 7,898.
rank one-two in the state in the
Herbert Agnes Wheeler, 27, route A total of 344 camping permits
Trophy winners for the July ser- 5, was injured early Monday when were issued last week bringing the
Kiwanis, behind the no-hit pitchproduction of poultry and poultry
ies of sailingraces at Macatawa her car struck telephone and power season’s total to 2.708.
ing of Overway. posted a 6-1 win
products, according to the U.S.
Mrs. Ralph Clapp entertained over the Jaycees Friday night in
Senior campers at Camp Bay Yacht Club were announced
the poles on Holland St. near the
her daughter,Muriel, last week Legion “C” league baseball.Over- Kecwano at Ottawa Beach presents today.
Department of Commmerce.
north entrance to Saugatuck.
Mrs.
Noll
of
Auburn,
Wash.,
was
The, departmenthas conducted a
way gave up the Jaycees’only ed their Senior Showcase, Jim Field won first place in the Mrs. Wheeler Is in good condiguest of honor at a party in the
110 class with John Beeman sec- tion at Holland Hospital with cuts
run in the fourth inning when he
survey to determine the top 100
home of tyrs. Maurice Herbert walked two men. The run scored “Fantastique”to an enthusiasticond and Jim Boyd, third.
and bruises.
counties in the nation in poultry Thursday afternoon. Twelve woaudience of 200 parents and guests
Jane Boyd took first in the LightSaugatuck Police Chief Joseph
and poultry products sold, turkeys men were present, including Mrs. on an infield out.
Meanwhile, the Kiwanis was Sunday evening. The presentation nings while Eric Collins was sec- Dempski said the impact knocked
raked, turkey hens kept for Noll, Mrs. Edward Deike, Mrs.
of the music history of the United ond and Paul Harms third.
down one pole leaving the north
breeding, chickens on farms and Fred Groth, Mrs. Hilton Force, pecking away at Jaycee hurler Bob
Jim Spencer paced the Nipper side of Saugatuck In darkness. The
De Vries. The winners picked up States was written, produced and
chickensegg sold during 1954.
Mrs. Lottie Brown, Mrs. Helen
class and Leslie Verdier was sec- 1953 model car was a total loss.
Ottawa County was among the Everett, Mrs. Martin Bennett, Mrs. single runs in each of the first directed by senior campers.
Miss Barbara Pflueckeof Bay ond. Tommy Baker and Joey Good No ticket was issued pending furthree
innings
and
sewed
the
game
top 100 in each of the five cate- Sarah Sheridan, Mrs. Grace MunCity directed and Miss Roxie finished third and fourth respec- ther investigation.
gories, and Allegan County was son, Mrs. Elizabeth Martin, Mrs. up in the sixth with a three-run
Wood of Williamston, N. Y., was tively.
outburst.
among the leaders in four div- Harry Newnham, and the hostess.
accompanist. The program includKronemeyer
and
Brower
each
Wisconsin dairy herds produce
isions.
Mrs. Noll expects to return to
had two hits for the Kiwanis. ed vocal groups, solos and dance
about one-seventh of the nation’i
The Bier Kelder offers many
The only other Michigan county WashingtonAug. 12. s
numbers.
milk output
mentioned was Antrim, which At the meeting of the Methodist while Rhoda. Overway and Maas
services for ’your pleasure.
The program opened with an 8 First
ranked 80th in the number of Sunday School board a week ago had. one apiece.
The best In draught and
American Indian ritual dance.
turkey hens kept for breeding with Tuesday the following dates were
bottladbsars and wines and
Music
from
many
churches contin5,324. Ottawa was 21st with 16,- set: Sept. 30, Rally Day for the
ued
the
program.
Other
numbers
shamptgnes.
Alas, sand926 and AUegan 35th with 10,239. Sunday School, and Dec. 23, Sunat
included the minuet, colonial
wiches and snacksi All
In poultry and poultry products day School Christman program in
music: American spirituals and
24
sold, Allegan was 55th with 54,484,•srvsd by tralnsd employesa.
the evening.
folk songs, the Roaring Twenties:
Eight winners emerged from
000 and Ottawa 82nd with 53,331,- Mrs. Saburna Schoenicht and
HOUR
Alr-conditloned and opaa
ballads;musicals, Rodgers and Sundays’ first round of the champ000. Ottawa placed 70th in turkeys children have moved in with her
SERVICE
noen until midnight
Hammerstein; rhythmland blues, ionship flight in the club tourney
Hulst
raised with 158,853. That was the parents while her apartment Is
Glenn
Miller; future music from at the American Legion course.
lone category In which Allegan rented.
Phone
eras yet to come.
Lee Kleis defeated Tom SasaCo. D upset Hulst Brother*. 3-2
County failed to place.
Mrs. Donald Switzer spent a few
Senior campers who participated moto by default and Ted Yamaoka
75741
But Allegan was 14th in chickens days in CommunityHospital with in City League softball Saturday
were Debby Anderson, Jean bested Vern Poest 1 and 0. Bob
«i farms with 1,055,100 and 15th a severe attack of asthma.
night at Van Tongeren Field.
Benson, Judy Bergman, Susan Burwitz and Bern Arendshorst took
RUBBIR
in chicken eggs sold with 10,103,- Mr. and Mrs Richard Hoffman
Boyles, Sherry Brown, Paula 2 and 1 wins from Walt Hoeksema
STAMPS
The
single
game
contest
was
545 dozen. Ottawa was 35th in are the parents of a son bom in
Burull. Suzanne Byle, Pam Carter, and A1 Timmer, Sr., while Wyn
chickens on farms with 670,900 and
Community Hospital Thursday necessitated because the Guards Lina May Centolella,Beth Conney, Vandenberg ousted John Wisinski 370 Uo*
55th in chicken eggs sold with 5,will be leaving for summer camp Dorothy Davidson and Suzanne De
Aug. 2.
6 and 5.
317,324 dozen.
Mrs. Howard Schultz is a patient and will not be able to play four Pree.
Bob Houtman and Gerald Kramin Douglas Hospital.
Margaret Doran, Mary Gamble, er scored 1 up victories on the
regularly scheduledgames.
The wrestling matches scheduled
Transformers Hit
Judy Gallatin, Dorrie Gilden, 19th hole over Jim Von Ins and
The win gives the Guards a 7-14
Scroppy soys:
Sandy Gilden, Nancy G i 1 n e r, Jake Meurer while Russ UpmElectric power was off about an weekly at the Big Pavilion have
hour in some sections of Holland been cancelled for the rest of the recon, seventh in the league Berna Gorenstein, Madelon Hack, defeated Larry Bowerman 4 and 3.
L/P operates an extensive wholesale
while Hulst Brothers now has a Kit Hardy, Dorothy Harris, Diane The next event at the course
area during Sunday morning's summer.
thunderstormswhich brought .85 Mr. and Mrs. Marion Schrock of 14-7 mark, second place irt the Hunvitz, Bonnie Johnson, Cather- will be a Buddie Best-Ball Tourand brokerage volume for shipment to
ine Jopke, Joan Junas, Mary
inch of rain. Lightningstruck a New Richmond Road are spending league.
ney Aug. 11 to 27. Members will
mill and foundry.
Two runs in the fifth matched Kaminski. Kit Kollenberg, Judy choose their own partners from the
transformeron Van Raalte Ave. a short vacation in White Sulphur
Springs,
West
Virginia,
and
Mr.
and
Krause,
Judy
Keeps,
Laura
Lago,
single Holst runs in the first innbetween 14th and 15th Sts. breaksafe handicap flight for the 54ing the insulation.One entire cir- Mrs. Stanley Schrock are in New ings and then another Guard run Stephanie Manasse, Valerie Miller, hole event.
Judy Millhoup, Carol Newmann,
always buying
materials
cuit was out in the west side of York for a three day vacation. in the sixth told the story.
There will be a 36-holehandicap
Hap Berens scored die winning Jean Pollack, Lyn Radewagen, tourney over the Labor Day weekHolland to Montello Park and the The all-expensetrips were awards
south shore. There were scattered for winning an auto selling con- run. He walked and came around Jean Ressigiue, Robbin Richard- end. Members are reminded that
son, Pat Romke, Carol Sachs.
on a catcher’s error.
interruptions at other trans- test.
Mrs. Helen Burleighis visiting Singles by Gene Immick and
Marlene Salk, Bobbie Siegel, they must have turned in 10 scores
formers.
by Aug. 31 In order to qualify for
120 River Ave.
Holland. Mick.
friends in Chicago.
Phyllis
Silver, Pam Strouse, Julie
Irv Boersma, plus a hit batsmen
Robert Brackenridge has pur- and a wild pitch brought in the Thomas, Katie Thomas, Sharon this tourney.
Liederkranz cheese is made only
in Van Wert, O. Sixty-threeyears chased the home formerly owned other Guard runs in the fifth inn- Van Daalen, Ginger Vandqn Berg,
Donna Van Oeveren, Jill Van
ago an apprentice in a cheese fac- by Mrs. Helen Burleigh.
ing.
Miss Floy Ludwig of Otsego, Jud Gobben walked and went Dusen, Lois Wedgewood, Roberta
tory accidentally discovered the
IN
formula for a tangy, soft-ripening Miss Eleanor Koning of Chicago, on to score the first Hulst run in Wells, Mary Wierenga, Julia 11
cheese. He named it Liderkranz and the Irwin Koning family of the bottom of the first. He came Williamsand LaurianneWotta.
in honor of a New York' singing Detroit came last Sunday to help home on an infield out.
society to which it was first serv- Mrs. Ira Koning celebrate her
Building
A1 Velthui* homered in the

Saugatuck
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North Holland

The annual picnic of the North Eleven applicationsfor building
Holland Home Economics Club permits totaling 539,500were filed
and families was held at Kollen last week with Building Inspector
Park the evening of Wednesday. William D. Layman in the city enAug. 1. A planned potluck dinner gineer’s ofice. Applications are:
was served at 6:3d The refresh- Hans Suzenaar, 352 West 29th St.,
ment committeeincluded Mrs. erect new house and attached garAlta Houting and Mrs. Chris Sas. age, 32 by 54 feet, 515,000. self,

Co.

ALL MAKES

Automatic Transmission
Service

ST.

FENDT'S
344

WEST 16TH

and Repair

AUTO SERVICE
PHONE

MUD

Berens, Lavem Zoerhoff. Velthuis.
dra, of Riverside, HI.
Mrs. Louis Maurer and son, Lee Gebben and A1 Bosch hit safe- Those attending were the families contractor.
aa— aa—a a— — mmmmmm—
Melvin Kail, 390 Fairhill Dr., conof Marvin Nienhuis, Wesley Van
Louis, of Buffalo, N.Y., were lya
Line
score:
struct
new
house
and
unattached
Til,
Henry
Koop,
guests last week in the Robert
s
R
H
garage,
house
33
by
36,
garage
20
Milk Is
Houting. Chris Sas, Peter
Crawford homt.
000 021 0-3 5 Baumer, Henry Wayne Siersma, by 20, 112,800, Witteveen Bros., conMr. and Mrs. James Lamb and Co.
110 000 0-2 4 Dorothy Siersma, Albert Brower tractors.
family of Sharonville, Ohio, are
Frank Bouman, 42 West 29th St.,
Batteries: Boersma. H. Berens and George Veldheer.
spending a short vacation with
(4) and Prince. J. Berens (6);
their mother, Mrs. F.E. Force.
The Rev. Jacob Brouwer of erect new house, 59,000, self, conWe are proud of Hie feet thet we
tractor.
Miss Ruth Jean Whipple, who is Bosch and Vork.
Holland conducted morning servickeep
our milk Tamperetur*— CooJohn De Haan. 168 West 20th St.,
director of occupational therapy at
es here last Sunday and Dr. G.
erect
new
garage
and
breezeway,
Children’s Hospital in Farmington
Mennenga from the seminary in
trolled from the cow te you, aad tket
is taking a year’s leave of absence
the evening. Warren Plaggemars 51,300, Rhine Vander Meulen, conhelps eiplelo eur exceptionallylew
and plans to enter Western Michfrom Beechwood was guest soloist tractor.
Dan Van Dyke, 739 Maple Ave.,
igan College In September to study
in. the morning and the Knoll sisbacteriacount.
construct breezeway connecting
for her Master’s degree. While
tero, Joyce, Phila, Beth and Jean
garage
and
house,
10
by
12
feet,
there she will be assistant direcfrom the local church sang two 5300, self, contractor.
tor of Draper Hall.
selectionsin the evening.
Bert SeUas, 119 East 18th St.,
Mrs. Larry Herbert entertained
Wayne and Elver Harrington Next Sunday the Rev. Howard replace wood porch floor with
(and Seda Max)
a group of friends at a party at
Maatman will have charge of both cement, 5300. self, contractor.
J ITS MICHIGAN AVE.
her home on New Richmond road battledall the way in the modified services here.
feature race at the Airpark SpeedHarold R. De Free, 321 CoUege e
Monday afternoon.
way Saturday night with Elver On Tuesday evening the United Ave., move partitions,tile walls Siaouux
Sunday
School
class will hold a
and change window, 5300, self, conwinning out.
beach party at Grand Haven State tractor.
Suit Fie
It was one of the most exciting
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Pro- races held this season at the dirt Park; Mrs. Marie Nienhuis and Dwight B. Yntema, 10 West
Mrs. Retta Stoel are on the re- Eighth St., rebuild rear stairway
secutor James W. Bussard Monday track located two miles south of
freshmentcommittee.
filed a suit In Circuit Courth de- Douglas on US-31.
and other repairs, 5250, Jacob PostMr. and Mrs. Herman Brink of ma, contractor.
claring that the Ferrysburgschool
John Wolbert, R.H. Walford and
Hudsonville were guests Sunday at
J. Spruit, 231 West Ninth St. reelection held July 9 to be erroneous, Jim Van Duren all rolled over but
the home of Chris Sas.
model kitchen and bathroom, 5150,
The suit is filed on complaintof no injurieswere reported.
seif, contractor.
cadidatei William Draper and G.
Results in order of finish:
Carrie Snieder,423 Central Ave.
Edward Peterson, who challenge Modified:Feature— E. Harring- Patient Transferred
THAT MAKES
the legality of seven absentee bal ton, W. Harrington; Bill Nutt;
Samuel Bradford, 55, of 280 replace wood steps with cemen .
lots accepted in the final tally. Pursuit — W. Harrington,Harold North River Ave., whp received a 550, self ron tractor.
Chester Vander Meulen, 198 West
They contend that no provision is Endc and Bud Wolters; Ansey— fractured jaw and other injuries
made for absentee ballots in a Wolters, Jay Hamberg, Bob Star- when his car crashed Into a tree 16th St, remove front porch and
For Vorhty Try Our Crockfourth class school district. The back; Dash-Bill Nutt, Ende, W. near Port Sheldon Thursday after- rebuild with cement floor and
ed Wheal, Rye and White
official canvass listed: Maurice Harrington; First heat
E. noon, was transferred Sunday to steps, 550, self, contractor.
Rosema, 99; Alwin Strevy, 90; Harrington, Dale Visscher. Earl Butte rworth Hospital in Grand
Bread. .
first American fighter
William Draper, 87, and Gordon Bolks; Second heat — Jim Willing- Rapids. His wife, Mary, 61, who
squadron
to
operate
in
World
War
Peterson, 85.
ton, Jr. Terpstra, Art Mak; Third received two fractured legs and
heat — W. Harrington, Nutt, Ende. other , injuries remained un- I was the 103rd Pursuit Squadron,
A recent survey found Ameri- Stock: Feature — Duane Kemp- changed in Holland Hospital Mon- AEF, formed by members of the
cans guessing that a teaspoonof kers, Chet Hoek; Ernie Weber; day. Conditions of both had been Lafayette Escadrille. It began opsugar contained anywhere from 50 Heat — Rog VUliwock,Ray Orz^- listed as fair. Another occupant, erations under control of the
384 CENTRAL AVE.
to, 600 calories. Actually there are hoski; Hoek; Dash — Howie Van four-year-oldMichael L# Follette of French on the Western Front Feb.
only IS calories per spoonful4
Dyke; Kempkers, Bob Hols trust. Chicago, was released Saturday.

—

oconomkal. So* ui today!

\

Ben Van Lente, Agent
Ava. Phone 7133

177 College

Raymond

D.
Hulst

FOUR POLICIES IN ONEI

to

Mr. and Mrs. William Moraz of second for the other Hulst rnu.
The winners made a total of
Chicago have purchased the bungalow on Spear St., formerly own- five hits with Gene Immick and
ed by the late Charles and Pris- Jay Berens getting two each. Boersma got the other hit.
cilla Boos.
Hulst Brothers made four hits
Mrs. Minnie Hiatt has had as
geshja recently Mr. and Mrs. off Boersma, who Friday night
Arthur Jacobs and daughter, San- had pitched a no - hitter, and

Permits

& Metal

Maawa—

LOW COST...

erty

WE SPECIALIZE

Persons Seek

ed.

Thli tingle

US-31

Tourney Decided

Jerome E. Counihan

Holland Color & Chemical Com- 57.
pany, accordingto an announce- William Louis, Me Kinney, 48tt
Capt Kempker said the company
ment by C. R. Trueblood,presi- East Sixth St., speeding, 515; Dale
is still short two men since the
dent and general manager.
Voss, 636 West 29th St., speeding,
authorizedstrength of the unit was
A graduate of chemistryfrom 513; Phillip Damstra, 465 Central
increased early in the year.
Anyone interested, especially High Point College, he served in Ave., disobeyingstop sign, 55;
youths between the ages of 17 and the Army of Occupationin Japan, Darwin Fuglseth, 178 West Ninth
IS1,! are urged to stop at the Ar- as Operations Sergeant in the St., failure to yield right of way,
mory for full information, Kemp- TechnicalIntelligenceSection of 512; Kenneth Bouwman. 55 East
G-2. He will make his headquar- 26th St., speeding 'and racing from
ker said.
' The new men will be able to ters at the company’s plant "in traffic light, 520; Roger Kuiken,
304 WashingtonAve.. speeding,
join the unit for training at Camp Holland.
Grayling and draw regular Army
Counihan was formerly with the 510; Charles B. Munroe, 34 Wall
pay for the two weeks plus 52 a American Cyan amid Co., pigments St.. Douglas, speeding, 510.
day -state bonus.
Ordered to appear Aug. 10 for
division.
hearings after pleading Innocent

Two

Legion Best Ball

J17; Allan Valkema, 1045 South
Shore Dr., speeding, 520.
Roger Vander Meulen, 103 East
24th St., disobeying trafficsignal,
Local Firm Appoints
52; Roger Lee Brink, route 5,
New Sales Manager
speeding, 57; Avery Blackwood,
route 1, East Eaugatuck, disobeyJerome E. Counihan has been ing stop sign, 57; Larry C. De
appointedsales manager of the Boer, 377 East 32nd St, speeding,
the remainder will

The followingday, Sgt. John Kempker and Sp. 3 Marvin Petroelje
will leave Holland with supplies.
The bulk of the men, nine vehicles and two buses are scheduled
to leave the Armory at 6:30 a.m.
Aug. 11 for the four-hour ride to
camp. A truck convoy will carry

Occident Injures

Holland Harbor Area

HAMILTON

end

MFG. & SUPPLY CO.

Chester L Baumann, Agent
133 E. 35th St. Phene 6-8294

Pk0M 6-6536, ON M-21
P.O.

BOX 212
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ALWAYS FRESH.

Elver Harrington
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Primary Election,

Many

Violators

A crackdown on
land State Park

Aug. 7, 1956

violators at Holsent
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Governor

sons to the justice court of C.C.
Wood the past week or two.
Bernard Diekevers. Jenison, paid
fine and costs of $29.30 on a charge
of drinking on a highway at Holland State Park. He was arrested
July 14 and paid his fine July 21.
Other state park violationsincluded Lawrence Front jes, Grand
Rapids, parking on main highway,
J5; David Koeves, of 622 Butternut,
failure to heed barricade. $5.30;
Allen Paul Hill, of 573 West 23rd.
St, driving around barricade. $5.30; Lyle H. Dyer. Jr., Grand Rapids, overtime parking of trailer.
$5.30; Vernon Lee Huyser. of 323
North Colonial, Zeeland, imprudent
driving, $5.30; Ronald James Varnagates, Grand Rapids, damaging
traffic signs. $9.30; Gordon E.
Kamstra, Grand Rapids, failure to
remove tent cn permit expiration,

Albert E. Cobo ........
Donald S. Leonard ....

LieutenantGovernor
Clarence A. Reid .....
U.S. Representative
Gerald R. Ford,

Jr

.....

State Senator
Clyde H. Geerlingj . .
State Representative
George M. Van Peursem
ProsecutingAttorney
James W. Bussard
.
.

.

.

.

.

.
.

County Clerk
Anno Von Horssen
.
County Treasurer
Fred Den Herder .....
Register of Deeds
.

•

Robert J.

.

.

Kammeroad

.

Drain Commissioner
George De Vries .....
Surveyor
Arthur C. Yost .......
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6,999

^Paying fines and

costs of $3 each
cm illegalparking at the state park DEMOCRATIC PARTY
were Shirley Van Houten. of 554 Governor
G. Mennen Williams
East Eighth St.; John Hilkema,
Grand Rapids; Ronald Kunew. LieutenantGovernor
Philip A. Hart .....
Grand Rapids; Leo De Jong, HudU.S. Representative
sonville; Charles De Fcyter, h)ute
George E. Cloy
4; Alvin J. Hill. Jenison; Kenneth
State Senator
Jay Borgman, of 176 West 14th St.;
Jon B. Vonderploeg
Ronald Dale Buter. route 3; Roger Stote Representotive
Beverwyk, of 1422 South Shore Dr.;
Malcolm L. Ferguson
Nelson Jay Brower. Hudsonville. ProsecutingAttorney
Clarence Steenwyk, Hudsonville;
Edward P. Kirby
Roger Wierda, of 399 West 22nd Sheriff
St; Kenneth Dale Haverdink, route
Frank Cherven .....
5; James Lester Plaggemars, route County Clerk
2; Donald Kane, of 161 West 20th
Emily Shaffer ......
St.; Robert Van Der Meer. Byron County Treasurer
Louis A. Hoiont
.
Center; Helen Marie Hungerink.
route 3. Zeeland; McGovern Co., Register of Deeds
John Victor, Jr .....
Grand Rapids.
Paying fines and costs of $5.30 Drain Commissioner
Gerry Schermer . . .
each for entering posted areas
.
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were Jack Tuinsma, of 231 West

St; Kenneth R.

Nadolski,
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(County Buildings)

Grand Rapids; Stuart Sim cm De
Yes
...........
Witt, of 450 Howard; Kenneth H.
No ...........
Sterk, Jenison; Peter Rietsema, PROPOSAL NO. 2
of 578 South Shore Dr.; Joyce
(Shift Funds)
Overbeek,route 6; Dennis Dale
Yes
...........
Lankheet, route 2; .Tressa Kay
No ............
Morrew, ’Grand Rapids; Robert
Lee Merrills, of 2088 West 32nd
St.; Ted Van Iwaarden, of 201
West 24th St; Melvin Elzinga,
route 2; David Kok, Grand Rapids.
Others paying fines in Wood’s
court were James Mayer, Chicago,
passing on intersection, US-21 and
M-21, $9.30; Philo Riemersma.
route 3, stop signs, Lakewood Blvd.
and railroad, $7.30; Ben Bergman,
Jr., of 267 East 14th St.. $9.30;
Ted G. Bos, of HI East 19th St,
red light, US-31 and M-21, $9.30;

78

143 94
89 146 111

97

179 108 108 166 142 143
67 118 92 76 143 85 87

Seminary Chapel Scene

177 63
141 78

168 137
180 136

52

196 68
97 120 72

202 160
142 110

58

98 136 129 120 76
89 175 105 121 109

of

87

80

76

81

Kellogg-Nickels Rites Held

Wedding Co.DsBoersma

in

Chapel

90

71

85 66

94

56

58

Chix Defeat South

To Tie

Hurls No-Hitter ;

104 149 194

51

SOUTH

for

HAVEN

28

68

Haven

League Lead

(Special)

-

Zeeland knotted up the Southwest-

Hulst Bros.

Win

Irv Boersma pitched a no - hit,
no-run ball game Friday night to
pace Company D to a 1-0 victory
over Raphael in the first game of
a City Softball league doubleheader at Van Tongeren Field
Boersma was in a little trouble
in the first and fifth innings of
his masterpiece, but came through
both times to get out. In the first,
his only walk, a fielder’s choice,
a hit batsman and a passed ball

Arnulfo Cuevas, Collier, Fla., stop
sign, M-50 and US-31, Grand Haven township. $7.30; John Dambee,
Allegan, no license on vehicle,
South Shore Dr., $9.30.
Ronald Fortney, of 81 East 17th
St., wrong way on divided highway, US-31, $14.30; Anthony Ver
Hoven, of 282 Elm, stop sign, 120th
and railway, $7.30 Peter J. Sloot
haak, of 235 East 10th St., red
flasher, US-31 and M-21, $7.30
Raymond Van Wieren, 98 Spruce,
no mud flaps. US-31 in Holland
township, $9.30; Martin Heyboer,
Grand Rapids, stop sign, Lakewood
and railway, $7.30; Peter J. Sloot-

ern Michigan Baseball League here
Saturday night with a 9-5 victory
over previously unbeaten South

Supervisors Put

Haven.
The two teams now have 5 1
league records and from now on
it should be a fight to the wire.

Limitatiofl Issue

-

Holland could throw the Chix an
assist tonight with a win over
South Haven. The clubs will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at RiverviewPark.
The Dutchmen are sporting a two-

To November Vote
GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

- By

a vote of 29 to 1, the Ottawa Coungame winning streak.
ty Board of Supervisors, meeting
Zeeland started like a house on in Special session Monday afterfire Saturday slamming in four
noon. decided to place on the Noput runners on second and third,
runs on four hits in the top of the
vember ballot the question of raisbut Bill Norlin hit a popup to end
first inning.Howie De Jonge, Ron
ing one mill on equalized valuathe inning.
Damstra, Ken Wiersma and Tom
tion for four years to construct
Again, in the fifth, a pair of
Bos each got singles.
several coun‘y buildings. '
errors put runners at first and
Consecutive doubles by Damstra
Monday’s action was something
third with two out but a ground
•30and Wiersma in the third inning
Willis Vander Berg, 220 West
of a corrective device for a techout took care of the threat.
brought home one more Zeeland
148th, speeding75 in allowed 65
nicality which arose last week on
The only run Company D could
run and pushed the count to 5-1.
daytime, M-21 in Georgetown
the constitutional
15-mill limitation
get from Raphael pitcher Ron
The South Haven run crossed in
township, $14.30; Ronald Lundy,
Kalmink was enough to win. The
particularly as it affects school
the bottom of the first. McCoughan
Chicago, speeding65 in 45-mile
guardsmen got it in the third inrevenue. Home rule cities are not
tripled to lead off and scored on
zone, Gordon St. in Holland townning when Ron Appledom. who
bound by the 15-mill limitation
a fielder's choice.
ship, $1930; Howey Keen of 183
had doubled, came home on Con
but schools and townships are. and
Damstra,
having
one
of
his
betElwill Ct., stop sign, Lakewood
Boeve’s fly to center.
the amount to be raised by taXa-i
ter nights, slugged a home run in
and railway, $7.30; Edward HetIn the nightcap, Hulst Bros, detion for schools, tovmship and
the
fifth
inning
for
another
Zeeland
tinga, of 240 East Eighth St., red
feated Fords, 2-0 behind the threecounty purposesis determinedby
tally.
fiasher. US-31 and M-21, $7.30;
hit pitching of Larry Knoper.
a county allocationscommittee.
The Merchants came back in the
Paul R. Reels, of 76 West 14th
Hulst Bros, got what proved to
In view of the fact that the probottom
half
of
the
frame
and
St., red flasher and expired operbe the winning run in the fifth inposals on on Tuesday'sballot did
pushed across tw'i tallies. Payson
ator's license, US-31 and M-21, $7ning- Glenn Nykamp was safe on
not provide for raising the limitatripled and scored on
wild
.30 and -9.30; Robert Naber, 'route
an error, took second on an infield
tion. a special proposal will he inpitch. Palanca walked and Hamlin
5, traveledon barricaded highway,
out, third on another error and
cluded in the November ballot for
followed
with
a
double
to
score
Holland township. $14.30; Albert E.
scored on a wild pitch.
this purpose on which ail citizens
him for the second run.
Joorfultz, of 84 West 30th St, red
The winners got their insurance
may vote. Tuesday’s vote was
Pvt. one' Mrs. Fdward B. Kellogg,
light, M-2i and US-31, Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Jock Keith Bolhuis
run in the seventh on a sacriice
George Pierson, who started on limited to property owners.
white
baby
carnations.
At
a
double
ring
ceremony,
pertownship, $9.30; Adrian Dekker,
(Princephoto) fly by Ron Weatherbee after
the mound for Zeeland, was lifted
The resolution calling for the
Attending the couple were Pvt
formed before an altar of pink
Mishawaka. Ind., red light, US-31
Miss Muriel Jean Elzinga.daugh- penter of Grand Rapids to assist Laveme Zoerhof had doubled.
after Hamlin's double and Jim
November vote was read by Harry
and
Mrs.
Clark
Lind.
Mrs.
Lind
roses and white carnations, Miss
and M-21, $9.30.
him
as
best
man.
Guests
were
seatloosingpitcher Bob Ebels struck
Kaat came on. Kaat struck out Harrington of Holland.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Elzinga
Charles J. Lemmen. of 48 West
ed by Richard Raabe of Dearborn out 10 men and gave up only five Loretta Nickels and Pvt. Edward wore a pale blue bouffant taffeta Geresy for the third out.
of Hamilton, became the bride of
dress
with
a
headpiece
of
pink
Chairman Roy Lowing presided
B.
Kellogg,
Jr.,
were
united
in
13th St., speeding 45 in 35-mile
and James Cook of Holland. Mr. hits, but his teammates couldn't
Zeeland unloaded four more safeat the special meeting which lastmarriage on Saturday, July 14, in roses and carried a bouquet simzone, Lakewood Blvd., Park town- Jack Keith Bolhuis Friday even- and Mrs. Alvin Cook, uncle and touch Knoper.
ties in the seventh with Howie De
ed a little over an hour. Casting
Chapel 11 at Fort Carson, Colo. ilar to the bride's, of pink roses
ship, $9.30; Fred S. Gobat, Chi- ing, Aug. 3, in double ring rites aunt of the groom, were actiag
League standings to date:
Jonge and Wiersma scoring. Zee- the lone dissenting vote was Wiland
white
baby
carnations.
Chaplain Lt. Col. Herman J. Kregcago, red flasher, US-31 and M-21, in Western Theological Seminary host and hostess.
For her son’s wedding, Mrs. Kel- land’s other run crossed in the liam L. Kennedy of Allendale
el officiated.
Holland township, red flasher, US19
Wedding music, including the VFW .......................
Chapel. Mr. Bolhuis is the son of
log
chose a pale pink nylon sheer ninth. Wiersma slapped his third
The
bride
is
the
daughter
of
Mr.
^
31 and M-21, $7; Ronald Konecki,
1*
I-ohengrin march, was played by Hulst ...............
dress
embroideredwith sprays of double and came home on Kaat’s Monday’s special meeting was
and Mrs. Peter Nickels of St. JoChicago, red light, US-31 and M- Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bolhuis of
13
Miss Mildred Schuppert. organist. Bareman's .................
small orchid single/
seph, and the groom is the son orchid flowers,
called after school officials expres21, $10; John F. McDonald, Chi- 1107 South Shore Dr., Holland.
Soloist was Martin Hardenberg, Fords ......................8
flowered
hat
and
pink
accessories. The Merchants scored a single sed the fear that raisingone mill
of
Mrs.
Leona
Kellogg
of
Holland
Arrangements of white gladioli
cago, red light, US-31 and M-21,
who sang "Because” and “The Moose .....................7
and Edward B. Kellogg, Sr., of Her corsage was of pink sweet- tally in the seventh inning, Palanca for county buildingsmight de$10; Stanley J. Sleichert, Chicago, highlighted the setting of palms,
Mobilgas .................. 7
walked and Bendick doubled for
Lord's Prayer.”
heart roses.
ferns
and
double
candelabra
for
crease amounts available for
driving on wrong side of road,
Raphael .....................
6 14 Flint.
the run. Payson was safe on an
A
reception
was
held
in
the
OffiTwo hundred guests were invited
Pvt. Richard Kline provided the
US-31, West Olive, $10.
the ceremony read at 8 p.m by
school purposesunder the 15-mill
Co. D .....................6 14
cer’s Mess Hall and a wedding error in the ninth and scored on limitation,and might necessitate
wedding
,
Richard T. James, Indianapolis, the Rev. ChristianWalvoord of to the reception in the seminary
Given in marriage by First Lt cake was provided by the com- another error for the fifth South special elections to increase the
Ind., driving on wrong side of road, Third Reformed Church. White sat- Commons Room immediatelyfolHaven run.
James H. Brodt, the bride wore pany cook.
lowing the wedding ceremony. Mrs. J. Russell Hawkins, 71,
US-31 West Olive, $10; Ted Van in bows decorated the pews.
limitation.Not all school districts
Kaat received credit for the win
For
her
going
away
outfit
the
an
embroidered
white
net
gown
Robert
Boes
of
Holland
and
Mrs.
Lvaarden,of 201 West 24th St.,
The bride chose a gown of rosein the county are up to. the 15-mill
Oi Spring Lake Dies
over nylon taffeta. The gown fea- bride wore a black and white silk and Kriestan was charged with the limitationbut many are.
speeding 75 in allowed 65 daytime, point lace and tulle fashioned with Leonard Schripsema of Jenison
loss.
shantung
dress
with
white
accessa fitted bodice with long
US-31 in Holland township, $14.30; a V-shaped bodice, long sleeves were in charge of the gift room
The board adjourned subject to
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - j. tured
with Wiersma having four. Darasleeves and numerous rows of tiny ories and pink rose corsage.
Robert H. Barager, Grand Rapids, and scalloped sweetheart n e c k- and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Disselcall of the chair.
Russell Hawkins, 71, of 217 Alden
Pvt. and Mrs. Kellogg expect to stra had three hits and Howie De
seed pearls at the neck and wrists.
improper left turn, US-31 and M-21, line embroideredin pearls. The koen of Holland served at the
St., Spring Lake, retired contracA crown of seed pearls held her sail for Germany in September Jonge, Bos and Kaat, two each.
$9.30; Ralph Kortelinp,of 246 East bouffant skirt of scalloped lace punch bowl. Tom Bolhuis,the
tor, died at Hackley Hospital in
Kriestan and Bendick each had
fingertip veil and she carried a cas- where he will be stationed for
Ninth St., speeding 60 in 55 nig.it- over ruffles of tulle terminated in groom's brother, and Beverly Slenk
Muskegon Friday afternoon follow- cade bouquet of pink roses and the next 18 months.
two hits for the Merchants.
time, M-21, Georgetown township. a chapel-lengthtrain. Her finger- the bride’scousin,were in charge
ing a year’s illness. He had been
Line score:
$9.30.
tip veil of French illusionwas of the guest book.
a resident of Spring Lake for 25
Paul De Gmai, of 130 East 17th secured to a scalloped lace crown
Mrs. J.D. French of Holland and years and had been a contractor
Annual County Picnic
Former Holland
Zeeland ...... 401 010 201 - 9 13
St, speeding 45 in 35-mile zone, embroidered in pearls She carried
Mrs. John Brink. Jr., of Hamilton, in Spring Lake and Grand Rapids
South Haven . 100 020 001 —
8
Lakewood Blvd., Park township, a cascade bouquet of Amazon lilies
Scheduled
lor
Aug.
IS
poured, and Mrs. Robert Nyhoff, for the past 40 years. He was bom Wed in Massachusetts
Batteries:Pierson, Kaat (5) and
$9.30; T. Warren Grooters, Grandand stephanotiswith an orchid cen- Mrs. La Vem Sale. Misses Dor- in Grand Rapids, Oct. 3, 1884.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Miss Wiersma; Kriestan, Geresy (7)
Mrs. Kenneth L a k i e s has reElias Velas Quez, in the United
ville, speeding 55 in 40-mile zone,
ter. Mr. Elzinga gave his daugh- othy Witteveen, Janet Poskey and
Besides the wife, Jennie, he is turned home from Lowell, Mass., Janet Beukema has been named and Hamlin, Me Coughan (7).
States to learr operation and mainM-21 in Zeeland township, $14.30;
ter in marriage.
Jean Van Dragt assistedabout the survived by four sons, James H. where she attended the marriage general chairman for the Ottawa
tenance of type-castingmachinery
Frieda L. Christian. Muskegon,
Mrs. Richard Raabe of Dearborn, room.
of Marrysville,Wash., John Lewis, of her son, Larry Lewis, and Miss County employespicnic to be held
red light, US-31 and M-21, $9.30;
for his newspaper,La Prensa, in
sister of the groom, attended the
Aug.
15
at
Camp
Pottawattomie.
The newlyweds are now on
William Howard and Jay Harold Barbara Lorden.
Martin Plockmeyer, 70,
Harry A. Johnson, Whitehall, red
Lima, Peru, was in Holland Tuesbride as matron of honor. She wore honeymoon trip to Canada and the all of Oregon; a brother, Harold
The Court House in Grand Haven
The wedding took place Aug. 4
light, US-31 and M-21, $9.30; Robert
day afternoon to inspect equipment
waltz-lengthgown of nile green Northeastern states. For going of Geneva, HI., and two grandsons. at St. Rita’s Church in Lowell and will be closed all day Aug. 15, ac- Succumbs at Hospital
L Dirkse, of 345 East Ninth St, ataffeta.
used by The Sentinel.
The bodice was finished away, the new Mrs. Bolhuis wore
was followed by a reception for 120 cording to approval by the Board
-failure to stop leaving privatedrive
Quez hak been in this country
Martin
Plockmeyer,
70, of 62
of Supervisors at a regular sesguests at Dracut Inn.
GE lot, Holland township, $7.30. with folds of chiffon ending in a an Italian silk sheath dress of
West 19th St., died Tuesday at since February and is currently
Accountants
back drape. Identicalgowns were navy, accented with a white oversion.
The
picnic
is
an
annual
outThe bride wore a gown of satin
Holland Hospital,where he was a touring southern Michigan newsworn by the two bridesmaids. Miss coliar of linen and lace. She wore Discuss Convention
covered with Chantilly lace and ing for county employes,supervipatient for two weeks following a paper plants. He is being accomWire Products Trounces
Phyllis Brink of Hamilton and matchingaccessoriesand an orchid
sors
and
retired
employes.
Imported nylon tulle with a decopanied by Ray Gorncy of teletypeMiss Esther Plummer of Hudson- corsage. After Aug. 10, the couple A special meeting of Holland lette neckline trimmed with bridal Miss Beukema, who is being as- heart attack.
Bowman’s In B League
He was a former carpenter con- setter service of Chicago.
ville. All wore matching picture will be at home at 292 Hayes Ave., Chapter of the American Society sequins and pearls. The bouffant sisted by Dr. Ralph Ten Have,
tractor and for the last few years When he returns to Peru, probaProduct* stopped hats and carried colonialbouquets Holland.
of Woman Accountantswas held skirt of lace was accented with a vice chairman,and Mrs. Charlotte
bly in November,' he will become
Bowman's Feed, 10-3 Thurhday of white baby pompons centered Mrs. Bolhuis,a graduate of Hol- Tuesday evening at the home of flounce of nylon flowing into a Vokal, secretary^- treasurer, has had been in the feed business.
Surviving are ttye wife, the for- the superintendentof the type-castnight in B League Legion baseball with green mums.
named
the
following
committees:
chapel-length
train.
land High School and Hope Col- Mrs.
Frans. Anna
play at the 19th St diamond.
Food, Mrs. Anafred Palmer, mer Hattie Slenk; two daughters, ing machinery for his newspaper,
Mrs. Elzinga chose for her daugh- lege, will begin her second year Beukema, president,conducted the
The groom formerly lived in
The winners broke loose for six ter's wedding an aqua Florentine of teachingin HudsonvilleHigh business meeting.
HoUand and was employed at chairman, Mrs. Minnie Haner. Mrs. Henry (Jeanette) Scholten which, with the Western Metals
and Mrs. Barnard (Elizabeth) and Trading Co. of New York, is
run* in the fourth inning. The other lace dress with matching access- School this fall Mr. Bolhuis, also
Several matters relative to the Chris-Craft Corp. and Ge n e ral Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk and
Russell sponsoring his tour.
son,
tallie* were icored in the first ories. She had a corsage of pink a graduateof Holland High, was coming national convention of Electric Co. He is presently em Harris Nieusma; program, Avery Sterenberg;
Quez was impressed by the color/*
three innings.
delight rose*. Mr*. Bolhui* wore discharged from the Army in Feb- AS#A and ASWCPA were dis- ployed by IBM of Lowell, Mass. Baker, chairman, Eugene Talsma Plockmeyer, all of Holland;
Bowman1* tallied its three runs • peau de soie dress of slate blue ruary and is now attending Hope cussed. Delegatesand alternates
and Catherine Crane; nominating 12 grandchildrenand two great ed machinery in The Sentinel composing room., Most of the nation’s
in the second inning.
>It is worth-while feeding peonies chairman, Mrs. Geraldine Kleynen- grandchildren; two brothers,Corwith matching accessories and a College where he is affiliated with to the convention were named.
newspaper machinery is painted
nelius
of
Holland
and
Tim
of
The winning pitcher was Kruithof corsage of Hibbard roees.
berg:
publicity,
Mrs.
Katherine
now,
using
a
good
potato
fertilizer,
the Omicron Kappa Epsilon fraterThe convention will be held
solid h^ack.
Grant.
and the later was Fredrick,
Htadley.
|
rich in potash.
Sept. 1942 at Seattle, Wash.
.The groom asked Charles Car
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Hoflanl Escapes
Cellar Widi

1^8

WhatFennviHe
—

FENNVILLE (Special)
Hie
Holland Flying Dutchmen came
from behind twice to defeat Fennvllle, US In a alugfest here Friday night The win was Holland's
second straight and moved them
into third place in the Southwestern

Michigan Baseball League.
Holland Jumped to a 14 lead

In

the first Inning on a pair of doubles

by

Bob Van Dyke and Tony
but a single and two

Wentzel,

walks brought in two FennviUe
runs in the bottom of the first
In the third, the Dutchmen added three more on walks to Wentsel

and Plagenhoef and singles by
Norm Witteveen and pitcher Lefty
Weitenbroek.They made It
in

W

the fourth on Jerry Prince's triple
and Morris Wltteveen'ssacrifice
fly.

HERE

IS

AN

AIR

VIEW

of Holland Hospital showing th« now

architects and Martin

Dyke and Sons of Holland are

general

addition which' is wellj3n the way to completion. The two lower

contractors.About two years ago Holland city voted a $500,000

and other floors later. When
completed,the hospital will have 128 beds, compared with the
present 72 beds. H. E. Beyster and Associates of Detroit are

bond issue toward expense of the new addition which is estimated
at $1,300,000.Over 40 percent comes from federal funds.
Surroundingtownships cooperatedwith fund raising drives.
(Penna-Sas photo)

floors will be ready for use Oct. 1

Hospital Addition Well on

Way

Ftrmville came back with a single run In the fifth and three In
the sixth to take a 6-5 lead.
Then the roof fell In. With one
out In the seventh. Bob Van Dvke
hit a home run. Wentsel's double,
a single by Plagenhoef, another
triple by Prince; singlesby Morrle
Witteveenand Westenbroek and a
triple by Dwayne Teusink gave the
Dutchmen an 114 margin, and, for
practical purposes, the ball game.
A triple, two singles and a double
by FennviUe In the eighth made
it closer, but thk Dutch scored
once in each the eighth and ninth.
In the eighth, Tony Wentzel
walked, stole second and scored on
Max DooUttle's single. A single by
Morris Witteveen, two walks, and
a fielder'schoice brought In the
final HoUand run in the ninth,
line score;

R

SAFETY LEADERS MEET

—

Holland and
Ottawa County was well represented Thursday
at the day-long Governor's Safety Conference
at Michigan State University that attracted
500 delegates. Conferring with J. Carl
McMonagle (center), assistant director of
Field Services at MSU's Highway Traffic Safety
Center are (left to right) Safety Director and
Juvenile Agent Avery Baker, County Engineer
Henry Stafseth, Neal Van Leeuwen, vice-chairman, county ’oad commission; McMonagle;
Officer Bud Borr and Police Chief Jacob Van

Hoff. Also attending was Al

3rd Annual Kids Fishing

ToRestudyZone

Rodeo Scheduled Aug. 18

The Holland PlanningCommis- ing

-

Eugene Maurina and

to Completion

September Bride-Elect

u

Planning (iron])

Kids, you’d better get your fishpole and line set to go.
sion Thursday night agreed to do
HoUand .. 103 100 611-13 15
' Because the third annual fishing
further study on zoning matters for
FennviUe . 200 013 020
8 14
rodeo sponsored by the Holland
Batteries: Westenbroek and Bob a large *area of residential proper- Recreation Departmentand the
Van Dyke; Maelcak, Bale (4), and ty bordered by 28th and S2nd Sts. Holland Fish and Game Club Is
and Central and Maple Aves.
Coxford.

II E

Ironsdorfer.

Ottawa County was singled out for praise olona
with KalamazooCounty for being two of
counties in the United States to win an award
for the recent vehicle safety check campaign.
At the closing session delegates adopted
resolutionsdemanding stricter trafficlows and
enforcement to cut the highway death toll.
They also demanded that traffic onforcemont,
education and engineering forces and organizations be expanded.
(MSU photo)

Henry

Johnson represented property owners living In the area. Maurina
presented
petition requesting
that the area be limited to single
family dwellings which generally
would mean a change from A-2 to
A-l zoning in the general area. He
also produced facts and statistics
bearing out that lots were large
enough to warrant A-l classification rather than the proposed A-2.
The now zoning ordinance as yet
has not been passed by City Coun-

Towisliip Grants

roming up Saturday Aug. 18.
The rodeo will be held from 1
to 4 p.m. at Kollen Park, it was
decided at a meeting Thursday , The HoUand Township board Imnight at the Holland Fish and ports that 14 applicationsfor zoning permits were filed during the
Game Club House.
Joe Moran, City Recreation dir* lost half of July, Including one by
ector, will be general chairman of Chris-Craft Corp. to erect S new
the event and Nell Bargen, pres- 5382,000factoi7 building oh Lakeident of the Fish and Game club, wood Blvd., near River* Ave.
Other permits Include:
will be chairman of the executive
committee assisted by Hlne Van- New houses, some Including gai*
ages and breezeways:A* Krenn,
der Heuvel and Harold Door.
A complete casting outfit will be Sandy’s Subd., 510,000; J. Veenawarded to the boy and girl catch- hoven, Marlin Acres, 311,000, und
ing the heaViest fish. The prize is C. GarveUnk, DeJonge’sAdd., |6,-

Zoning Pennits

a
Just a year ago today, ground are assembled and guided direct- ed to be ready by Nov. 1, has an ing station and 23 beds. All pa Feted at Two Showers
was broken for the new addition ly Into a vertical tray conveyor air conditioned suite with three tlents' rooms have individual toi- Mill Ilia Ltmmen was guest of
of Holland Hospital.
which carries each tray to the major operating rooms and one lets, and a spacious shower will honor at a miscellaneous shower
And today, with constructionwell proper floor for fast delivery to minor room, a fracture room and service the entire section.
Wednesday night it the home of
on the way to completion, hospi- 'the patient Other features include a cysfoscopy room with adjacent
When all work is completed, the Mrs. William Cnossen, 730 RUey
tal leaders announced plans for the walk-in refrigerators,deep facilities.Alf floors," electrical fix- hospital will have 128 beds, com- St
moving into the basement and freeze, a separate bake shop, an tures and equipment in the operat- pared with present facilities of
Gifts were arranged under a decground floors by Oct. 1. Previous area for vegetable and salad prep- ing suite will be explosion proof 72 beds.
orated umbrella.A two • course
plans had called for moving into arations,new ranges, broilersand for the safety of patients. A large
Pdrsons visiting Holland Hospital lunch was served by Mr*. Jake
the basement earlier but it de- steam kettles and a segregated and well equipped recovery room will be inconvenienced next week Van Der Hulst, Mrs. Albert Van
veloped that taking over two floors dishwashingarea.
considerably larger than the pres- when work starts Monday morn- Der Hulst Mrs. Gerrit Van Der cil.
at once would be a more efficient
The ground or main floor has the ent one will adjoin the surgical ing on blacktopping the parking Hulst, Jr., Mn. James Drlesenga The commission approved a 'condonated by the Better Fishing Inc., 000.
,
lot. Most of the circle drive in and the hosteti.
operation.
new entrance on Michigan Ave.
were tract with Its planning consultant
E. Klassen of route 5, sought a
a
national philanthropicorganiThe schedulecalls for opening There are two coordinatedele- A new central sterile supply front of the hospital will have to played and duplicate prizes award- for another year, and also repermit to move a garage on prozation, and the outfit includes rod,
the first floor by Nov. 1 and the vators for fast service. Business room occupies one -fourth of the be reserved for visiting doctors. ed.
viewed a redraft of the zoning orperty and construct a breezeway
second floor by Dec. 1. After that, and administrative officesoccupy first floor. Here will be processed Since no parking is allowed on
Guests Invited were the Mes- dinance as compiled by Attorney reel, line and lure.
at a cost of 5500.
Second
and
third
prizes
will
be
remodeling of the present hospi- the east half of the main floor ail the sterile and medical supplies Michigan Ave. visitorswill have dames George Derks, Gerson George Sidwell of Lansing on C-2
Residentialremodelings: W. Seital will take another three to four while the x-ray and laboratory de- for the enttre hospital. Here too to park on side streets at per- Douma,
Jekel, Carl business and B-l industrial sec- donated by - local sporting goods delman, 673 Butternut Dr., 51,000;
dealers
and
other
interested
inmonths. This involves making four partments share the west half.
all special equipment such as oxy- haps considerable distances.
Japink, Ralph Amoldlnk, John tions.
R. Elzinga, 2666 Bee Line Rd.,
dividuals. Additional prizes will be
rooms out of the present lobby, two
Included in the x-ray suite will gen tents, inhalators and suction
Hospital Director FrederickS. Wabeke, Cliff Van Der Hulst, Don
The commission decided to In- awarded for belt of species.Prizes 51,500, and D. Bos, 457 West 23rd
rooms on the ground floor and two be the new 250 MA deep therapy apparatus used by patients is Burd anticipatescomplications for Enslng, Jason Van Der Hulst vite the Board of Public Works
St., 3500.
equipment made possible by gifts cleaned and checked. A dumb- a few days, but he said these in- Cornelius Jeurlnk, Howard and the Board- of Education to at- will be placed. On display in a local
rooms on the first floor.
Parke, Davis A Co., applied for
Open house will not be held un- of Mrs. Kathryn Nystrom Cheff waiter In central supply delivers conveniences will be forgotten Folkert, Sam Bosch, Dick Vsnden tend the October and November store window In the Hear future. a 35,000 permit to erect a new
Refreshments
will
be
furnished
til everythingis complete. This and the Kresge Foundation,an supplies to all patient floors. The when the new surfacedand well Heuvel, Bert Northuis, Peter
machine shop.
meetings with City Council to
might even coincide with National ample waiting room for x-ray aod central station for the penumatic lighted parking area is completed Lookene, Henry Steenwyk, Law- study secondary school district and Fish and Game Club memR. Wenzel applied for a permit
bers will aid the youngsters with
laboratory patients, and a small tube system also is located her^. accommodating 125 cars. The park- rence Holtgeerts, Ernest Van Der
Hospital Week in May.
to move a small building on proboundaries.
tangled
lines.
The basement of the new build- quiet room off the lobby for fam- This system connects with all de- ing area will be accessible both Hulst, John Van Den Brand,
Mayor Pro Tern La v e r n e This is the third public activity perty in H.D. Dunum's Subd., at
ing, which is a level below the ilies. The hospitalityshop off the partments for fast deliveryof mes- from a drive which* cuts off from Marvin Genzink,Alfred Van Der
Rudolph presided. Others attend- the local sportsmen club has held a cost of 5200.
present building will contain the lobby is a new innovation. This sages and small itemsi
Pine Creek School made appUthe circle drive and from the reg- Hulst, Floyd Van Der Hulst, ing were Mayor Robert Visscher,
this year. Participation in the
Harold Lemmen, Lloyd Lemmen,
new kitchen, cafeteria and dining will be operated by the hospital Completion of the second floor is ular 26th St. entrance.
a 354,000 addition.
W. A. Butler, City Engineer Sports Show and the basket picniccation to erect
of 10474 Melvin St.
room and new central storeroom. auxiliary and will feature a snack scheduledfor Dec. 1. This floor The 26th St. drive will remain Gerrit Van Der Hulst, Sr., Florinda I.avcrne Seme, Stuart Boyd, Mrs.
The new kitchen will have many bar and possiblya small gift has the new maternity department open for ambulancesand emer- Perin, Jake Van Der Hulst, Albert William G. Winter, Jr., City Man- were the other two activities. The sought a permit for t new $300
unique features including a mov- counter.
with its three delivery rooms, gencies during the paving con- Van Der Hulst, James Drlesenga, ager Herb Holt, Consultant Scott Holland club lists 700 members. garage.
Neil De Waard Is chairman of
Gerrit Van Der Hulst, Jr. and the
New garages with breezeway or
ing belt on which patients'trays The first floor, which is expect- three labor rooms, the new nurs- struction.
Bagby, Building Inspector William rules and regulations and judging
Misses Kathryn and Judy Van Der
patio roof: L Elzinga, 604 West
Layman.
committee with Bergen and Ray 23rd St., 5500, and D. Essenburg,
Hulst and Verna Lemmen.
end with his parents,Mr. and Mrs. of Kalamazoo on a trip through
Ten Have on the committee. Moran 674 Gordon St., 3500.
Miss Lemmen also was honored
Mn.
John
Atman,
64,
De Jong of the Netherlands at the the northern part of the state.
-will take charge of prizes and fishat a grocery shower Thursday Mrs. Cornelia Deur
home of the Rev. and Mrs. H.
The Veldman family of Coopers- Succumbs at Hospital
night
given
by
Mrs.
Cnossen,
asing
facilities, aided by Van Der
The family pf the late^Mr. afid Maassen here.
MooseheartAlamni
ville attended the evening service
sisted by the Mesdames Jake, Dies in Grand Rapids
Heuvel.
Mrs. D. Berghorst enjoyed a wienCarol Kloostermanwas an over- at the Reformed Church here.
Mrs. John Atman, 64, of 249 Albert and Gerrit Van Der Hulst,
Shud Althuis Is In charge of re- Conduct Meeting
Jacob Busman of Coopersville West 15th St., died at Holland Jr., and James Drlesenga.
er roast at the local Townhall nite guest of her parents, Mr. and
ZEELAND (Special)—Mrs. Cor- freshments, Wally De Waard, safMrs. R. Westveld last Friday.
was the guest organist at the ReA two course lunch wu served nelia Deur, 71, of Grand Rapids, ety and first aid, Joe Rhea, pub- Speaking on the subjectof Moosegrounds last week Friday evening.
Hospital Saturday after being
The Rev. and Mrs. F: Netz and formed Church here on Sunday.
and
games were played with dup- died Thursday evening at Clark licity and John Emmick, photo- heart Alumni, Mrs. Betty Van Heck
The Rev. and Mrs. H. Maassen family of Paterson, N.J. who spent He, together with Mrs. Busman hospitalizedfor 10 days. She was
Memorial Home followinga linger- graphy.
of Grand Rapids, a College of Relicate prizes awarded.
cared for their grandchildren from two weeks of their vacation at and baby, visitedfriends here fol- born in the Netherlands to the
Invited guests were the Met- ing illness.
Participants in the fishing rodeo gents member, addressed the local
Grandville last Friday. On Friday Holland visited' several friends lowing the evening service.
She was a member of First must be under 17 years of age on Women of the Moose at their reglate Mr. and Mrs. Beno Olgers dames Harold Brondyke, Conrad
evening the Rev. and Mrs. Del- here also. Rev. Natz served the
and came to Holland with her Slagh, Jay Slagh, Kenneth Raak, Christian Reformed Church of Zee- th rodeo date. If participantsarc ular meeting Wednesday evening.
bert Vander Haar and children of local Christian Reformed Church
Lester Slagh,
Slagh, land and had lived in Grand Rap- under 10, they must be accompan- She was introduced by Mrs. Luann
parents as a young girl. She lived
Three More Muskegon
Sheldon, Iowa were supper guests as pastor a fow years ago.
Clare Van Wieren, John Van Den ids for the past 20 years.
ied by an adult 18 years or older. Adkins. Mrs. Mary Arnold and
here ever since.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Martinie vwere Youths Fined, Jailed
of their parents, the Maassens.
Bosch, Bernard Velthouse, Surviving are one son, Jason, of
Tackle and bait used Is restric- Mrs. Avis Jarvi of Grand Rapids
Mr. and Mrs. Atman were mar- Maynard Van Der Yacht, Harold route 3, Holland; three grandThe Rev. and Mrs. H. Zylstra gladdenedwith the birth of their
ted to single hook and pole not also were guests of the Chapter.
and Ruth of Grandville called on first grandchild on Sunday when GRAND HAVEN (Special) - ried for 41 years. Mrs. Atman was Lemmen, Lloyd Lemmen, Gerrit children and one sister, Mrs. Ste- over 16 feet in length and each The prog arm was arranged by
Mrs. J.C. Huizengalast Friday af- little Roger Lee was born to Mr. Three more Muskegon youths who a member of Fourth Reformed Van Der Hulst, Sr., Jake and Al- ven Butcr of Ea.stmanvillc.
contestantfurnished his or her own Mooseheart Alumni.
Church where she had served as bert Van Der Hulst, James Drleand Mrs. J. Breen of Coopersville
ternoon.
equipment and bait. No artificial Other highlightsat the meeting
were
in a group who gave officers a Sunday School teacher and wax
Mr. and Mrs. H.H. Vander Molen at the Zeeland Hospital. Mrs. Breen
senga. Florinda Perin, Gerrit Vanwere the initiation of Mrs. LuciUe
baits or plugs are allowed.
accompanied their children, Mr. is the former Marilyn Martinie of a hard time early Thursday morn- a member of the Faithful Follow- der Rulst, Jr., and the Misses Funeral Rites in Elyria
All winners must hook and land La Roche and Miss Patricia La
ing appeared in Justice F. J. ers Sunday School Class, the Wo- GenevieveVan Den Bosch, Shirley For Adrian S. Cochrane
and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and How- this place.
their own prize winning fish with- Roche into the group and the preard of South Blendon to Detroit Mr. and Mrs. Vlasma and son of Workman’s court Thursday after- men's Missionary and Ladlea Aid and Joyce Slagh, Jackie, Karyl
out physical assistance, except senting of a cap and gown to Mrs.
Societies and also the WCTU.
Grandville were Sunday visitors of
last Thursday.
and Charlotte Van Der Hulst
Funeral services for Adrian S. that assistance may be rendered Ruth Rummler by Mrs. Florine
noon and were sentencedto pay
Surviving are the husband: one
Local farmers are busily engaged Mr. and Mrs. G. Klystra and Jim.
Miss Lemmen will become the Cochrane, 78, who died unexpec- with a landing net when a fish is Berkey. Mrs. Rummler, who was
Mr. and Mrs. F. Martinie of Zee- fines and serve short sentences. son, Elmer of Holland; three bride of Raymond Van Der Hulst tedly of a heart attack Friday played out and ready to land.
escorted to the Altar by Mrs. OnaIn threshing and combining their
Paul James Ropp, 19, and Con- daughter^, Mrs Ernest (Hazel- on Sept. 6.
land and Mrs. and Mrs. L. Lynema
noon at his home, 85 West Ninth
grain.
All fish entered in the contest lee Bor a as, wiU be at Mooseheart
Scores of migrants moved into and Roger of Holland were recent non Barkley, 17, each were sent- Lohman, Mrs. Chester (Loil)
St. were held Tuesday at 1:30 must bo witnessed by a commitee House of God on Sunday, Aug.
this community during the course visitors at the home of Mr. and enced to pay 310 fine, 53.90 costs Hulst and Mrs. Harry (Vera)
p.m. at the Sudro-Curtis Funeral official or parent and taken to the 19, at which time she wiU receive
Marvin Van Tatenhove
and serve three days In the county Brook, all of Holland; eight grandHome in Elyria, Ohio. Burial was judges stand while still alive. Facil- her CoUege of Regents Degree.
of the week, to begin harvesting Mrs. P. Martinie.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Singel of jail. Einar Ivan Burfladt, 18, who children; three slaters, Mrs. Cath- Honored on Birthday
pickles. Special Spanish services
in Sunsen Memorial Cemetery ities will be available there for Mrs. Boreas also took a picture
of aU the chairmen.
at Elyria.
are being held at the local Christ- Byron Center, Mr. and Mrs. De had bcoken away from officers af- erine De Roos of Holland, Mn.
weighing, measuring and recordThose attending the district exMarvin J. Van Tatenhove celeian Reformed Church here each Jong and the Rev. and Mrs. H. ter being taken into custody, re- William Ooms of Pheonix,Ariz..
Mr. Cochranewas bom in Belpre, ing Fishing must be done from
Sunday afternoon with Mr. Estra- Maassen were Sunday visitorsat ceived the same fine and costs and Mrs. Cornelius Ooms of Bell- brated his eighth birthday with a Ohio. He formerlywas a contrac- the shore and the docks will not ecutive meeting at Coldwaterlast
Sunday were the Mesdames Gladys
da in charge. On Sunday a large the home of Mr. and Mrs. H.H. but was sentenced to serve five flower, Calif., one brother, the party given for him by his mother, tor developingoil and gas well be used.
Gordon, senior regent; Nett Ver
days. Two minors were cited 'to Rev. Lambert Olgers of Oostburg, Mrs. Marvin Van Tatenhove,and fields in Cleveland, Kalgary and
crowd attended nearly filling the Vander Molen.
State game and fish laws must
Hoof, chaplain; Mrs. Blanche SoloMr. and Mrs. A. Biesbrock enter- probate court, and two others pre- Wis
his grandmothers, Mn. Marinus Alberta, Canada. In 1929 he moved
capacity of the auditorium. Farbe observed and each contestant mon, Junior graduate regent; Mrs.
tained
relatives,
from
Wyoming
viously
appeared
before
Workman.
to
Muskegon
where
he
lived
for
Van Tatenhove and Mn. John
mers in the area are urged to
shall be responsibe for the cleanThe seven youths had been
Scbolten.The party wu held at his 37 years before moving to Holland. liness of his or her area at the Jeanetta Vanden Heuvel, treasurer.
have their migrant employees at- Park on Sunday.
Cooperation Sought
The meeting was in charge of Mrs.
On
Sunday,
July
22
.David
Corcreating
considerable
disturbance
home on Wtverly Road Thunday He also was active In fields In close of the contest.
tend these services.
Agnes Anderson, deputy grand reAllegan County near Bumips. He
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Kooienga of nell of Western Seminary was in while swimming at the foot of Lake In County Road Count
No prize will be given for the
Guests were David and Richard was a member of Ellsworth Lodge, greatest number of fish caught. gent Mrs. Gordon gave a report
Beaverdam spent Friday evening charge of services at the Reform- Ave. in Spring Lake about 1:30
De Jonge, Alvin and Dennis F and AM of Cleveland. His wife, Wading or otherwide disturbing or on the meeting.
GRAINS HAVEN (Special)
with Mr. and Mrs. William Berg- ,ed Church here. He was a guest a.m. Thursday. State polled and
Lunch was served to 30 memof Mr. and Mrs. M. Breen and city' police were called to assist County Engineer Henry Stafseth Diekema. Tom Drooger, Wayne Emma, died in 1946.
horst.
scaring the fish is prohibited and bers by the Mooseheart Alumni
Surviving
arc
two
daughters,
sons.
Spring
Lake
officers.
Holbrook,
Ron
Strabblng,
Bobby
Friday
sought
the
cooperation
of
Mrs. J. Sail of Zeeland was an
all protests and problems not covOn Sunday Mr. and Mrs. R.
persons and children In getting B o r g m a n, Billy Dreyer, Dale Mrs. Hazel Karrcs of Elyria, Mrs. ered specificallyby the riiles are committee including Chairman
all day guest of her children,Mr.
proper traffic counts at various Bronkema and Janice, Calvin, Gladys Math of Mt. Pleasant and left to the descretion and judg- Mrs. Luann Adkins and Mrs.
and Mrs. R. Westveld last week Westveld tailed on their sister-in- Youth Sentenced
Blanche Solomon.
a son, Harold D. Cochrane of Muslaw,
Mrs.
H.
Westveld
who
Is
a
Carol and Keith Van Tatenhove.
in the county.
Wednesday.
ment of the Judges.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -- points
He said the road commission Gifts wen presented and lunch kegon; two grandchildren and one
Mr. and Mrs. H. Herrick attend- patient at Zeeland Hospital.
The Rev. T. Huizenga, pastor of John Sand*, 18, Grand Haven, who
wu served. Richard and David De sister, Mrs. George Staats of Stan-

suite.

Games

Howard

:

jj

North Blendon

*

-

-

-

Norman

-

has placed counting devices at sevpleaded guilty July 20 to nighttime
eral locationsand there has been
breaking and entering,-wax senconsiderable vandalism and tamtenced to serve 18 months to 15
pering. He sail} some people think
yeari at Southern Michigan prison
the equipment in a radar speed
with the recommendation that he
check and tubes have been cut
be lent to the School for Boys at
and tampered with.
Cassidy Lake: Sands allegedly
Moreover, some youngsters think
broke into Dernberger bakery in
It great fun to trounce on the
Mr. and Msr. A. Bouwman and Port Sheldon township June 20. tube and upset the count.
At the time he was on probation
family at Beaverdani.
"We must have the proper facts
for another breaking and entering
Ruth and Marcia Dalman,
if we are to do the best job on
Yvonne and Darlene Meyer and charge.
roads in the county, and we need
Carol Herd are spending this week
your cooperation,” Stafseth said.
at Camp Geneva.
Child Hit by Car
Last Thursday afternoon the Rev.
Robbie Ann Robinson, 2, of 330 Private contractors capture ele-

ed the funeral services for an aunt
the First Christian Reformed
held at Shelby last Friday.
Mrs. N. Dalm is slightly Improv- Church at Allendale and Rev. N.
ed although she remains confined Beute exchanged pulpits for the
to her bed at the home of her evening services last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Drlesenga, Larchildren,Mr. and Mrs. H. Herrick.
. Mi»s Marcia Molter of Zeeland, ry and Joan, Mr. and Mrs. Junior
accompaniedMr. and Mrs. H. Vreeke and Miss Nellie Westerling
Wolbers, Ray, David, and Russell recently spent an evening with

of this place on a trip to Ft.
Leonard Wod, Mo. where they
planned to visit Pvt. Duane Wolbers over the weekend.They also
planned to visit relatives in Texas

before returning home this week.
Miss Marilyn Wolbers Is visiting
friendsIn Holland for several days. and Mrs. Richard Van Farowe of West 16th St., Friday received
Mr. and Mrs. S. Weemhoff of Wisconsin visited Mrs. J. C. Huiz- cuts and bruises when she was hit
Grand Rapids called on Mr. and enga and family.
by a ckr as she dashed into the
Mrs. H.H. Vander Molen Saturday
street in front of her home. Police
Mrs. C. Postma recentlyac- identifiedthe driver of the*/ car
Adolph De Jong of Chatham companied her children the Rev. as Richard Vander Yacht, 17, route

C. Postma and

L

phants in southeastern East Pakistan by means of a keddah, a circular stockade 20 yards in diameter. with reinforced walls of
heavy logs 12 to. 15 feet high.
Beaters drive the wild elephants
into the corral.

Mrs. Freeda Loew, 61,

Pilot Lands Safely
I An Allegan pilot landed safely Succumbs at Burnips
ZEELAND (Special)—Mrs. Freeat the Grand Haven airport early
Breahin Investigated
Saturday morning when he be- da Loew, 61, of Bumips (route 2,
Large
Attend/
GRAND HAVEN (Special) came lost after his compass went Dorr) died unexpectedly at her
State Police are Investigating a out on a flight to Grand Rapids. home followinga heart attack earNorth Blendon Picnic
break-in which occurredWednesOttawa County deputies, HoUand ly Friday. Her husband, Howard
Ideal weather brought out a day night at the Tri Cities Ser- and Zeeland police followedthe Loew, died about years ago.
large group of members and vice Stationat the Junction of West flight of the low flying plane, pilot- She was formerly Freeda Bachfriends of North Blendon Christian Spring Lake Rd and US-31 in ed by Robert C. Bond, route 5, man and was born In Salem TownReformed Church for the annual Spring Lake township. Entrance AUegan, and had the HoUand air- ship.
Surviving art one son, Geo of
picnic which was staged Thunday was gained through a west window. port illuminated. Bond foUowed
evening at North Blendon Town Several carton* of cigarettes and US-31 north of Grand Haven, dep- Burnips; five daughters, Mrs.
two five-galloncans of oil reportGlenn Irwin of New Era, Mrs.
Hall Park.
uUes said.
Clarence Deters o* Bumips, Mrs.
Sports, contests and a softball ed missing.
game followed the picnic supper.
To keep cabbage from losing its Eugene Friesen of Monterey. Calif.,
The program included an outside In the town of cod in the Ca- natural color during cooking, cook Mrs. Robert Wright of New Era
film abown on a large screen. Two nary Islands off northwest Africa it quickly in a amaU amount of and Miss Bonleta Loew,
sound color films, "Flying stands the largest dragon tree in water. Use a covered saucepan and 10 grandchildren.
Straight” and "Daniel and the the world, reputedly3,000 years and allow 8 minutes for
Lions Den” were shown by "Rus” old. It is nearly 54 feet in circum- cabbage; 10 to 15 minute's for
ference at the base of the trunk. wedges.
Sakkera of HoUand. v
Jonge and Dennis Diekema won
prizee for the gamfi.

leyville, Ohio.
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ft IDA Oowu awrther Attch, pert
way across a water-filled ditch and
was on its way up a four-foot high
In Collision Sunday
August Bride-Elect
embankment before stopping.
A passing motorist spotted the
A beach party honoring Miss
Two cars were damaged Sunday
Karen Voetberg, August brideafternoon when they collided at the car shortly before noon Sunday
and notified HoUand police who
elect, was given last 'nuirsday Set (or
Intersection of US-31 and 32nd St.
evening by Mrs. Sidney Lankheet
The accident occurredwhen a called deputies.Authoritiesare Four men from Keeler, Mich.,
Highlighting activities this week
A twilight tour of the South- car driven by Gus Robinson, 56, of making a license check to deterand Mrs. Henry Tubergan,Jr. The
came through Holland < on their
at Pdrt Sheldon resort will be the
event was held at Tunnel Park. westfcn Michigan Vegetable and Chicago hit a car driven by Fred mine the car’s owner and his or
way to Hart In quest of work FriGames were played and prizes Small Fruit ExperimentFarm will W. Kennedy, 57, of route 1, Allen- her whereabouts.
Port Sheldon Water Carnival on
dale.
Kennedy
was
making
a
left
day and were arrested on disorderwon by Miss Marcia Wassink and
Saturday afternoonand evening.
be held* 6:30 p.m. Friday, Aug. 10,
Jay Hoffman’slead off home run Mrs. Roger Barveld.
turn onto US-31 and was struck in
ly conduct charges by local police.
Tbt carnival, formerly known as
Invited were the Mesdames Ron- according to Ray Brush, Vegetable the rear by Robinson’s car.
in the top of the seventh inning
The four, William Me Elhaney,
Venetian Night, will feature a parSheriff’s officers estimated damsaved the day for the VFW and ald Hertz, Stanley Timmcr, Harry Specialistfor Berrien County.
43,
Junior Ervin. 31. John Foster,
ade of decorated boats beginning
Kortman, Roger Bahreld,Gerald The farm is located eight miles ages to Robinson’s 1956 model car
gave the City Softball League 4ead22
and
William H. Day, 27, were
at
5400
and
to
Kennedy’s
1955
Vanden Berg and the Misses Judy southeast of Benton Harbor or one
at 3 p.m. on Pigeon Lake.
ers a 2-1 victory over Hulst Broth- Mokma, Marcia Wassink, Betty
arrested while intoxicatedon
In charge of the event are Mr.
mile west of Sodus and Vi mile model car at 5200. There were .no
River Ave.
er’s Monday night at Van Tonger- Bosma, Gr<*ia Smith, Gladys De south on the River Road. Since it Injuries and neither driver was
and Mrs. Ralph Stone, chairmen,
McElhaney, Ervin, and Foster^
Ridder, Shirley Dekker and Judy was first started in 1954, the farm arrested.
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ross,
en Field.
A
Holland couple was In "fair” pleaded guilty when arraigned in
co-chairmen. Judges for the parhas
expanded
in
the
acreage
used
Hoffman’s blast was only the Prince.
condition at Holland Hospital and municipal court Saturday, whereas
ade will be Sherman Hanna and
for plant work and the number of
second
hit the VFW could muster
a four-year-oldboy is listed as Day pleaded innocent to a charge
Hugo Kutsche of Grand Rapids,
crops with which research is beGround Broken for
“good Friday after an accident of driving a car while under the insununer residentsat Port Sheldon,
in the contest.
ing done. Despite the hail damage
Thursday afternoon when- their car fluence of intoxicatingliquor.
and Mrs. Charles Selby who reThe other hit, also a home run Holland Radio Station v
of July 19, many interesting things
rammed a tree three miles east Me Elhaney and Ervin were senaides there permanently.
are
to
be
seen
which
will
appeal
to
came in the fourth off the bat of
of
Borculo on the Port Sheldon tenced to pay fine and costs of
The Carnival will be climaxed
Ground was broken Monday for southwestMichigan growers.
Lum Veldman. _
by awarding prizes to winners of
524.70 or serve 10 days in the
Those plots that have had foliar
Holland’s new radio station, WJBL,
The victory was the 20th in 21
Samuel Bradford, 55, driver of county jail which they preferred
the boat parade in the evening.
application of fertilizer are makat
the
comer
of
James
St.
and
starts for the Vets and the loss
Resorters and visitors will gather
Allegan County deputies Monday the car, is sufferingfrom a frac because of lack of money. Foster
ing the fastest recovery. Variety
left second place Hulst Brothers US-3L
around a large bonfire for group
continued their search' for a Sun- tured jaw, lacerationson his face also was sentenced to serve 10
plots of tomatoes, peppers, sweet
with a 14-S record. The Hulst nine
Bernard Brookema of Grandville,
singing in charge of Art Neal of
com, snap-beans, sweet potatoes, day motorist who tried to make and knee and shock. His wife, days, but the sentence was susis the only club to defeat the VFW president of Ottawa Broadcasting
Grand Rapids. An invitation is exa cross-countrytrip through fields Mary, 61, received two broken legs, pended as he was expected to
broccoli,cauliflower and summer
this season.
Co., turned over the first shovelful
tended to the public.
and ditches southeast of the US-31 a broken wrist and cuts about her leave the city immediately.
Leroy Brower was hurling for of dirt. Other officersof the com squash are to be viewed on the and US-31 bypass Intersection.
Plans are underway for a party
head. The boy, Micheal LaFollette, Day was found guilty and was
tour.
cucumbers,
pickles
Hulst Brothers and Rog Schut pany on hand for the ceremony
for youngsters and teenagers. At
son of Mrs. Jean LaFollette of sentenced Monday to pay fine and
Deputies
found
toe
abandoned
threw for the winners. Schut gave were Bernard Grysen and Len Ver muskmellons, and watermellons
a recent dessert meeting held by
car partiaUy straddUng a ditch Chicago, visiting the Bradfords, re- costs of 5110.30.
Miss Morilyn Joy Jacofcp
make
recovery
from
the
hail
Schure of Holland. John Klungle
members of the Port Sheldon
up just four hits.
Moisture testing equipment, trel- Sunday afternoon nearly 350 feet ceived a concussion.
Lavern Zoerhoff supplied Hulst also was present.
Women's Club the members staged • Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jacobs of
The Bradfords live at 280 North
from the road. The driver was no
629
West
27th
St.,
anmxmce
the
Waives Examination
a white elephant sale at the home
with its only run with a circuit The Rev. Elton Van Pemis of will be viewed if they continue to
River Ave.
where around.
engagement
and
approaching
marUsing
of
tomatoes,
and
black
plasof Mrs. A. Van Oosten. Proceeds
Beovhwood Reformed Church ofclout in the sixth inning.
Peter Meeuwsen of the Sheriff's Jacob Zwemer, 62. of 37 West
Accordingto tracks left by the
tic mulch trials are to be seen.
will be used for the children’s riage of their daughter, Marilyn,
Ron Wetherbee singled in the fered prayer.
department,
who investigated,sale 22nd St., waived preliminary examcar the vehicle swerved off US-31
to Harris Banger, son o' Mr. and third, Bob Vork doubled in the
The 38 by 40-foot cement-block
party.
there were no skid marks leading ination when he was arraigned in
According to figuresgathered by and started across the field,
Despite the cold weather, sever- Mrs. Harry Banger, 310 North Div- fourth and Larry Knoper singled structurewill house the offices and
to the tree. There were no wit- Municipal Court Aug. 6 on a charge
slid
down
one
ditch
and
through
al resortersbraved the cold water ision Ave.
in the fifth but in each case they studio of the station. WJBL will Keep America Beautiful, it costs
nesses
to the accident/and its of indecent liberties with two minor
an open field before coming
for a swim. However, most of the
be on the air from 6:30 a.m. un- the U. S. 53,000.000annually to
were left stranded.
cause remains undetermined.The children on July 30. The defendant
a
barbed
wire
fence.
time was spent in boating, shuffleBrower struck out 10 and Schut til sundown, starting Oct. 1 on clean up the litter strewn along
posted $1,000 pending appearance
Seconds later the fence was down 1946 mode', car was called a comboard, badminton,tetherball,and
1260 kilocycles. The station will highways and in parks by untidy
in CircuitCourt on Oct. 8.
fanned eight. >
land the car continued on its way. plete loss by Meeuwsen.
people.
fishing.
have two antennas at the site.
Guests ai
at luat'M.
Maple -Shade
uueau>
----- cottages
--- --- Admitted to Holland Hospital
MobilgasDealers took over fifth
were entertained at the home
were Mrs. Henry Van Wier- place with a 6-2 win over Raphael
and xnrs.
Mrs. William H. Kemper- en 37 £ast
st.; Mrs.
Mrs. TheoMr. ana
East 22nd St.;
ineo- in the nightcap.
man Monday evening when movies do|.e Hoeksemai 128 East 32nd St.; The loss dropped Raphael to the
of Tulip Time, scenery and of sev-|steven Ereuker, 122 East 15th St.; league basement with a 6-15 reeral of the guests themselves were wuliam Reagont 530 Crescent Dr.; cord while Mobilgas now has an
mo \tTn~* 17tU Ct .
8-13 mark.
186StE1a7St'32nd
The winners pushed three runs
across in the third inning without
1369
a hit. Three errors, two wild pitchta
‘ .7^. D
macharged Friday were Sasan er and a fielder’s choice brought

Two Cars Damaged

Beach Party Honors

Water Carnival to Be
Held at Port Sheldon

Homers

Give

Twilit Tour

VFW

Friday

Edge Over Hulst;

MobilgasWins

Engaged

Couple Fair’

After Accident

New

Deputies

Hunt

Road.

Unknown Driver

'

'

The

Hospital Notes

nuuamof
-

The “Good Old Summertime” Directory
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Vacation Days

P-~ Hickman. 1218 Griggs SW, Grand
vt^ti^^rp^TrandMrsRapi^I Mrs. Bernard Hulst and
nf-r

home, the runs.
Bruce Ming scored the first MoCarolvn
baby, 168 East 32nd St; Mrs. Wil- bilgas run in the second inning.
Davt^
Ham Gilcrest, 136 West 13th St; He doubled and scored on Dick
th^
lndude Mr.
Ninth Stl Dekker’ssingle.
j %/r-M rtnn Hniwerda Linda Raymond Bosworth, 16 Vu East 10th Two more errors brought home
cTeScagoT. I St; Mrs. Lyle Tromp, route 2, another single run in the fourth
and Mrs. Al Gentry, Dianne, Femu-ille; Wayne Breuker, route inning for Mobilgas and the final
Luanne, Ida, Buddy and Donnie of 2; I/)is J. Jacobs, route 6, Mr*. run in the sixth was also scored
Spring Valley, HI. Mrs. Gentry is Francis Beagle 240 West IJth St, without benefit of a hit A walk,
SeformerVerle Baldus of Mrs. Michael Beaudry and baby, error, stolen base and wild pitch
750 Aster Ave*’ Mra* Paul De Kok accounted for the run.
Coming from Benton Harbor are and baby, 672 Graafschapltd.; Raphael scored twice in the sixth
inning. Don Bouwman walked and
Mr. and Mrs. A. Hatch, Michael ComeUs Israels,333 Lakewood
and Wally and from Dayton, Ohio, Admitted Saturday were Mrs. scored on a sacrificeoutfieldfly.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Flory, Linda Samuel A. Dagen, 2025 West 32nd Bill Norlin walked and scored on
and Sharon and Mr. and Mrs. St; Martin Veldhuis, 201 Scott Dr.; Ron Kalmink’ssingle.
John Van Iwaarden held Raphael
Clyde
•
Catherine Whiteker, 441 Storrs SE,
Other guests are Mr. and Mrs. Grand Rapids; Michael LaFollette, to just two hits, singles by Kalmink and Carl Nyboer.
Franklin Ruck, Perry and Danny 7541 South Emerald, Chicago,
The winners made four safeties
of Troy, Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs. DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
Richard Taberling,Susie, Linda Frank Van Dyke, 1369 Bayview off Bouwman and Kalmink, who
and Ricky and a girl friend from Dr.; Catherine Whiteker, 441 Storrs came on in the fourth. Bill FortCovington, Ky„ and Mr. and Mrs. I SE, Grand Rapids; Sandra Kay ney, Ming, Dekker and Van IwaarHenry Poskey, Diane, Jill, Dave Reed, 2 South River Ave.; Midl- den made the hits.
and Doug of Grand
ael LaFoUette, 7541 South Emerald
Line scores : •
H
The Walter Domg family has re- Chicago; Mrs. Kenneth Carter,
000 100
2 2
turned to their home in Chicago hgis Glen Dr.. Jackson;Mrs. Stu000 001
1 4
after spending five weeks at Maple I art Veltman and baby, 515 West
Batteries: Schut and Veldman;
Shade cottage.
32nd St; Mrs. Charles Brummitt
and baby, 397 Central Ave.; Mrs. Brower and Nyenhuis.
H
William Vogelxang and baby, 94
013 101
6 4
East 30th St
000 002
2 2
Admitted Sunday was Nancy
French, 602 North Briggs, JoUet, Batteries:Van Iwaarden and

^k
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kaioMotaa,

Ohk,

Holland
•

Flory.

Rapids.

VFW
Hulst

0
0

Raphael

Mrs. Boyink Dies

HAVEN
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^ 432

In Zeeland

Marshall, route 4; Mr,. Wil-

1

of Ihe Mission

She tod been

Tennis Supplies
Racket Stringing

,

St.

So easy to shop*
17th

FOXY
12

W. EIGHTH

ST.

Ehns

Dry Cleaning

HOLLAND

THREE

WAYS

148

E.

f« <he

Satoda

fiV.e active
w
hmem°n'i
A

Sf*
the pas week. Up unhl

the
of her illness, she had been
in church work. Her husband, John
died five years ago and a son,
Albert, died four years ago.
She is survived by a son, James,
and a daughter,
daughter Mrs. Gerrit
bemt Byl.
ayt

^

u

I

tween 500 and 600 trees in the
sl^
39* West Grand Rapids and East Grand
kegon; four brothers, Lawrence Twin sons bom Saturdayto Mr. Rapids area have been found diand Lester Mulder erf Zeeland, Rev. and Mrs.GleonBonnette, 200 West seased, he said.
James Mulder of Highland Park. 12th St; a daughter, Debra Joy,
N.J., and Prof. Arnold Mulder of born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Ches- Neighborhood Picnic
Kalamazoo: one sister, Mrs. John ter Kalkman, 1025 East Eighth St.;
Pippel of Holland; eight grand- a son. Timothy Dale, born Sun- Held at Church Grounds
children and six great grandchild- day to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Hulst,
Neighbors on 25th St. between
ren.
11.34 West 32nd St.
Columbia and Lincoln Avenues
A daughter, Kim Loraine, bom
held a picnic at the Trinity Church
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
picnic grounds last week Tuesday
Clark, route 3, Allegan; a son,
evening.
Christopher Allen, born Sunday to
A planned potiuck supper was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benson
Kaser,
route
Admitted to Holland Hospital
arrangedby Mrs. ClarenceVande
Monday were Mrs. Roy Stewart, 4.
Water and Mrs. Stanley Van
290 Van Raalte Ave.; Phillip
Otterloo.Mr. and Mrs. Tony DanCook, 145 Highland Ave.; Mrs.
nenberg were in charge of this
Abraham Vogelzang, 39 West 21st
year’s picnic. Mr. and Mrs.
St; Mrs. David Plasman, 318 East
Kenneth Wise were elected presiAt the morning worship service
Lincoln, Zeeland; Rodney Egbers,
dent for the ensuing year. They
Pine Creek; Mrs. John Essenburg, in Second Reformed Church the
will be assisted by Mr. and Mrs.
100 West 18th St; Nelson Bakker, Rev. Harold N. Englund preached
Frank Bagladi.
route 1, West Olive; Mrs. Cornelia on the sermon topic, ‘‘The Inner
Attendingthe affair were the
Groenewoud. 244% West 11th St. Life of the New Community,” and
Discharged Monday were Mrs. Mrs. Kenneth Baumann sang the Misses Jeanette and Alberta
Mattie Klomparens,108 East 28th solos “Hallelujah,”Hufhmel and Sterenberg, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Vande Water and Sandra, Mr. and
St.; Richard Davis, 368 West 17th “Great Peace Have They Which
St; Mrs. Christian Lamberts, Love Thy Law.” Rogers. At the Mrs. Kenneth Wise, Kathy, Vicki
and Paula, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
route 4; Mrs.- Marie Draper, 657 evening service Rev. Englund had
East 10th St; Mrs. Verlin Vanden for his sermon “Pages From The Hoodeman, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bosch and baby, 29% West 16th Life of David— The Outlaw,” and Bagladi and Michelle, Mr. and
St; Mrs. Fred Handwerg and Mrs. Baumann sang, “Come, Ye Mrs. Kenneth Wigger, Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Voorhorst, Mr. and
baby, 360 East 60th St; John D. Blessed”by Scott.
Mrs. Herb Holt, Mr. and Mrs.
Hulzenga,176 East 27th St.; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dirk Bloemendaal,James Dannenberg and Rodney
Hazen Van Kampen, 133 East 22nd
Jr., are the parents of a daugh- Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van
St; Willard Elferdink, 113 West
ter, Kimb' rley Ann, bom at Deo Berg, Mrs. Eleanor Brink and
23rd St
Zeeland Hospital, July 27.
Kenneth and Lucille, Mr. and Mrs.
Hospital births include a son,
Don George, bom Monday to Mr. The Priscllh and Aquila of Sec Tony Dannenberg and Mr. and
and Mrs. Louis Hallacy II, 17 West ond Reform^ Church will hold Mrs. Stanley Van Otterloo,Karen

Hospital Notes

Zeeland

bom today to Mr. their summer picnic on Thursday, and Barbara.
and Mrs. Edward Feddick, 1754 August 23, at the Kiwanis Camp.
A group of people were in atSouth Shore Dr.; a son bom today
Car Rolls Over
to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Holt Sauga- tendanceat the presentation of a
LeRoy Dale Nieboer,
tuck; a daughter, Janie Lou, bom new sound film, “Seventeen” at

10th St; a ton

18, of 119
Walnut
Ave.. escaped injury MonLawrence
Street
City
Paric,
on
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
West Olive; a daughter, Sunday evening, after church serv- day at about 11:45 p.m. when the
born today to Mr. and ices. The presentation was under 1949 model car he was driving roll-

Convenient location
Plenty of Parking Space

Gilbert

•

Downtown Service

NADER'S

DUTCH MILL
Summer

STORES

. Phone

B&G

In Gracious

On

Dutch Boy and Shoa

OPEN AT 6

A.M.

Breakfast served anvtiime
Feature Specra/

Noon Luncheons Daily

Pack up the Family
and drive over to

RUSS

Comer 8th & River Phone 4707

LIMITS

&

Until 9 p.m.

PHOTO SUPPLY

VAN WIEREN’S
j

LIVE BAIT
FISH and TACKLE

.

give

Stamps

S&H

HOLUND
•

Molteds

DRUGS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Wade Drag Co.

Local Newspaper

Go With You
at Vacation Time

OPEN 5 A.M. to 9 P.M.
OTTAWA BEACH ROAD

PRESCRIPTIONS —

CAMERA SUPPLIES

Let Your1

HARDWARE

*

UHi t

Map).

Nwm

9564

KEN RUSSELL

i

Refrigeration

ChryslerAlrtemp
Air Conditioning

We

ServiceWhat We.

228 Pine

Ave.

VACUUM CLEANER

HOLLAND^
CHAMBER OF

Good selection of National Brand*
new and used vacuum cleaners.
Serviceor all make*.
366 E.
Phoae 2700
Across tram Russ' Drive In

Florists

FLORISTS

hometown news when you are
vacationing. We'll reserve them
at our office for you.

When

you

return, the newsboy will deliver

them at the regular home delivery
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS rate of 30c a week. Or you can
Member — Florist* Telegraph
have the Sentinel mailed to your
Delivery Association *
vacation address for 50c a week.
211 E. 16th
Phoae 2652

St.

8th

COMMERCE
TourUt

—

Traveler

Information

Headquarters

THE BOYS’ SHOP
Complete Clothing Needs
For Boys—

and Cameras
DEVELOPING ond PRINTING
Wa Give S&H Green Stomp*

os well os

Portraits

Ice

Information on

Cream
LAKE MICHIGAN

KODAKS

Sell

Phone 7902

Miscellaneous

You don't have to miss out on the.

SHADY LAWN

STUDIO

NIES LP GAS CO.
Phone 6-8833

HEADQUARTERS

Day 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Photo Supply
HERFST

Bulk or Bottled

Phono 4714

Drugs and Cosmetics
i YOUR WALGREEN AGENCY
Model Drug Store

Street

28 West 8th St.
2 Doors East of Penney*

Pharmacy
St.

Factory

RESTAURANT

BarbecuedChicken, Spare Ribs,
Ham and Pork Roast
Than, and FrL

East 8th

Cleveland Ave. between

All Steak Hamburgs

We

Deposits insured to $10,000

Cosmetics

-

Bunte’t
54

We

Hospital)

_

place to do your bonking.

Air Conditioned

DRIVE IN

Surroundings
8th

Drugs

RICHARDSON ROOT BEER

EAST

ONLY THE BEST
IN FRESH MEATS
AND PRODUCE

A Convenientand Friendly

2542

DELICIOUSLYGOOD
P.M.

Deliver

653 MICHIGAN AVE.

Peoples Stale Bank

Seventh ond Central

VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN

1116 Ottawa Baach Rd., Holland

IGA Food Basket

CO.

Phono 2043

STANDARD SERVICE

KNIFE'S

Drive-Ins

specialize in

Wat

St.

Salads

SMORGASBORD
SUNDAY — 5 to 8

•t 5

E. 8th

0 gallon* gasoline

Drugs

Lunches — FountainService
Meats, Groceries, Vegetables

Wa

St.

HOLUND AWNING
204

with the purchaseof
Y

58 East 8th

CompleteLine of
Canvas, Metal and
FiberglassAwnings
' • Boat Covers

2 HOURS FREE PARKING

FRENCH PASTRY
SHOPPE

AIR CONDITIONED

MEYER’S BAR-B-Q
& SUPER MARKET

Every

All Appliances

St.

HOME MADE

Family Style Dinner*

Family Style Dinners

North Rhrcr Ave.
and Lakewood Bird.

Omb

On

Essenburg Electric Co.
Wat 8th
Phone 4811

PHONE 2511

Fancy Cakes for Parties

We

MILLS ICE CREAM

Photo Finishing

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

—

Quolity
Fast Service
Van ed over as he was maneuvering
DU SAAR PHOTO
Wynen, director of the Holland the boulevardon Lake Shore Dr.,
and GIFT SHOP
i have been published Youth for Christ A large group of south of Lakewood Blvd. The car
. people participated in the was a total logs, accordingto in- | Acre* freai Warm Friead Tavern
10 years than were
vestigating dcpOties.
the preceding 40 years.
ction of this filmBerens, 30 East 18th the leadership of

DELICIOUS
PASTRIES

50

ROAD SERVICE

Mary Ann at tha
Hammond Organ nitdy.

GROCERIES

(1 Block South of

BottledGas Service

Phone 9121

WE NEVER CLOSE

BREAD and ROLLS

and

5300

Rim

16th and

Bakery

Try Our

QUALITY MEATS

Pkona

G.E. ElectricalAppliance*

Atlas Tires and Battries

Phone 2408

Service

«t Sixth

MEMBER SPARTAN

Street

.

ENJOY

^

60 East 8th

STANDARD SERVICE
Greasing— Washing — Polishing

Restaurants

Jobbers Outlet

^

M

Sf.

32nd

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

MEENG’S

DRY CLEANERS

9 J&O GREEN STAMPS
• DOUBLE STAMPS

member

In ill health

Outboard Motor*
Authorized

All Tyrees of Electri* Wiring

Circteand

char^

SCOTT ATWATEft

161 Central

SALES and SERVICE

PRICES

Am

6-6221

MAPLEWOOD

OPTICIANS

EVERY DAY

Rim

BOOK STORE

JEWELERS

EVERY WEDNESDAY

(Special) - Samples
from at least two Zeeland elm
trees are being sent to Lansing
Mrs Raymond Tiethofi i07;4 for laboratory treatment to deterWest 14th st . a daughter, Susan mine whether they have Dutch Elm
bom Friday Mr. and disease, Lyman McLouth, an inRichard Jane]ie. 193 East spector from the State Board of
Agriculture, said Monday.
37th St- a 60"' Peter Alan' bom
McLouth said he could not be
and Mrs. Raysure either of the trees had the
Hamllu>n
David
EvaI)i
Satur. disease.Another tree has been condemned because its dying condition
day to Mr. and Mrs. Philip ~
Haan,
makes it a good place for the
573 East Central, Zeeland;a son,
beetles which carry the fungus that
Bruce E., bom Saturday to Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Kruithoff. cause the disease.
Several trees in Hudsonville apScotts Dr.; a daughter,Patricia
Saturday t0 Mr. and parently have the disease, and be-

Phone

—

• LOW

BRINK’S

AUTO TOP and

PHONE 9585

MICHIGAN'SLEADING JEWILERSSINCE 191/

— Books

48 EAST 8TH STREET

3 HOUR SERVICE
No Extra Charge

SAVE

Films

Upholstery Service

W.

513

ld

Aid and a

Phone 9533

TEERMAN’S

ZEELAND

SI* was a member of Second
Reformed Qur* and a former

member

—

*50 easy to stop

Suspect Disease

Madison St. Monday afternoon
Ave; Paul
She was bom Margaret MulderI Schrotenboer, 186 East 32nd
32nd St;
Fol-

River

206

HARDWARE
19 W. 8th

WEST SIDE
FOOD MARKET

baby- 479 Washington; Mrs. Charles

7

HOUSEWARES.

Essenberg;Bouwman, Kalmink

HL

Haven

GROCERIES

AUTO GLASS SERVICE
AUTO TOPS
INTERIOR TRIM
BOAT UPHOLSTERY

SUPERIOR

VEGETABLES

DischargedSunday were Samuel (4) and Wlodarczyk.
Bradford,180 North River Ave.;
Mrs. Forrest Wilson and baby, 553
GRAND
Grove; Joe Collins, route 3, FennMaiyiret^Boyiflk, ^idow^ of J<An | viUe. Mrs John stephen5 and

Id

GIFTS

and

R

Mobilgas

FOR QUALITY

MEATS

1
0

R

Grand

WHERE TO GO - WHERE TO EAT - WHERE TO SHOP - WHAT TO DO

Cones, Packages Hand Packed
and Carry Out
206

College

Phoae 2740

TEMPERATURE
Water
Air

-63
-74

Wholesale

-

Retail

and Manufacturing
at your

CIVIC

CENTER

Pina at

Kh

383 AutomobUea
PHONE 2379

Fraa Parking—

MOM

2

to

4560

20 Yean
19

L

8th

